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ABSTRACT

Breast cancer is the most common malignant neoplasm and a leading cause of cancer

deaths in women. The meâns to prevent breast cancer has not yet been found. Although

there exist alternative breast imaging techniques, mammography is at present the only

reliable means of detecting nonpalpable cancers, and can detect many small breast cancers

in early stages, when they may be curable.

The smallest tumors usually detected by mammography are 0.5 to 1cm in diameter,

though the resolution of mammograms is about 0.1 mm. The discrepancy may be due to

the mammogram's intricate detail showing superimposed, fine structures above and below

any tumor on the same two dimensional image. X-ray computed tomography (C{) solves

the superposition p¡oblem. Digital subhaction from longitudinal mammograms may detect

the small, growing tumors.

Registration of longitudinal breast images will be difficult because of the global

deformation, or "warping", caused by our inability to position a breast exactly the same

way twice in any instrument, and fiom changes during the menstrual cycle, aging, etc' It

will be necessary to find the transformâtion or "geometric warping" Tthat relates an earlier

(reference) image to a current (warped) one. we call its inverse transformation z -1 a

"geometric unwarping". In order to estimate the transformation l and its inverse

transformation ¡ '1, we must start with pairs of corresponding "control points", i e ,

mâmmogrâphic features whose coordinates can be unambiguously detelmined in both the

warped and reference images.

The following essential steps towards digital subtraction mammography have been

solved in this thesis. With the local unwarping approach, we can represent a complex

transformation ?as a simple piecewise approximation. That is, a set of contiguous triangles

xll



across the reference image are defined by connecting neighboring control points, and a

different polynomial transformation is allowed within each triangle. with the global

unwarping approach, on the other hand, we can also use a single transformation function to

register the whole image. We have proposed and implemented a templâte matching

procedure by using correlation of Zernike moments as the measure of similarity' In this

way a set of corresponding control points can be extracted from local mammographic

structures regardless of their position and orientation. Two algorithms have also been

developed to extract information of orientation and symmetry from the local structures,

which may be incorporated in the feature matching'

We have evaluated the geometric unwarping algorithms for accuracy in recovering a

known test transformation and unwarping a breast tissue image taken after mechanical

distortion. Test results indicate that the local unwarping methods are fâr better than the

global ones. Test results on the feature matching by Zernike moments, orientation

recognition, and symmetry detection are presented as well' A number of prospective

research topics on improvements of the geometric unwarping methods, and their

generalization to three dimensions, are also given in this thesis'

xlll
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is approaching an epidemic rate, affecting 1 out ofevery L0 rvomen, and

no means of preventing its occurrence has yet been found. Detection and treatment of breast

cancer at early stages is the only method with proven potential for lowering the death rate

from this disease. Practices of monthly breast self-examination, regular clinical breast

examinations, as well as regular mammography screening are highly recommended by

many health organizations'

Because of its demonstrated ability to detect cancer at nonpalpable stages, and because

of its high resolution, mammography has been in the forefront of methods of breast

imaging [1.2]. The widespread use of mammography has been tempered by the possible

risk from low doses of ionizing radiation and by the fact that it may still find only 80-907o

ofbreast cancers. When all factors are considered, it has been convincingly demonstrâted

that the potential benefits of mammography far outweigh the minimal, clinically undetected

radiation fisk incurred by the examination [1.3]. New technologies such as computed

tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, transillumination scanning, ultrasound,

monoclonal antibody tagging, and positron emission tomography offer a variety of

alternative breast imaging modalities. It has been shorvn tl.rat these alternatives are capable

of providing clinically useful information that complements that cunently available from X-

ray mammography, and that there are indeed some specifically defined situations in rvhich

these alternatives prove helpful [1.7]. None of these procedures has, however, yet been

applied in a mánner which oftlers improvement over two-dimensional (2D) projection

mammography for detection of early breast cancer.
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Because benign and malignant nonpalpable abnormaliiies at eârly stages may have

similar radiographic appearance, we must search not only for the classic mammographic

features of malignancy, such as microcalcifications, but also for more subtle and "indirect"

signs in predicting the presence of developing breast cancer in order to make a better

diagnosis [1.5]. Ordinary projection mammography is, unfortunately, generally incapable

of detecting tumors smaller than 1 cm in diameter [1.1]. Tumors of this large size may have

already metastasized and do so in most cases [1.4]. Thus, if we are to improve ihe survival

rate for breast cancer, \¡/e musi successfully locate and treai smaller tumors

Mammography is now our chief tool in detecting early breast cancet, yet it is far from

perfect because of its 2D character. we propose that two three-dimensional (3D) images of

a breast, taken some time apârt, may be digitally subtracted to bring out breast carcinomas

at eârly stages t1.6],[1.8]. The problem of 3D digital subtraction mammography may break

down to the following steps:

1) Take a set of x-ray projection images at high spatial and density resolution. The

resolution must be comparable to that of film mammography, so that details, such as

microcalcifications, are not lost. The dose must be limited to about that of standard

screening mammography, because if we are looking for small tumors, most women will be

disease free.

2) Digitize the datâ and run it through an appropriate computed tomography algorithm.

Because of the dose limitation, an algorithm must be chosen or developed that makes

maximal use of the available photons.

3) Repeat steps 1 and 2 for the same breast at a later dâte,

4) Identify a set of corresponding control points in these two 3D images, A and B,

obtained in the above mentioned steps. Note that control points may, in a general sense,

represent some specific sttuctures although they are chosen as simple geometric elements in

this study.

5) Estimate the geometric warping or transformation Zbetween images A and B'
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6) Apply the geometric unwarping or inverse transformation 7-1 to image B' and

resample the pixel densities in the unwarped image of B, namely 1-1(B)'

I Calculate the difference picture D = A - ?-1(B)'

8) Filter the difference picture D io try to distinguish noise from the signal provided by

a small, growing tumor.

Production of the 3D images itself requires new approaches to computed tomography'

The problems of image reconstruction from limited-view and few projections also need to

be addressed thoroughly. Filtrâtion of the difference images requires further studies on

somefundamentalproblems,suchasmammographicfeaturesindicatingmalignancy

(especially at early stages). This study will address the problems of identifying a set of

correspondingcontrolpointsandestimatingthegeometricunwarpingtransformation

between two mammographic images.

The organization of this ihesis is as follows. The problem of detection of early breast

cancer is reviewed in chapter 2, which includes a brief overview of such issues as the

current understanding of breast cancer, the mortality and survival of patients with breast

cancer,andscreeningprograms.Chapter2alsodiscussesdevelopmentsinmammography

and other breâst imaging modalities over the lasi decade, and gives an overview of future

prospects for research in mammography. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 the geometric

unwarping methods, and gray level resampling using interpolation and approximation

techniquesarepresented,respectively.InChapter5Idiscussindetailgeometric

normalization, definition of Zernike moments, and mammographic feature matching by

using Zernike moments. Algorithms for recognition of orientation and detection ofaxes of

symmetry in planar images, which make use of the phase information derived from Zernike

moments, are given in chapter 6. In Chapter 7 we propose some topics for future studies

and research on 3D geometric unwarping for detection of early breast cancer. These include

the problems of characterization of mammographic features, identification of
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mammographic features by template matching, 3D mammographic feature matching' and

3D geometric unwarPing.
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CHAPTER 2

DETECTION OF EARLY BREAST CANCER t

2.1. lntroduction

The medical profession and the general public are justly concerned with the epidemic of

breast cancer [2.62]. Statistics shows that approximately 1 in 10 women in North America

will develop breast cancer in the course of their lifetimes 12.221,12.421. Although curable,

particularly when detected at early stages, breast cancer is a major cause of cancer deaths

âmong women Í2.61,12.551-12.57]. Because it tends to occur earlier in life than other

cancers, and earlier than other major causes ofdeath such as cardiovascular disease, breast

cancer has been shown to be the greatest cause of years of life lost by women, It is our

purpose here to review the magnitude of the problem, the efficacy of current methods of

detection, and the potential for detection of earlier carcinomas.

2.2. Epidemiology of Breast Cancer

2.2.1. On the Understanding of Breast Cancer

At present there is no way of detecting in vitto the precise time that one or a few

epithelial cells of the mammary parenchyma become neoplastic 12,3tl. Estimation of the

growth rate has been derived from a detennination of the "doubling time," i.e., the time

t Chapter 2 is a condensation of a comprehensive review paper itt CRC Criticql Reviews i¡t Biontedical

Engineering 12.671, see Appendix 1 for references. OIly referelces not givel ill Appendix 1 are given lere.
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required for a tumor to double irs diameter (an eight-fold increase in mass if no necrosis

occurs) during a known period of iime. Data obtained by this method indicate that doubling

times of breast carcinomas vary extensively f¡om one tumor to another, e.g,, from 1.2 to

900 days, depending on the locations of measured lesions'

It has been suggested that when breast carcinoma is first detected by any means now

available, metastatic spread has already occurred 12.201,12.361; therefore, clinically

detectable breast cancer is often not a localized disease. For instance, studies using both

physical examination and mammography indicate that if mammography were noi performed

and patients were screened by physical examination alone, most tumors would metastasize

before they reach a palpable size. A major task is thus to characterize the preclinicial phase

oÊ breâst cancer, in particular to predict which lesion, morphologically definable only as

hyperplastic, already has the potential for unrestrained growth and metastasis [2.38]. The

present knowledge of the mechanism of metastasis suggests that a primary breast

carcinoma can metastasize when it consists of a relatively small number of cells that is fàr

below our present capacity of detection. Two conclusions can be drawn from the the

mechanisms of breast carcinoma metastasis: the primary carcinoma may be a continuous

source of neoplastic cells which spread through hematic and lymphatic vessels; and

manipulation of breast carcinomas may produce extensive transfer of neoplastic cells into

the circulation. Early detection and removal of the primary tumor is thus essential, and may

be effective, since generally only a few of the cells that depart a primary tumor succeed in

forming a secondary tumor. Hopefully, perhaps, the smallest primary tumors will have low

metastasis rates. our general inability to detect these small tumors now is a motivating

factor for finding improved imaging and image processing/analysis methods'

There are documented large variations in incidence of breast cancer in different ethnic

and culturally and geographically diverse groups. Diet is a common factor in these studies,

and is assuming an increasingly dominant role. Further studies of this question are
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undoubtedly required, however, before specific recommendations on dietary modifications

can be made.

The question whether certain groups of persons are at higher risk for the development

of breast cancer has already been the subject of discussion from the point of view of the

epidemiologist, looking at large segments of the population' Such factors as age and sex

are so obvious as to be intuitive, i.e., women are at higher risk than men, and older women

are at higher risk than younger women. However, it might be essential to differentiate what

mightbeconsideredasrisksthataresignificantenoughtoinfluencethepracticeof

medicine,fromthosefactolsthat,althoughperhapsstatisticallyimportantwhendealing

with large populations, are not enough to cause physicians to alter the advice they give

patients about intervals between examinations, the need for mammograms, and so on'

It is well established that a family history of breast cancer is an important determinânt of

breast cancer risk. The reported associations with reproductive characteristics are of

particular interest, as they imply a hormonal etiology for breast cancer. It is also possible

that age at menarche and age at menopause represeni independent risk factors for breast

cancer,

It is generally accepted that relatively high doses of ionizing radiation can cause breast

cancer, It is not known whether very low doses of radiation such as those from cutrent

mammographic techniques can cause breast cancer. It has been suggested, however, that if

any low-dose risk does exist, it is immeasurably small, especially when compared with the

overwhelmingly Iarge incidence of naturally occurring breast cancers, with mode¡n low-

dose mammography, even when a conservative estimate oÊ possible reduction in mortality

due to detection at an early stage is applied to the data, the estimated benefit substantially

exceeds any possible haz¿rd of low'dose radiation.

Blood testing has the potential of forming a portion of a routine checkup tbr breast

cancer, similar to the PAP test for uterine cancer. More importantly, it could become an

important tool for following high-risk patients, and those already treated for breast cance¡
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[2.50]. Numerous investigators have reported the existence of human mammafy tumor-

associated antigens. Studies on breast cancer imaging with monoclonal antibodies have also

been reported,

While progress continues to be made in providing leads to various factors associated

with the development of breast cancer, its biological complexities are still not fully

understood, nor has any one factor or group of variables been identified that explains or

predicts more than a minority of the cases of this disease. Most of the risk factors do not

readily lead to the implementation of preventive methods. However, current and future

research in such areas as diet, physical exercise and hormones may help find preventable

causes, or at the least lead to a better understanding ofthe pathogenesis ofbreast cancer.

2.2,2, lnc¡dence, Mortality, and Survival of Patients with Breast

Cancer

The probabilities of a newly born girl developing invasive cancer of various sites at

some point during her life+ime have been computed. For breast cancer, the probability was

calculated to be abouI l\vo: one out of every 10 women will develop this disease during her

life.

Generally, incidence rates tend to be low in most Asian and developing countries,

intermediate in southern European countries, and high in North America, scandinavian

countries, and other westernized areas. Differences in body mass, and perhaps breast mass

in particular, may account for some of these international variations in breast cancer rates.

In U.S. and other Western countries, incidence rates increase rapidly with age until the

menopausal period (45 to 55), during which they tend to level off, and after which they

increase at a slower rate. The difference in the patterns of pre- and post-menopausal

incidence rates tends to lend support to the hypothesis that these are two distinct diseases,

women in urban areas are more likely to be atfected than are those in rural areas, although
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this differential has been decreasing over time. Women with higher income and higher

educational level are more tikely to be affected with breast cancer than are women in lower

categories, There is also concern that recent reproductive trends, specifically the decrease in

fertility rates and the postponement of childbearing until after the age of 30, may result in

even high rates, since nulliparity and a late âge at first birth are known to increase the risk

of breast cancer.

Overall mortality rates have remained relatively stable for the past several decades. In

general, the reported age-adjusted death rates are high in developed countries (with the

notable exc€ption ofJapan) and low in the developing countries.

Survival of cancer of the breast has usually been analyzed according to such cancer

characteristics as extent of metastâses, size of tumor, histologic type, anatomic location and

grade of malignancy. The number of positive axillary nodes was found to have an

important effect on survival, The clinical size of tumors also correlated well with survival.

The relatively stable overall mortality râtes indicate thât the increasing survivaI rates are

being offset by an increasing probability of developing breast cancer. Since prevention of

breast cancer is not yet well understood, we should thus realize that there is much work

ahead of us to further improve the survival rates for patients with breast cancer through

early detection, diagnosis and treatment'

2,2,3. Breast Cancer Screening Programs

Screening is predicated on the assumption that with the detection of a disease in an early

or asymptomatic state the probability of cure is greater than that if the disease were

permitted to progress and present with later symptoms' (A contrary opinion, denying a

simple progression ofbreast cancer, is based on less certain data which suggests that breâst

cancer is a systemic disease of the pair of breasts, a whole breast, or at least a substantial

portion of one. In this case, detection and excision of early tumors may not lead to a cure
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[2.20].) Screening is presumed to lead to appropriate treatment that, in turn, will lead to

reduced mortality from the disease,

Many organizations recommend that women regularly undergo screening for breast

cancer. For asymptomâtic women 50 and older, both the American Cancer Society (ACS)

and the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) recommend annual or annual routine

screening with mammography. For younger women, however, the NCI would restrict

mammographic screening to those at high risk. The ACS, on the other hand, recommends a

baseline mammogram for all asymptomatic women at 35 to 40 years of age, and screenings

every one to two years for asymptomatic women aged 40 to 49. The American College of

Radiology (ACR) makes similar recommendations for the various age groups. These

organizations also support the recommended practices of monthly breast self-examination

(BSE) and regular clinical breast examinations.

In women 50 years of age or older, the reduction in mortality due to screening as

compared wiih control groups has been. demonsirated in many studies. It has been

suggested that aggressively screening younger women (aged 35 to 50), and finding and

treating breast lesions while they are intraductal, in sin, and invasive but still smaller than 5

mm in diameter, may reduce mortality. With the improvement of breast imaging

technology, the benefit is likely to extend to women under 50 as well.

The suitability of mammography for screening is still controversial regarding its

benefits versus risk of long+erm carcinogenic effects to the breast due to radiation exposure

12.91,12.141,12.521,[2.58]. This controversy, which peaked in the late 1970's, creâted

widespread confusion and t'ear among women, many of \¡/hom ì¡/ere the very ones who

would have potentially benefited the greatest from mammography. The carcinogenic risk

from mammography screening is hypothetical, with no basis in clinical experience.

Technological advances in both screen/film mammography and xeromammography have

resulted in a marked reduction in radiation dose and improved image quality since the

1960's. Given the low levels of ¡adiation exposure fiom state-of-the-art mammographic
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equipment, the theoretical risk is quite small, especially compared to the failure to detect

cancers when they are early, small and curable 12.191'

screening procedures should be sensitive, reasonably specific, safe, and inexpensive.

The high cost may be the single greâtest deterrent to the use of screening mammography

today. Studies of lay attitudes toward mammography suggest that the recommendation of

physicians is a critical intervening factor that influences the beliefs and behavior of patients.

A¡other may be the ar¡/areness that many radiologists do not know how effective or

accurate they are with the procedure. All these factors suggest that the cost-effectiveness or

affordability of compliance with the ACR/ACS guidelínes is at least doubtful, especially for

women under 50.

One way to increase screening program effectiveness and reduce total costs is to

implement a selective screening program, i.e., to use present knowledge about the risk

factors of breast cancer to select a group of women for screening. High volume practice

and limiting the role of radiologist to interpretation versus performance of the examination

have also been suggested as meâns of cost reduction for mammography. It might be

possible to use nonphysician radiology assistants, possibty aided by computer, to intelpret

examinations. Artificial intelligence techniques have been shown to help radiologists

improve their diagnostic accuracy, as well as to train non-radiologist assistants'

Studies have shown that mammography is being performed mainly for the diagnosis of

symptomatic women instead of screening of asymptomatic women and that mammography

is being underused [2.34]. There is some evidence that most women are well-disposed

toward mammographic screening. one explanation for the underuse of mammography by

physicians is probably that the majority of refer¡als appear to be made for the purpose of

the diagnosis of disease, and that physicians erroneously regard mammography as a

relatively unimportant prevention strategy, even for women age 50 and older.

Mammographic screening in women under age 50 is less clearly established. This is

probably because of the lack of supporting data from controlled randomized studies and
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hypothetical projections of radiation risk. The generally more dense images of their breasts

may also contribute to a lower detectability of tumors in mammograms of younger women.

A significant volume of data suggests that radiation exposure afier the age of 35 has far less

potential for inducing breast cancer than it does in younger age groups' It has been

suggested that aggressive screening of younger women (less than 50 years at entry) ât

yearly intervals with mammographic and clinical examinations can most likely alter the

natural history of the disease as it does in older \¡/omen. The strongest evidence that

mammography significantly reduces breast cancer deaths in women under 50 has been

recently reveâled by a new analysis of a long-term U.S' study' Mammography is usually

not rec¡mmended for women under the age of 35 when the woman is asymptomatic.

Mammography is certainly not flawless. A system, such as mammography, with the

demonstrated ability to detect occult cancer mây be poor at diagnosis. .Mammographic

criteria to distinguish malignant from benign carcinomas still remain ambiguous and

contradictory. Scientifically derived data from better-orgânized screening programs are

clearly needed to help set up these criteria. Furthermore, although more accurate than any

other modality, including physical examination, mammography may still find only 80-90%

of breast cancers.

Although mammography has proved to be effective in detecting early breast câncers,

the history of its usage provides evidence for caution in its application as a screening

technique. Prospects for change in the use of mammography wíll depend on the success or

failure of consensus policy-making, marketing strategies, cost reductions, risk reductions,

and technological improvements in sensitivity and specificity.

2.2.4. Breast Self -Examination

Since more than 90Vo of breast cancer is now first detected by the women themselves,

indoctrination into BSE is vital as a first step in screening. Recent study has shown that the
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accidentâl discovery of a symptom leads to the detection of tumors that are 2 cm in diameter

or more, but a systematic BSE month after month discovers symptoms of tumors that are

only 0.5 - 1 cm in diameter. Although many investigators have found a positive association

between BSE and detection of breast cancer at early stages, controversies still exist about

this procedure.

Like mammography, however, BSE (and clinical examination) have been underused'

although to different extents. Few women practice BSE on a monihly basis, as

recommended, although it has long been promoted as a useful procedure in screening.

personnel involved in BSE education must deal with three challenges: (1) persuading

women to perform BSE for the first time; (2) getting women to perform BSE on a regular

basis, and (3) ensuring the correctness of BSE practice.

There are no widely accepted standards for the BSE plactice. Self-reporting prâctice has

been found not adequate as an indicator of the quality of BSE performed. Reliable methods

for measuring all components of BSE should continue to be developed' BSE must be

properly taught, used, and reinforced by health professionals. BSE, the patient's part in the

total health care, must also be integrated with routine physical examination and

mammography. This is because studies on mortality reduction by screening show that

combined screening by both physical examination and mammography could reduce breast

cancer mortality by 56%, and that ihe combinaiion of mammography and physical

examination may be today the most effective method of screening for breast cancer.

Because of the high cost, only limited groups of women in the world can be involved in

screening mammography. Instead ofbeing a single procedure at a given date, an eft'ective

screening program should constitute a continuous, multi-component prog¡am, probably

containing BSE on a monthly basis year after year and a massive referral system. The

program should also be able to apply to large populations in developed and developing

countries without requiring a substantial increase in health care resources'
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2,3. Mammography: An Overview and Future Prospects

2.3.1. Brief Historical Review

In 19L3, Salomon used X-rays to image gross mastectomy specimens' But it was not

until 1930 that warrefì reported the successful performance of mammography on patients.

In 1960, Egan reported on the development of a high-milliamperage/low-kilovoltage

method that resulted in dependable diagnostic quality mammographic images on industrial

X-ray film.

Another breakthrough in mammography occurred when Gros introduced two

innovations: a molybdenum target, in place of tungsten, heightened the contrast between

water, fat, and calcific densities, while a built-in compression device diminished scattered

radiation, motion artifacts, and separated breast structures. ln 7969, a dedicated

mammographic unit became available, which included a molybdenum target tube and a

filter based on the emission spectrum of molybdenum .In 1972, the DuPont Company,

stimulated by the investigation of ostrum, marketed a high-definition intensifying screen

combined with a single-emulsion film, held in intimate contact by a vacuum, and

revolutionized mammography by permitting rapid automatic processing, shorter exposures

with diminished motion unsharpness, and greatly reduced surface exposure'

The introduction of xeromammography in 1972 provided an âlternate breast imaging

method, Xeromammograms have two unique characteristics which improve the

visualization of breast pathology: wide recording latitude and edge enhancement. while

clinical investigations have failed to reveal a significant difference in accuracy between

screen-film mammography performed with dedicated equipment and xeromammography,

screen-film mammography currently requires considerably less radiation than

xeromammography for the same two-view examination.
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2.3.2. State of the Art

Specialimagingproblemsariseinmammographysincetheimagingconditionsare

unique. The differences in attenuation of the various soft tissue structures in the female

breast are small, and it is necessary to use X-rays with low photon energy in older to get a

sufficiently high contrasi in the mammographic film'

The factors that may affect the quality of any radiographic image include the

composition of the target of the X-ray tube, the size and shape of the focal spot on the

target, the distance of the focal spot from the object, and the distance of the object from the

recording medium. Also of importance is the composition of the object being imaged, the

characteristics of the recording system, as well as the darkroom and film developing

technique employed. Since contrast between the soft tissues of the breast is inherently low

and because relatively minor changes in mammary structure can signify the presence of a

malignant breast tumor, the margin for enor is more critical in mammography than in most

other forms of radiography. There have been a few studies on image quality attainable in

mammography and new photographic techniques have been tried to obtain images at low

dose.

During the pâst few years considerable emphasis has been placed on better

understanding of the mammographic imaging process and on radiation dose reduction

12.1,31,Í2.301. More accurate methods of measuring radiation exposure in the energy range

of mammography, and more relevant calculaiions of radiation dose to the breast tissue

which is at risk, have been realized, Equally important is the effect of the X-ray technique

on image quality. The relationship between absorbed dose and image quality should be

further investigated.

Many of the technical changes that occurred in mammography during the last decade are

directly related to the development of screen-film systems Í2'281,Í2'331' The new

dedicated units for screen-film mammography have smaller focal spots, longer (and fixed)
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source-to-image distance to reduce geometric unsharpness, more effective compression

devices to eliminate motion and to separate mammary structures, moving grids to reduce

scattered radiation, automatic exposure control for more consistent quality, configurations

that promote easy and rapid positioning by permitting tho patient to stând during exposures,

and an altemate even smaller focal spot for the production of magnified images'

Forscreen.filmmammography,onlythededicatedX.rayuniiswitheithera

molybdenum target tube and a molybdenum filter or a specially designed tungsten target

tube with a beryllium window are recommended. The shape of the focal spot has an impact

on its imaging performance, ând the focâl spot shape is furthermore a function of the

filament shape and position. The emission X-ray spectra for mammographic screen-film

combinations have been studied by several investigators. It has been found that the energy

distribution of the image-forming photons transmitted through the breast also influences

subject contrast.

Motion blurring can be minimized by using a short exposure time and by firmly

compressing the breast. To minimize geometric blurring, the focal spot size and object-to-

image detector distance should be minimized, whereas focal spot-to-object distånce should

be maximized. While the current dedicated units are better in this regard, some units could

be improved to ensure that the imâge detector (such as film), but not geometric blurring, is

the limiting factor in resolution. In screen-film mammography, light diftlusion (spreading of

the light emitted by the screen before it is recorded by the film) also causes blurring.

Factors include thickness and size of the screen phosphor, light-absorbing dyes and

pigments in the screen, and screen-film contact. Screen-film combinations for

mammography utilize a single high-definition screen in contact with a single-emulsion film,

instead of the double-coated film (with one emulsion on either side of the support, and

sandwiched between two intensifying screens). Cassettes designed for mammography with

front panels which provide low X-ray absorption and intimate screen-film contact also

reduce blur.
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It has been demonstrated that radiation passing through the breast to the detectof

contains a significant amount of scattered radiation, and that sc¿itered radiation will reduce

image contrast accordingly. Good breast compression is a very important factor in reducing

scattered radiation in screen-film mammography. In addition to contributing to a reduction

in scattered radiation, compression can provide several other advântages: immobilization of

the breâst reduces blurring caused by motion; juxøposition of structures in the breasi closer

to the image detector reduces geometric blurring; production of a more uniformly thick

breast, which, in turn, results in more even penetration by X-ray radiation and less

difference in radiographic density in the area between the chest wall and the nipple;

reduction of radiation dose; and the spreading ofbreast tissue enables suspicious lesions to

be more easily identified. compression also provides the opportunity to optimize the X-ray

photon energy for a given X-ray optimal thickness, which has not yet been exploited.

The use of specially-designed grids for mammography can further reduce scattered

radiation and improve contrast. Note that pâtient exposure is also increased. Moving grids

are now included with most of the new, dedicated mammographic x-ray units. For use with

older dedicated systems without a built-in grid, ân ultrahigh-strip-density, stationâry,

focused grid that fits inside â standard mammographic cassette is commercially available.

Slit radiography has been known for many years to be a technique that reduces scatter,

but it has not come into general use. However, development work in slit radiography

continues both with film and electronic systems. Slit radiography can make low contrast

images more readily detectable by film, but film often cannot make these images perceptible

to the unaided eye. Moreover, when slit radiography removes the background, the dynamic

range of the X-ray image can increase beyond the acceptance range of film; however,

electronic systems now have the ability to accept larger dynamic ranges than film, and are

thus able to take fuller advantage of slit radiography. A new version ofslit radiography to

remove such background effects as scatter, off-focal radiation and intensifier glare has been
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reported. Initial experimentâl results of scatter reduction in slit mammography has been

reported.

Because magnification mammography requires considerably more radiation, its major

role currently is to supplement the occasionally inadequate information provided by

conventional mammography. In magnification mammography, the projected râdiog¡aphic

image is enlarged and the scattered radiation reaching the film is reduced. Because of the

resultant increase in imaging distance, one must use higher kvp, faster film, longer

exposures, or a combination of these factors to produce magnification mammograms'

Magnification technique also requires the use of an X-ray tube that has a very small focal

spot, to reduce the considerable unsharpness that otherwise would accompany geometric

image enlargement. A possible alternative may be digital or optical deconvolution of the

focal spot from the image. It is also important for magnification mammography equipment

to permit vigorous breast compression, primarily because the relatively long exposure times

used for magnification imaging provide an increased opportunity for image blurring due to

motion unsharpness, and any motion is also magnified.

while limiting the number of mammographic views or projections per examination

lowers the radiation risk, this limited number of views yields an unacceptably low rate of

câncer detection. Other investigators favor xeromâmmography for geeing fine details and

imaging microcalcifications with better contrast. However, xeromammography requires a

higher radiation dose than film-screen methods and has lower spatial resolution. It has been

suggested that the information in mammograms can be enhanced by subtraction film

techniques. A combination of film-screen mammographic and xeromammographic

examination may optimize the diagnostic abilities of mammographic examination'

Digital image processing techniques have been suggested for the feature enhancement

of mammograms. Algorithms based on computerized adaptivè neighborhood image

processing to enhance the contrast of selected features of a mammogram were reported.

New techniques have been developed, based on region growing techniques, to determine
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the adaptive neighborhoods. There may be a further generalization in which pictures are

segmented into a picture-dependent set of "feature pixels" or "fixels", which are local

regions defined by an adaptive neighborhood function. These new image processing

techniques may succeed in bringing out the desired, but unseen or barely seen features of a

mammogram for better human visibility, without the requirement of additional X-ray dose.

They may also permit a reduction in dose.

one major problem encountered in mammographic screening programs would involve

the interpretation of the large volume of images produced, Some automated prescreening

methods have been suggested to relieve humans of the more tedious aspects of screening

programs, utilizing recent advances in image processing and pattern recognition techniques.

computer evaluations would also produce quantitative, objective data (geographical and

time-invariant), which are further useful for standardization and quality control.

computerization procedures have been proposed for the management of screening

mammography centres [2,53].

2.3.3. Expected Trends

The primary goal of the future development of mammography is further improvement

in image quality, leading to increased diagnostic âccuracy [2.37]. Dose reduction should

continue to be sought, but not at the expense of diagnostic sensitívity and specificity.

Accurate film digitization via laser scanning permits recording and display of the entire

12-bit dynamic range of film while retaining high spatial resolution. High-quality film

digitizers have become available for use in clinic¿l testing. A system for digital processing

of film radiographs can combine the excellent characteristics of film as a detector (in terms

of dynamic range and spatial resolution) with the flexible image processing and display

capabilities of a digital system.
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one potentially fruitful area for research is electronic digital mammography, bypassing

film altogether. Digital mammographic systems may use specially designed photoelectronic

ímaging devices to eliminate the rse of film as the pfimary recording medium. Aside from

the obvious advantages of accuracy and performance, since the images are digital, many

digital processing techniques are available without further instrumentation to significantly

enhance the diagnostic quality of the final images. Advantages ofsuch digital systems over

traditional film-based ones also include the capability for electronic archival and matching

with computerized patient records, flexibility of display, and so on. High-efficiency

detector systems are being developed that will be more effective than mammography in

detecting X-ray photons, permitting a considerable reduction in the dose required. The

addition of microfocal spot magnification to grids or scanning slits to reduce scattefed

radiation could also lead to future digital mammography systems that are both practical and

effective. several important projects for digital processing of mammographic images

include very-high-resolution film digitization, computed radiography, slit scanning

techliques, and time-resolved optical spectroscopy.

It has been suggested that mammograms, as normally viewed, display only about 3Vo

of the total information detected. Many attempts have been made to improve the

characterization and detection of breast tumors with the aid of computers

[2,7],12.701,12J.11,12J51,12A61. It may be possible to enhance mammograms to bring

out the diagnostic information, There is a clear need for further research in automation of

mammographic screening programs and computerization for management of such

programs. The potential for dual-energy image subtraction may produce significant

improvements in radiographic detection of breast cancer, A new approach for detection of

early breast cancer has also been proposed by using 3D digital subtraction techniques via a

geometric unwarping procedure, of which several problems are addressed in this thesis'
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2.4. Cf , MRl, and Other Modalities for Breast lmaging

2.4.1. Computed Tomographic Mammography

clinical trials demonstrated slightly increased cancer detection for cT scanning over

mammography, whereas the others showed no difference [2.54]. It \¡/as also showed that

cT scanning is inappropriate as a primary diagnostic test for breast cancer, because of the

high cost of the examination, the need for intravenous contrast administration, and the

relatively high radiation dose involved. Despite the lack of general clinical utility fbr breast

cT scanning, there are several specific, narrowly defined situaiions in which the

examination can prove helPful.

There is another promising approach that is yet to be explored: understanding the

physiological processes that cause malignant tissues to have an increased affinity for

iodinated contrast material. This may prove useful for breast MRI (see below) by

facititating production of successful paramagnetic contrast agents for breast cancer

detection. The feasibility and substantial potential of positron emission tomography (PET)

scanning to detect and localize both primary and metastâtic breast cancers have been

demonstrated re centlY 12.641'

2,4,2. Breast Magnetic Resonance lmaging

Even with high-resolution surface coils, the spatial resolution of MRI is, however, far

inferior to mammography. Moreover, the tiny clustered calcifications of intraductal

carcinoma and the fine spiculations of invasive breast cancer are not imaged. The very high

cost of examination, as well as possible toxicity from intravenous parâmagnetic agents,

which highlight differences in signal intensity between regions of differing tissue

perfusion, would prevent their use in screening programs. However, MRI is superior to

mammography in differentiating solid from cystic lesions, and equivalent to mammography
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in providing information regarding different parenchymal patterns. Fatty and fibroglandular

regions of the breast are clearly distinguished, and areas of dense fibroglandular tissue are

imaged with a greater range of contrast than either mammography or CT scanning'

Despite these shortcomings for screening, breast MRI offers considerable promise in

breast disease diagnosis, as a complement to mammography and physical examination

[2.54]. The additional information provided by multispectral analysis of MR images has

been found to be valuable for distinguishing different kinds of tissues and structures

[2.63]. Multispectral analysis of MR images of the breast has been reported recently

12.231. It is possible to combine X-ray cT and MRI pixels in a way that extracts more

informatioi than available from viewing cT and MRI images side by side [2.24]. The

multimodality imaging technique may then become a very powerful tool for breast imaging.

2.4.3. Brêast Transillumination Light Scanning

Reports on the efficacy of transillumination light scanning to detect breast cancer hâve

shown discrepant results. other feports have noted varied findings, and further studies are

being conducted. The primary theoretical timitation to transillumination techniques is that

only a very small portion of the incident light, if any, is transmitted in a stfaight path

through the breast. Thus, the great majority of photons are scattered extensively, thereby

producing low resolution images. The fact that current equipment uses large-area light

sources and short imaging distances further degrades the transillumination image.

Transillumination's mâjor weaknesses appear to be a relative inability to image deep

lesions, and a questionable ability to detect the small cancers (1 cm) now routinely detected

by mammography.

There has been no conclusive demonstration that transillumination can serve even as ân

adjunct to mammography and physical examination in the evaluation of either symptomatic

or asymptomatic patients and therefore remains an investigational tool. Scatter reduction
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methods, for instance, the use of low-energy lasers, or by raster scanning with a fiber optic

point source touching the breast and by carrying out an inverse radiative transfer (3D

deconvolution) computation, should be further investigated. The basic physical properties

of light absorption in the breast should also be investigated. The application of time-

resolved optical spectroscopic measurement to breast imaging is currently being studied.

2.4.4. Breast Sonography

Sonography, while capable of imaging and categorizing most palpable breast masses,

often failed to detect small, nonpalpable masses that present only as clustered calcifications

on mammograms, often the sole indicators of breast cancer. An important clinical role for

breast sonography currently is the differentiation of benign cysts from indeterminate solid

masses [2.4].

In spite of its failure as a screening method, sonography has emerged as the single most

helpful adjunct to mammography in the evaluation of the clinically or mammographically

abnormal breast. Other proposed applications of sonography include ímaging dense

breasts, the application of Doppler techniques to make benign-malignant ditferentiations of

sonographically detectable masses, the evaluation of tissue surrounding augmentation

prostheses, where the effectiveness of X-ray mammography and physical examination is

limited, and, perhaps, the initial evaluation of asymptomatic women under 35 years of age.

Ultrasound-guided aspiration biopsy of nonpalpable lesions is beginning to be explored.

The detection of axillary lymph node metastases in breast cancer by ultrasound has also

been reported.

Continuing refinements in transducer design and signal processing techniques can be

expected to produce better images. The development of acoustic transmission computed

tomography for in vívo determination of sonic attenuation and velocity should permit much

more successful imaging of fatty tissues, currently a major weakness limiting the utility of
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breast sonography. Efforts to establish the ultrasonic characteristics of breast structures and

breast carcinomas have also been reported.

2.4.5. Breast ThermograPhY

Because most of the reported investigations on breast thermography have been

anecdotal and/or lacked definitive comparisons with other modalities, the value of

thermography cannot be accurately assessed. There is little evidence to indicate that

thermography lowers the stage at detection, and neither does a positive thermogram in

screening seem to have a strong predictive value.

Because it is rapid, noninvasive, and safe' however, thermography may still be an

investigational tool, to be used in breast cancer screening only when a specific protocol is

available that allows subsequent objective evaluation of results. The role of thermography

in determining prognosis and treatment of breast cancer patients should continue to be

scientifically investigated. It is especially important that additional research be undertaken to

determine the nature of tumor thermogenesis,

2.4.6. Stereotactic Fine-Needle Aspiration Cytology of Nonpalpable

Breast Lesions

With the widespread use of mammography, especially for screening of asymptomatic

women, an increasing number of nonpalpable breast lesions will be detected' Since 15-

357o of nonpalpable mammographically identified lesions prove to be malignant at time of

biopsy 12.261,a diagnostic technique for further characterizâtion ofsuch lesions is needed

to minimize the number of surgical biopsies and to improve preoperative planning of

surgical procedures.
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Fine-needle aspiration biopsy has been accepted as a means of diagnosing palpable

breast lesions for years l2.rl,Í2.2),12'81,12.21'l'12.25)'12.35)'12.391'12'511,[2'59],

12.651,12.661. On the contrary, experience with nonpalpable lesions is more limited' The

major problem wiih the two-dimensional coordinate-grid technique pAQ'p'a3\p'a5l' is

that it does not give the depth of the lesion. The three-dimensional stereotactic technique,

originally described by Nordenström [2.44], overcomes the depth problem in the 2D

coordinate-grid approach. ',This is an exciting technology that could reduce the number of

unnecessary excisional breast biopsies" 12,321. There have been reports on stereotactic

fine-needle aspiration for cytologic diagnosis of nonpalpable lesions [2.3], [2.12],12'161-

12.181,12.27),12.291,12.411,12.601,1261)'Ithasbeensuggestedthatstereotacticcore

biopsy with a biopsy gun and an automated cutting needle may be superior to fine-needle

aspiration biopsy [2.5],[2.47]'12.491.

2.5. Conclusions

Detection and treatment of breast cancer at early stages is the only method with proven

potential for lowering the death rate from this disease. Detection of early breast cancer is

promoted by many health organizations by encouraging the regular use of three types of

screening: breast self-examination, clinical breast examination, and mammography'

Mammography is the first-line imaging technique for the detection of breast cancer. It is

necessary to detect much smaller tumors than that mâmmography can do at present in order

to improve the survival rate for breâst cancer. A variety of alternative breast imaging

modalities can provide useful information, in some situations, that complements that

available from mammography.
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CHAPTËR 3

GEOMETRIC UNWARPING FOR DIGITAL SUBTRACTION

MAMMOGRAPHY

3.1 . lntroduction

The problem of serial image evaluation for detecting serial changes over images in

biomedical applications has been addressed by several investigators, such as Bookstein

[3.15]-[3.18], Cheverud 13.201,13.211, and Thompson [3.55]. Three-dimensional (3D)

mammographic images taken some time apart could be subtracted to bring out chânges that

might be due to small, slowly growing breast carcinomas [3.27], [3.58], [3.59]. However,

registration of multitemporal (longitudinal) breast images is sometimes difficult because of

the global deformation, or "warping", that follows from our inability to position a breast

exactly the sâme way twice in any instrument, and from changes during the menstrual

cycle, aging, etc. Therefore, it is necessary to find the 3D transformation or "geometric

warping" 1 that relates an earlier (reference) image to â current (warped) one. We call its

inverse transformation I -1 a "geometric unwarping".

In order to estimate the transformation ?l we start with pairs of corresponding points

between the warped and reference images. (However, there may exist altemative methods

for estimating the transformation without knowing corresponding points.) We will show,

in Chapter 5, how pairs of "control points" (or landmarks, homologous points, fiducial

marks), i.e., features which are visible or can be defined unambiguously, and whose

coordinates can be determined in both images, could be extracted from two images by local

mammographic feature matching. For now, we will take the control points as given or

30
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estimate them by eye. Note that control points may, in a general sense, represent some

specific features although they are chosen as simple geometric elements in this study.

If a sufficient number of pairs of control points in the two images could be determined,

then the images could be accurately registered over their whole extent. This chapter will

address optimal geometric interpolation betrveen and extrapolation from control points. The

optimal pixel intensity (grey level) interpolation âlgofithms, and the selection and number

of control poins will be covered in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively.

Production of 3D mammographic images itself needs new approaches, and 2D

mammographic images are currently obtainable through CT scanning of the breast. It is

rational and appropriate to first work out the methodology .of finding the geometric

transformation in two dimensions and then generalize these 2D algorithms to three

dimensions. All the derivations of geometric unwarping algorithms in this thesis are

presented in two dimensions. Generalization of these 2D results to 3D will be discussed in

Chapter 7.

We will use (x, y) and (ø, v) to designate the coordinates of the reference and warped

images, respectively. The unwarped image will be designated by coordinates (r*, y*).

These relationships can be represented by the following notations (Fig. 3'1.1)

(u, v) = \x, ,¡ and (x *, y-) = T-l(u, 
")'

(3.1.1)

Since the form and amount of geometric distortion between two images may not be

known, it seems acceptable to use polynomials to represent the transformation 7 [3.35],

[3.38], [3.52], [3.57]. Adams et aL l3.1l presented hardware for geometric unwarping, in

*hi"h u global quadratic warping function is used to correct the pixel coordinates, i e., a

single set of transformation functions is used to register the whole image. This approach

may become too complicated to manage as the degree of the polynomial increases, and

polynomials of highei degree sometimes exhibit excessive spatial undulations. In many

images, geometric distortions are mainly due to local factors such as topographic elevation
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Warped Inage

Fig.3.1.1. The relationship betweel geornetric warping ard un\\/arping. A
grid representing a teferellce image which is rvarped by the t¡arßforrnation

i A uurne¡ical apProximation to ?*1, produces the uttwarped ituage,
rvl¡ich is then similar to, but generally not identical to' tlìe refelence
itnage'

[3.46], sensor nonlinearity [3.32], fixation artifacts requiring " microregistration" in

electron microscopy [3.53],[3.54], breast compression [3.12], physiological factors

mentioned above, etc. Therefore, geometric unwarping methods based on locally defined

trânsformation tunctions are potentially more accutate in these cases. By defining a set of

contiguous quadrilaterâls or triangles across the image made by connecting neighboring

control points, and allowing a different polynomial transformation within each, we can

represent a complex transt'ormation function Ias a simple piecewise approximation. This

piecewise distortion modeling technique has been applied extensively to severely distolted
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planetary spacecrafr images [3.19]. Similar piecewise mapping methods [3.28],[3.29] were

also reported recently.

In the field of computer aided geometric design (cAGD), surface representation and

approximation problems have been studied extensively, For a comprehensive survey, see

Barnhill [3.7]. CO, C1 and C2 continuous rectangular and non-rectangular interpolants have

been investigated and are currently used. In applications such as geometric unwarping, it is

difficult or impracticable to restrict control points to those on rectangular grids. Triangular

interpolants or disønce-weighted interpolants have to be used instead [3,6]. (In cases such

as these multi-stage methods have also been suggested 13.1.11,13.251,Í3.47]. Part of the

motivation for multfstage interpolation is that some methods that apply directly to

ungridded data give undesirable results or are ineffícient when the number ofdata poins is

large. on the other hand, many methods that are âccurate and efficient only apply to data on

regular grids.) In the following, we show how the unwarping problem can be solved by

surface approximation approaches using one stage triangular interpolants, yielding what we

call the local geomeftic unwarpinç methad.

3.2. Geometric UnwarPing Methods

3.2.1. The Geometr¡c Unwarping Problem

The 2D geometric unwarping probl"nl can be stated as follows: Given the coordinates

for l{ pairs of control points in two images of the same scene, {(x;, y¡), (u¡, v¡)' i = 1',

2,..., Nj, estimate the geometric unwarping transformation Z-1 thatwill produce (x*,y*)

a (x., y) to a good approximation over the common domain of the reference and unwarped

images. It is not sufficient to just calculate the geometric correspondence of points in the

reference and unwarped images. If we designate their intensities as /(x, y) andf(r*, )l*)

then we also require, at corresponding points, thal flx, y) * f(x-, y*;. Note that /* is
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generated by intensity interpolation from g(u, v), where g designates the intensity values

of the warped image. This process of matching the cooldinates and correcting the

intensities is called regßlration of the reference and unwarped images [3.43]. When the

whole procedure is simulated, an additional interpolation procedure must be applied to the

grey levels of the reference image to produce the warped image, which is discussed in

Chapter 4.

3.2.2. Geometric Unwarping Algorithms

Consider the determination of the geometric unwarping functions ¡* and y* (:'t't)' tet

D be a domain in the u-v plane, and suppose x* andy* are defined on D. Suppose we are

given the coordinate values x¡ = x*(u¡, v¡) and y ¡ = y* (u¡, v¡) at some set of control points

(øt, vt) located in D, for i = L,2,..., l{. Our problem is to find functions x* and y*

defined on D which reasonably approximate the reference coordinates (x, y)' The

determination of the geometric unwarping function x* (and similarly y*) consists of the

following steps:

(1) Partition the convex hulll of the set of control points into triangles by connecting

neighboring control points with noncrossing line segments, forming a planar graph2.

(2) Estimate partial derivatives ofx* with respect to ¿¿ and v at each of the control points

using the data values on either a set of nearby control points within a given neighborhood

(a local method) or all ofthe control points (a global method).

1 A donrain D is convex if, for any two poirts p a d q in D, tl¡e straight lirle segmelt pq is entirely

coltaired in D. The conver hull of a set of points S is the boundary of such a smallest colvex dornail

contairúug S [3.44].

2 A graph G = (V, E) (vertex set V, edge set E) is planar if it can be ernbedded ilì the plane witloÙt

crossilgs [3.44].
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(3) For an arbitrary point (u, v) in the convex hull of the set of the control points,

determine which triangle contains the point (point-inclusion probleml), and calculate ân

interpolated value x+(ø, v) using an appropriate interpolant over triangles. Capability of

extrapolation for a point outside the convex hull should also be provided.

The geometric unwarping procedure ends by resampling of the grey values g(u' v) of

the warped image (2, v) by the unwarping functions (x*, y*) which are obtained above and

their interpolation to give new grey values f(x*, y*).

3.2.3. Delaunay Triangulat¡on

Given a set of N distinct points, a triangulation which covers the convex hull of the data

points can be constructed. In many applications it is desirable to have triangles as

"equilateral" as possible. In most cases interpolation over equilateral triangles produces

better results than that over thin (or obtuse) ones. The optimal triangulation can be obtained

by initially creating an arbitrary triangulation of the data and then optimizing it by

reassigning edges using various criteria. l¿wson [3.34] has given three optimal criteria: the

max-min angle criterion, circle criierion and Thiessen region criterion. In computational

geometry, Thiessen regions are also referred io as Delaunay, Dirichlet and Voronoi

regions. The corresponding triangulation is usually referred to as a Delaunay triangulation.

For a review of properties of Voronoi tessellation [3.56] and Delaunay triangulation [3.22],

see læe and Schachter [3.36]. Triangulation can also be done by the divide-and-conquer

approach 13.361,13.3'71and recursive algorithms [3.30],[3'36]. In our study, the I¿wson's

triangulation algorithm with ihe max-min angle criterion was used.

! Point-inchrcion proDl¿fl consists of identifying lüe legion, a pârfition of the geotnetric space, tlìe poitìt

lies ill. The difTiculty will esseltially deperld ort the ruture of the space and of its Partitiorl [3'44].
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3.2.4. Triangular lnterPolants

For C0 interpolation methods only positional data about the control points is used to

calculate the unwarping functions. There is a need to estimate the partial derivatives

ð-r* ôv 
* ôx* ôv*(#, å;, ,,' #' etc.) to approximate the bivariate functions x* and y* when C1 and

C2 or smoother methods are to be used. A simple method would be to fit a quadratic

bivariate polynomial to each cluster of n points consisting of a point P6 and five of its

nearest neighbors (not necessarily sharing an edge rvith Pg) and then determine the partial

derivatives of the resultant polynomiat at point P6. By a weighted least squares technique

more accurate estimates can be obtained for n > 6 points'

Akima [3.2] proposed the following approach. To estimate the partial derivatives at

point Pg using P6 and its nr nearest points Pt Pz, ,,', Pn, form vector products

vi = (P0 - P) x (P6 - Pj), i, i = 7, ... n, where P1, Pz, "', P^ are arranged to be

counterclockwise about point Pg. The vector sum V of all V¡'s is calculated. Finally, the

partial first derivatives are estimated from the slopes of a plane which is normal to the

vector sum. A similar procedure was used by Klucewicz [3.33]' In a later paper Akima

[3.3] further suggested an improvement by weighting the contribution of each triangle: a

small weight was given to the contribution of a large triangle or a thin triangle when the

vector sum was calculated. Barnhill [3.fl proposed three useful methods for the estimation

of derivative data. Stead [3.51] made an experimental comparison of different derivative

estimation techniques, For an overview of methods for estimation of pârtial derivatives, see

Nielson and Franke [3.39]. The improved Akima method for estimation of partial

derivatives was used in this study.

Smooth, finite dimensional interpolants over triangles have been known for more than

20 years. Their practical uses have been as "finite elements." Many triangular interpolants

are polynomial t3.21, t3.331,t3.411,f3.421, while the Coons and Bernstein-Bezier
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representation [3.8], [3.9], [3.24], as well as triangular splines [3.13], [3.14], [3.26], have

also been reported.

The simplest C0 interpolation over triângles can be stated as follows. Given three 3D

points (x;, y¡, z¡) for i = 1., 2 and 3, where z¡ is the fu¡ction value at point (x¿' y¿),

determine parameters of the plane which pass through these points. For any point (x, y)

which is inside the triangle, the value z can be calculated from this plane.

There are two widely known C1 triangular interpolants: the 21 parameter quintic and the

Clough-Tocher triangle. Akima [3.2] used the former interpolant for bivariate interpolation

and surface fitting from irregularly distributed datâ. The proof of smoothness of the quintic

interpolation along the side of the triangle was also given in [3.2]. This interpolation

method was tested here for the geometric unwarping problem. Goshtasby [3.29] used the

Clough-Tocher triangular interpolant for the mapping procedures. Barnhill [3.5] wrote a

complete review on triangular interpolants.

The capability of extrapolating ouiside the convex hull of data points is desirable,

especially since we cannot expect to use control points on the skin ofthe breast. An exterior

point lies in either a semi-infinite rectangle or a semi-infinite triangle defined by the lines

which pass through the boundary data points and are perpendicular to the boundary edges.

For the quintic approach, a polynomial which is quintic in the variable measured in the

direction of the border line segment and quadratic in the distance from the line segment is

used for extrapolation into the semi-infinite rectangle. A bivariate quadratic polynomial

which smoothly connects to the two polynomials in the neighboring semi-infinite rectangles

is used for extrapolation into the semi-infinite triangles' In the linear approximation

approach, however, the plane which is just the extension of the border triangular plane, and

the plane which passes the boundary data point and connects the neighboring rectangular

planes, are used in the semi-infinite rectangle and semi-infinite triangle, respectively

(Fig.3.2.1).
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Co¡rt¡ol Point
Pi-r

Convex Hr¡11

Boundary

Semi-iufi¡úte
Rectargle

Fig. 3.2.1. Partition of the exterior regiort into semi-i¡tfinite rectâ¡ìgles ald l¡iângles.

3.3. D¡gital Subtraction Mammography

3.3.1. Breast Tissue lmages for Testing Unwarping Methods

We tested the unwarping algorithms using CT images of real breast tissue. It was

important to use CT images râther thân projection radiographs, because the CT images have

pixel values which are proportional to local tissue density rather than line integrals of

density. If projection radiographs are taken before and after mechanical distortion of a

tissue sample, there wilt generally not be an unwarping function that will map the second

image onto the first because of differential motion of tissue structure in different planes

perpendicular to the imaging direction. With CT images, ihere is always a one-to-one

relationship between structure in images of distorted and undistorted tissue'

The complication that comes into play with CT is that structure can sometimes move out

of a given slice plane following distortion, and ultimately this will require a 3D approach

using a set of contiguous CT slices and true 3D unwarping for relating a set of contiguous

images taken after distortion to a set taken before. That is the goal toward which our work

is directed, and full sets of contiguous images were taken during the laboratory phase of
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this project, but for now we settle for 2D analysis of the images which were taken in the

following manner.

Using a unique high-resolution "Micro-CT" X-ray scannerl [3.48],[3.49], we toÕk a

set of contiguous CT images of a sample of fixed human breast tissue before and after

mechanical distortion. The distortion was accomplished through compression2 with a

mechanism illust¡âted schematícally in Fig. 3.3.1. The CT images have 50'prm pixels

representing tissue density averaged over a 0.4-mm "slice thickness". A 5-cm imaging field

is represented by I0Z4 x 1024 images whose pixel values have 12 bíts of resolution, and

BEFORE DISTORTION AFTER DISTORTION

Fig.3.3.1. A miniature breast tissue compression apparatus,

1 I rvould like to tüauk Fredrick Séguin and Paul Bjorkhohn for allowirg us to use the Mic¡o-CT scaruter

that has been developed at the Anerican Scierrce arrd E gilteering, I[c., Bostol, MA. Ti]e CI images were

obtailed at the AS&E by Andrzej Mazur and Elzbieta Mazur as a result of one of tlìeir projects.

2 TLre clesign of the tissue compressor by Ardrzej Mazur aud Elzbiela Mazur is gratefully acknowlcdged.

Thanks a¡e also exteuded to Neil C¡owsou for both providilg mastectony samples and rnany hclpful

discussiors, to Doltald Elcl¡esben for Lis help iu testilg tle ¡niniature tissue courpression apparatus flnd to

Nikola Boner for providiug anirnal tissue.
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each image is reconstructed from 2000 projections using a convolution-and-backprojection

algorithm.

Our unwarping calculations were performed on â Macintosh II computer using a digital

image processing package written in C. In order to make the CT images comply with

formatting requirements of this system, the parts of the images covering the tissue samples

were compressed to 128 x 128 pixels with 8-bit density resolution. Each pixel then

represented 0.2 x O.2 mm2 in the slice plane of the breast tissue specimen.

3,3.2. Method of Evaluat¡ng Unwarping Tests

Visual evaluation of the unwarped images against the reference images is

strâightforward, but subjective. For quantitative evaluation, two types of error measures

are used: one for intensity and one for geometry. The intensity error measures I used are:

correlation coefficient

Euclidean distance

maximum difference

average difference

standard deviation

grey level entropy

lttz
U,-t)')

Irv_11\
I N .¿.,

I

= max lfi
1<i3.¡V

-fl
(3.3.1)

= u = #,1:,

= ["+,ä @'.'Pf'''

L-7
= -) h¡ tog2h¡

i=0
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where ¡¿ is the total number of pixels in either image; /¿ andf¡ represent the pixel intensity

in the reference and unwarped images, respectively; di= lf¡ -f¡l it the intensity ditTerence;

and h¡, i = 0, 1,..,, L-1-, are the frequencies of occurrence of the .L grey levels [3.31].

For the tests in which the distorted image is generated analytically from the reference

image, the true unwarping function is known exactly and we are able to calculate the

geometric error measures. The following error measures give a reasonable description of

the geometric performance of unwarping procedures:

conelationcoefficient ó1

Euclidean distânce

average difference

maximum difference

(3.3.2)

1<;É,¡f

where l{ is the total number of pixels in the unwarped image; r¡ = (xiz + y i2)ll2 and

r+ ¡ = (x* ¡2 + y+ i2)712 are the distances from the origin to points (x¡, )¿ ), and (x*¡ )*¿),

respectively; and (x¡ /¡) and (x*;, )* ) represent coordinates of pixels in the unwarped

image which are determined by the analytic, known unwarping functions, and numerical

approaches, respectively. We will also examine the horizontal and vertical geometric error

measures, which are defined by substituting r'; and r*¿ in (3.3.2) by x¡and x+ ¡, and by yt

and y+;, respectively,

Note that these measures emphasize different aspects of image quality. The cotl'elotiotl

coefficient s1 measures the extent to which two images are similar to each other. The

) t'r-')(,-i-r)

r = 
[#,å 

{,,-,îYf'''

o,=fll,,-,;l

Oa = ma*lr;-ril

(,år'

i= 1

t'¡'t'f()
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number É2 is the Euclidean distance crite¡ion. The measure e3 yields the largest difference

between the reference and the unwârped images. While the mean value e4 gives a shift of

mean value after each subtraction , the standard deviatinn e5 measures the magnitudes of the

intensity deviations from the mean value. The measure e6 reveals the ?t'ey level enÛ'opy or

average information per grey level by the average value of the information contained in each

possible level [3.31]. The ô 1, ù2, õ2, and ô4 measures have similar explanations to those

for e ç e2, q, and e4 meâsures.

The correlation coefficient measure takes the highest possible value of 1 if two images

are exactly the same. Other measures tend toward zero as the two images approach each

other. However, the warning must be heeded that rank-ordering algorithm performances

based upon a single measure can be very misleading, since a single number or even a set of

numbers cannot possibly measure all the aspects in which two images may differ from each

other,

3.3,3. Results with S¡mulated lmages of Distorted Breast Tissue

Two types of tests were made with our CI images. In both classes of tests, one of the

images taken before mechanical distortion was chosen as a reference image. In the first

class of tests, a warped image of the same tissue after "simulated distortion" was made

from the reference image by an analytic transformation. The advantage of this test is that

our precise knowledge of the transformation allows an exact analysis of the geometric

accurâcy ofany unwarping algorithm. In the second type of test, unwarping algorithms âre

applied to a real warped image taken after mechanical distortion of the tissue for

comparison with its reference image. This test is more difficult and more realistic.

A reference image of a mastectomy sample (Fig. 3.3.2) was transformed by using the

following piecewise functions
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,(*) = bïþ 
""[rt+Eþ 

ttt:-jt)* w.r, ror x¡ < x < x¡*1

vçy¡ =v¡*t-- 
v¡ ,t"lr;+,þ v!+lt)l*M, ,ror y¡ < y= y,*, (3'3'3)

GEOMETRIC COORDINATES

'- 64

64

x/y

Fìg,3.3.2. Sirnulated geometric warping fulctiors (3.3.3): warped,r coordirates alorìg
the central horizoutal line, and warped y coodinates alolg the centml vertic¿l line.

with known node parameters {(x¡ y¡), (ui v¡)} for i = 1, 2,..., p, where p is the number

of node parameters used to generate the warping functions. With this set of functions we

can generate warping transformation functions with specified complexity and considerable

local variation in the transformation. Coordinates of control points in the reference image

were chosen manually, approximately on an equilateral, triangular grid, and those in the
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warped image were calculated by the above functions, The analytic unwarping functions

derived from (3.3.3) are as follows:

1ç*1u¡=xi*r: 
xi 

"ir"l*]a(, -úË-IL, ror u¡<u< u¡¡1

y.ç,1=vir: vî ,,,' 1o|,(" *ta-)*virl vi ,ror v; < v =,,rr. 
(t't'o)

The reference and warped images from the above set of warping functions (see

Fig.3.3.2) are shown in Fig. 3.3.3. The unwarped image was obtained by the local

quintic unwarping procedure using 81 pairs of control points in the reference and warped

images for Fig. 3.3.aþ), which shows the difference image that is obtained by subtracting

the unwarped image from the reference image. The difference image with unwarping by the

local linear unwarping method is given in Fig. 3'3'4(c). For comparison we show in

Figs. 3.3.4(a) and (g) the difference images of the reference and unwarped image by the

analyticâl method, and of the reference and warped image only, respectively.

Fig. 3,3.3. (a) A reference irnage. (b) Al artificially warped version of the lefererce, obtained

by usilg analytical warpirg fl¡rlcfions (Fig. 3.3.2) ald lilear intensity iuterpolation.

(b)la)
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G)

Fig. 3.3.4, Difference images of the ¡eference image fig. 3.3.3(a)) and unwarped itnage-obtained

bi(a) analytical unwarpirig functiors, (b) locâl piecewise quintic, (c) local piecewise linear, (d)
giotiãt least squares cubic, (e) global least squares quadratic, and (f) global least squares liuear
unrvarping metbods, respectively. The warped irnage is Fig. 3.3.3(b). Resarnplirlg of the warPed

irnage was dolre by lineåÌ interpolation. (g) Difference image of the refererlce irnage aud rvarped

irnage o y (i.e., no attempt at ünwarpilg). Pixel values in all diffe¡ence images a¡e absolute

differences with black for 0 ând white for a maximum difference of 83. Thus the full grey scale

rarrge is used, withoùt clipping.

For global, polynomial interpolation methods parameters of cubic, quadrâtic and linear

polynomials \¡/ere obtained by using the least squares technique. The resultant diftlerence

images are shown in Figs. 3.3,a(d)-(f). The profile plots associated with these unwarping

procedures are given in Fig. 3.3.5. The intensity and geometric measures for the

unwarping procedures above are shown in Tables 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively' The effect

of different choices of control points on the unwarping procedure is illustrated in

Tables 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
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UNWARPED COORDINATES

10 log (1 + ly - yxl)

Þ)

Fig. 3.3.5. Differelces between the geometric unwarping fuuctions and tefercrtce

tunctions are displayed as tlìe tunctions (a) 10 loglg [1 + þ(r, v) -.r+(r, v)l] along the

centftl horizortal line, and (b) 10 lo916 [1 +þ(u,v) - y*(u, v)l] along the celttral
vefiical lire, rvhere r(1, v) and y(u, v) are calculated by the analytical uttwarping

fulctions, and .r*(rr, v) and y*(rr, v) by five differertt unwarpilg rnethods rvith 8l
coltrol points, Tbe use ofltottlinear measure empbasizes the small diffe¡ettces.
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Table 3,3.1. Intersity eÍor measures (3.3.1) for simülated data (Fig. 3.3.3) with 81 control points

Ulrvarping Methods fnteìlsitv Erlôr Measures

e7 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6

Aftlytical 0.8983 79,54

l¡cal Piecewise Quiltic 0.6330 35.05

l¡cal Piecewise Linear 0.5948 36.84

Global Least Squares Cubic 0,4409 42.75

Global læast Squares Quadratic 0.3878 42,33

Global Irast Squârcs Unear 0.3569 42,80

None lwarued onlv) 0,7994 47.65

153.0 73.02

246.0 25.90

238.0 26.92

220.0 32.1,5

260.0 32.76

265.0 32.71

253.0 37.4A

74.57 5.174

2454 6.735

25.86 6.794

28.95 6.436

29.28 6.391

30.16 6.382

35.46 6.658
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lable 3,3.2. Geonìetric elfor rneasures (3.3.2) for sirnulated data (Fig. 3.3.3)

rvith 81 control points

Uuwarpilg Methods Geometdc Error Measures

õ¿ô3õZðr

A âlvticâl 1.000000 0.000 0.000 0.000

I¡cål Piecewise Quinlic

(horizontal*)

0.999856 1.852 7.47'7 6.849

0.999698 1.895 t.417 5.106

lverticâl**\ 0.999606 2,168 1.550 6.304

I-ncål Piecewise Lilear

(hodzonta l*)

lvertical**)

0.999796 2.227 7.654 8.569

0.999676 2.744 r.625 5.135

0.999440 2.597 L.706 7.602

Global l-east Squares Cubic

(horizorta I *)

lverticâl**l

0.999763 4.463 3.517 13.83

0.998931 3.594 3.024 6.705

0.997677 5.278 3.974 72.53

Global læast Squares Quadratic 0.998168 6.639 5.312 18.84

(Lorizontal*) 0.997498 5.437 4.386 10.70

lvedicrl* *l o.994A24 7.910 6.354 16.56

Global lrast Squares Linear 0.998237 6.565 5.238 19.24

(holizonta I *) 0.997334 5.611 4.71,4 11.28

lvertical**) 0.994834 7.906 6.353 16,39

Note: * Hoúzorìtal eÍor rneasures are defined by sübstitutiug r and ra fi3.3,2
by r a d J*, respectively.

" Vefical oues are, bowever, defiled by substitutiug r ând r+ ir 3.3,2
by y alld y*, ¡espectively.
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Table 3.3.3. Intensity erro¡ measures (3.3.1) fo¡ sirnulated data (Fig. 3.3.3) rvith different nurnben of

control poilts

Unwarping Metlìods

(number of colfrol points)

IÌrtensity Erfor Measures

ê2 e4 e5t1

Aru lvtical 153.0 73.02 74.57 5.174

l¡c¿l Piecewise Quirìtic QxD 0,4264 43.06 236,0

(9x9) 0.6330 35.05 246.0

110x10) 0.7563 29.16 199.0

32.32 29 .96 6 .447

25.90 24.54 6.735

2r.72 20.49 5.846

l¡cal Piecewise Lilear QxD 0,4495 42.34

(9x9) 0.5948 36.84

235.0

238.0

31.58 29.25 6.415

26.92 25.86 6.194

(10x10) 0.6936 32.25 238.0 23.32 22.89 5.997

Global l-east Squares Cìbic (7x7) 0.4681 47,67

(9x9) 0.4409 42.75

(i0x10) 0.4315 42.66

203.0 31.35 28.07 6.402

220.0 32.15 28,95 6.436

227.0 32.?7 29.76 6.438

Global læast Squares Quadratic(7x'f 0,3676 43.03

(9x9) 0.3878 42.33

(10x10) 0.3897 42.19

270.0 32.79 30.02 6,349

260.0 32.16 29.28 6.397

253 .0 3 1 .98 29 .28 6 .427

Global Least Squares Linear (7xQ 0.3263 43,93

(9x9) 0,3569 42.80

110x10) 0.3595 42.A6

245.0 33,37 30.99 6.489

265.0 32.77 30.16 6.382

266.0 32sR 30.1S 6'115

None (warued only) 47 .65 253 .0 37 .480.1994
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Table 3.3.4. Geonetric error measures (3.3.2) for simulated data (Fjg. 3.3.3) witlr

diffe¡ent uurnbers of corttrol points

Unwarping Methods Cteômef c F,flôr Meâsrrres

lnurnber of control uoinlsl ôl b, ô4ô1

Amlvtic¿l 1.000000 0.000

I-ocal Piecewise Quinlic AxT 0.999498

(9*9) 0.999856

110x10\ 0.999964

3.497 2.707 72.46

1.852 7.417 6.849

0.938 0.726 4.026

t¡cal Piecewise Lileår AxT 0.999439

(9"9) 0.999796

110x10ì 0999923

3.72ß 2.799 13.03

2,227 7.654 8.569

1.391 1.010 5.377

Global l.east Squares C\bic (7x7) 0.999739 4,553 3,543 74.24

(9x9) 0.999763 4.463 3.517 13.83

110x10) 0.999180 4.425 3.463 13.48

Global Iæast Squares Quadratic(7x7)

(exe)

0.998729 6.763 5.438 19.18

0.998168 6.639 5.312 18.84

110x10\ O.99a177 6.633 5.297 19.29

Global læast Squares Liuear (7x7) 0.998195 6,730 5.400 79.63

(9r9) 0.998237 6.565 5.238 19.24

3,3.4. Results with Actual lmages of Distorted Breest Tissue

We applied the geometric unwarping procedures to a true image of mechanically

distorted breast tissue, which is shown in Fig. 3.3.6. Because of some out-of-plane

warping, some texture tleatures in one image are missing in the corresponding distorted

image. This makes our test of real geometric unwarping more difficult than the above test
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with the simulated data set. (This problem should vanish when we go to 3D unrvarping.)

We manually chose 42 pairs of corresponding texture features from the reference and

warped images as the control points. The differences between the reference image and

unwarped image made with different unwarping algorithms are shown in Fig. 3.3.7. In

Table 3.3,5 we also present the intensity measures for these unwarping results.

Fig. 3.3.6, (a) The reference irnage. (b) The irnage of nechanically distofed tissue. These inages
are oblained by reconstmcti¡rg a lnastectorny sarnple scaluled witl tüe AS&E Mic¡o-cr scamrer. In
O arrd (d) 42 conÍtol points estinated by eye ate shown, along with the t¡ia gles gelerated by
lawson's triaugulation algorithm. The outennost edges of the triangular mesli in the ¡efe¡encè
irnage (c) form a convex hull.
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(e) (r)

F¡S. 3.3.7. fhe diff€rence i¡nages of the reference irnage (Fig. 3.3.6(a)) aud unwarped irnage
obtained by (a) local piecewise qüi.tic, (b) local piecewise lìnear, (c) globái least squarei cubic, (il)
global le,ast squares quadratic, aud (e) global least squares linear uuwàrpiug rnethoàs, ¡espectiveiy.
Re_sampliug of tlìe waryed image was done by liuear interpolation. (f) Difference irnage of túe
r_eferelce irnage and warped inage only. Pixel values in a differénce irnages are ìbsolufe
differences with black for 0 aud white for a mâxilnrÌm observed difference of 105, using the full
grey scale rauge, rvitho t clipping.
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Table 3,3,5. Intensity error ureasures (3.3.1) fol rnechauically distorted data (Fig. 3.3.6) witl¡ 42

cortrol poirts

Urlwarpiug Methods Lrtensity Er¡o¡ Measu¡es

e4e1

I-ocal Piecewise Quintic

I-ocal Piecewise Liuear

Global l-east Squares C\bic

Global I-east Squares Quadratic

Global IJast Squa res Lilìear

05230 43.96

05727 44.07

0A662 45.45

0.4145 47.46

0.3977 45.90

266.0 34.88

273.0 35.31

367 .O 36.69

315.0 37.77

288.0 37.67

30.85 6.456

31.48 6.427

34.06 6.015

35.48 6.283

35.50 6.433

0.1806 372.O 42.83

3.4. Discussion and Conclusions

In building toward a system tbr detecting early breast cancers, we have investigated

five different geometric unwarping methods for representing the transformation between an

image and its warped version. We have evaluated each of these algorithms for accuracy in

recovering a known test transfo¡mation and unwarping a real image taken after mechanical

distortion.

It has been shown that for warping functions which do not have much local geometric

distortion, the global cubic least squares method may produce better unwarping results than

the local linear method [3.58]. However, for the warping functions used here, which have

considerable local geometric distortion, we conclude that locâl unwarping techniques (even

the local linear method) can produce better results than the global methods in terms ofboth

intensity (Table 3.3.1) and geometric measures (Table 3.3.2). With all evaluation measures

we used, the local quintic method is the best among these approaches,
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From the point of view of intensity etror measures, the local quintic algorithm does not

necessarily produce better results than the local linear one, when the number of control

points is less than a case-dependent number (between 49 and 81 in our first test example)

(Table 3.3.3). In terms of geometric error measures, local methods with more control

points produce much better results than those with fewer ones, and the local quintic

algorithm meets evâluation criteria better than the local linear one (Tabte 3.3'4). For the

global polynomial methods, however, the results obtained with more control points show

no significant improvements at all, either in intensity or geometric error measures, and are

not consistent from one measure to another (Tables 3.3.3 and 3.3.4). The entropy error

measure is small when an unwarping algorithm produces good results, because it measures

the information per grey level by the average value of information contained in each grey

level. In other words, we need fewer numbers of bits to present better difference images. It

is interesting and inexplicable to us that locaI unwarping methods produce smaller entropy

measures with a higher order of polynomial but global ones have the reverse results

(Tables 3.3.1 and 3.3.3). This effect may be produced by ripples (spatial undulations) in

the higher order global polynomials.

The performance of different unwarping algorithms for mechanically distorted data, in

terms of error measures, is consistent with that for simulated warping data, except for the

entropy measure: for an unknown reâson the local unwarping methods have larger entropy

error measures thân the global ones (Table 3.3.5), which is exactly the reverse of simulated

data, Most features that are not aligned are actually those present in either reference or

warped image, but not in both (Fig. 3.3.7). Because of this problem, no corresponding

features (control points) for these structures are identified. The lack of alignment in these

regions also results in larger evaluation measures. However, the local methods are

generally better than global approaches, as we concluded above in testing with simulated

warping.
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At this time much effort in computational geometry has been given to the 2D point-

inclusion (or point-location) problems, and they are well understood; very little is known

about solving the poini-inclusion problem in 3D and even less for a higher number of

dimensions [3.44]. More efficient point-inclusion algorithms than we used could be

incorporated to speed up the point locating procedure, which is a pre-processing step for

surface fitting and interpolation. Research on 3D interpolation from arbitrarily located data

has been reported [3.4], [3.10], [3.11],[3.23],[3.40], [3.45], [3.50]. These advances are

expected to facilitate further investigations on 3D image registration' Triangular spline

interpolânts and multi-stage methods for 2D and 3D surface approximation need testing for

geometric unwarping problems.

The prospective applications of this image registration approach reported here go

beyond mammography, and may be equally applicable to other 2D problems such as those

encountered in the analysis of growth and development. They may also make clear the

limits of usefulness of currently available hardware for geometric warping, and suggest that

more flexible and powerful hardware could be designed.
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CHAPTER 4

GREY LEVEL RESAMPLING IN GEOMETRIC UNWARPING

4.1, lntroduction

As described in Section 3.2, the second requirement for the geometric unwarping

operation is an algorithm for the interpolation of intensity values (grey levels), which is

usually referred to as resampling. That is, if we designate the intensities of the reference

and unwarped images as f(x, y) and f(x+, y*), then we also require, at corresponding

points, that

f@, v) * f (x*, v*). (4.1.1)

In the warped image, the intensity values, designated by g(u, v), are defined only at

integer values of a and v. Equation (4.1.1), however, will in general dictate thât tlìe

intensity value for l(r*, y*) be taken from the corresponding g(u, v) at noninteger

coordinates. If the geometric unwarping is considered as a mapping from g tof, pixels in

I can map to positions between pixels inf and vice versa.

There are two approaches for implementation of the geometric unwarping algorithm.

First, we may think of the procedure as transferring the grey levels from the warped image

to unwarped image pixel by pixel. If a pixel in the warped image maps to a position

between four pixels in the unwarped image, then its grey level is divided among the four

pixels according to the interpolation rule (or more pixels, if higher order interpolation

used). We may call thís the pixel n'ansfer approach [Fig. a.l.f(a)]. The second approach is

the pixel Jill technique [Fig. a.1.fþ)]. In this case, the unwarped pixels are mapped onto

the warped image one at a time to establish their grey levels. If the unwarped pixel falls
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betrveen four warped pixels, its grey level is determined by the interpolation algorithm

(more pixels are needed for more accurate interpolation). We note thât pixel transfer could

be wasteful, because many pixels may map to positions outside the border of the unwarped

image, and each unwarped pixel could be addressed several times. With pixel fill,

however, the grey level of each unwarped pixel is uniquely determined by one interpolation

between warped pixels.

PIXEL TRANSFER

wary€d dü, v)

¡¿, v INTEGERS

waped B(r, r)

¡¿, v NON-INTEGERS

G)

PIXEL FILL

unwaryed f(¡*, y)

r*, y* NoN-INIEGERS

urrwarped f(x*, yt
,r*, y* INTEGERS

0)

Fig. 4.1.1. hnplel[entatio[s of geornetric urnvarpilg transfornatiors: (a) pixel tratlsfer,
and (b) pixel fill.
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Hou and A¡drews [4.12] proposed an interpolation algorithm for image processing and

digital filtering by cubic spline functions. Interpolation by a cubic convolution method has

been developed by Bernstein [4.6], modified by Keys [4.13], and analyzed by Park and

Schowengerdt [4.15]. Surface fitting approximation methods have been used in edge

detection techniques [4.9],[4.10],[4.14]. There are some other interpolation methods such

as nearest neighbor and bilinear interpolation [4.26]. Approaches by C0, C1 and C2

continuous rectangular and non-rectangular interpolants for surface representation and

approximation have been studied extensively and are currently used in the field of computer

aided geometric design [4.2]-[4.4],14.251.It is our purpose here to investigate ând test the

interpolation ând approximation techniques above as welI as other approaches by using real

CT (X-ray computed tomography) images for intensity resampling in geometric unwarping

for digital subtraction mammography. Among the interpolation techniques I used are

truncated sinc, l,agrange polynomials, cubic splines, and cubic convolution interpolations.

The least squares approximations include the least squares technique with and without

distance weighting, ând surface fitting by orthogonal functions.

4.2. Grey Level lnterpolat¡on

We will restrict ourselves to interpolations only from equally spaced data, because w€

assume pixels have the same sampling intervals in each dimension. Since the 2D (and

likewise 3D) interpolation may be accomplished by performing 1D interpolation in each

dimension, in the following discussion of interpolation methods, therefore, our analysis

pertains to only the 1D problem: Given a set of sampled data, {/(x¡) = li, i = 0, 1,,2,...,

n - 1), determine an interpolated function f (x) such thatf(x) = fix¡) at all data points,

It has been pointed out that many interpolation functions, for equally spaced data, can

be presented in the form [4.26]



f(,)= à ",'W) (4.2.1)

where s is the interpolation function, f is the interpolated tinction, å is the sampling

interval, ¿ is the number of data points, .xi is the ith data point, and x is a point xg <.'.<x

1...1xn-7 at which interpolation is to be performed. In this work, it will be useful to

represent the indices of data points {0, 1, ..., n - 1} by an equivalent set of integers {n¿p,

nLo + L,..., -1, 0, 1, ..., nat - 1-, n6¡|, where

l_+, nodd lÇ,,.aanto = 
\r- r.2, , ,1 even 

u"" no' = 

\î, n even. Ø'2'2)

It is noted that an index in the latter set is closest to 0 than that in any other set of n integers.

By using this notation, (4.2.1) becomes

f(')= i ",,(*, ),=flLO

where¡i=xo+ih,andx=¡0+ph,anðpisthedistanceofaninterpolationpointxtothe

daø point x¡, which we call the base point of the interpolation.

We require th?i f (x) has certain properties, and each of these properties results in a

condition on the interpolation function s(x). We would like to 'rpreserve area" by the

condition that the integral of the interpolated data equals the trapezoidal rule approximation

to the integral, i.e.,

(4.2.4)

This implies that

l^rr,v.=o ,7,,,,,.

(4.2.3)

!l'øv'=' (4.2,s)
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We will also require that the coefficients ci's are to be determined from the sampled data

so that the interpolation condition, f(x) = f¡ for each x¡, is satisfied, This gives rise to the

following condition

/r= > c¡s(i-k). (4.2.6)

One possible choice of the interpolâtion function is that s(0) = 1 and s(Ë) = 0 tbr all integers

É ;. 0. While it is not necessary, this specific condition has an important computing

significance. That is, the coefficients c¡'s are simply replaced by the sampled data, or

c¡= f¿, for i = nLo,..., -1, 0, 7, ..., nnn significantly reducing computer time.

We will analyze the behavior of each intensity interpolation method considered below

through the use of Fourier transforms. That is, by taking the Fourier transform of an

interpolated function vr'e can see how the frequencies present in the original data are

modified by the interpolation process. By the linearity of the Fourier transform and

convolution theorem [4.8], we find that the Fourier transform off(x) is given by

ndr

[A'Ïxl = h lß](hx) ) c¡ exfl-jznihx). (4.2.7)
t=nLO

The summation term in (4.2.7) is the discrete Fourier transform of the sampled data. The

function lFsl(hþ acts as a low-pass filter. An analysis of various interpolation methods

may be made by comparing the Fourier transforms of their interpolation functions

(cfi [+.S]). The explicit expressions for some interpolation functions and their Fourier

transforms are presented in Appendix 2.

4.2.1. Truncated Sinc lnterpolation

If the function f(x) is band-limited and sufficiently sampled, then it can be

reconstructed exactly by using the ideal sinc interpolation function [4.17]

(4.2.8)
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The sinc (or band limiting) interpolation function and its Fourier transform, a l/function

[4.8], are given in Fig. 4.2.1,. Such an interpolation function will pass every frequency

component of a band-limited function without change, provided that the sampling interval

is sufficiently smal[.

DISTANCR
72
FREQIJENCY

Fig. 4.2,7. Sirc (band limiting) interpolalion functior and its Fourier transfonn.

Because the ideal sinc interpolation function is not spatially Iimited, a truncated form of

the sinc function must be used insteâd. Some truncated sinc interpolation functions and

theír Fourier transforms with different truncation widths are shown in Fig. 4.2.2. Note thât

I have obøined these Fourier transforms by using a special numerical integration technique

[4.18] because of the singularity of the Fourier integral of the sinc function. When the

truncation width is greater than 2.0, the spectra also have some undesirable overshoots in

the region X < 0.5. For truncated sinc functions having widths of 1, 3, 5, etc., the spectra

have more high frequency components than those with widths of 2, 4, 6, etc. This is

because of the discontinuities ofthe function and the slope at the end points. One method of

suppressing these ripples is to construct the interpolation function as a smooth, spatially

limited one which approximates the sinc function and eliminates the discontinuities at the

end points at the same time. Obviously the truncated sinc formulas will approximate the
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sinc function as the number of points increases, and their Fourier transforms will also

approach the llfunction.
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4.2.2. Lagrange lnterpolation

The simplest interpolâtion scheme, which coarsely approximates the ideal sinc

interpolation approach, is the so-called zero-order or nearest neighbor interpolation. In this

case, the intensity is taken to be that of the warped pixel neârest to the position to which it

maps. In other words, nearesi-neighbor interpolation is equivalent to convolving the

warped image with a uniform window function which is one pixel size wide. The

significant advantage of nearest-neighbor interpolation over other algorithms is that no

calculations are required to derive the unwarped pixel intensity value.

An improved approximation of the sinc function can be obtained by a first-order or

linear function. First-order interpolation produces more desirable results with a slight

increase in programming complexity and computing time. It is noted that first-order

interpolation on a reciangular grid requires a bilinear function because fitting a plane

through four points is an overconstrained problem. That is, it can be done by fitting a

hyperbolic paraboloid, defined by a bilinear equation qoo + aßx + aoÐ) + dllry, through

the four known data points. The four coefficients âre tô be chosen so that the resultant

hyperbolic paraboloid fitrs the known values at the four corners.

The extra computing eftbrt of high order interpolation may be justified in some

applications. By analogy to the bilinear approach, we propose a set of higher order

intensity interpolation methods. That is, we may interpolate first in one coordinate ¿ times

and then interpolate the n values obtained in another coordinate once, where n is the

number of data points for the Lagrange interpolation of order n - 1. From the above

discussion, we note that for the n point Lagrange interpolation, when such a complete

polynomial of (n - 1) order plus some higher order terms is used, all n x n data points are

used up. For instance, we fit by biquadratic interpolation a quadratic polynomial plus

a exyz + a2f2y + azzxZy2i by bicubic interpolation a cubic polynomial plus arrx3y +

azú2y2 + apxy3 + a32x3yz + ayxzy3 + ayx3y3, etc.
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The l:grange interpolation formulas s(x) can be presented as

'o'- let øl' nL'o < k'< n'l

10, otherwise

where AÍ are the polynomials given by Abramowiiz and Stegun [4.1]:

(4.2.e)

t? even

Aiø= (4.2.1.0)

n odd,

x,= p - kandp is in [-0.5, 0.5) if n is odd orp is in [0, 1) if n is even. The selection ofan

n x z neighborhood of a pixel for 2D I-agrange interpolation is shown schematically in

Fig. 4.2.3. That is, the base point of the interpolation Ps(x¡, ys) must be restricted in the

dotted region in order to obtain a unique interpolated value at that point. Fig. 4.2.4 shows

graphs of Lagrange interpolation functions and their Fourier transforms with n up to 6.

Lagrange functions with an odd number of data points suppress high frequencies less

effectively but approximate the sinc function better as far as low frequency components are

concerned than those with an even number of points.
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4.2.3. Cubic Splines lnterpolation

Spline interpolalior' 14.211,14.23] has been widely used in numerous fields. For

instance, interpolating noisy data by splines was investigated by Pavlidis [4.16]. Hou and

Andrews have adopted spline interpolation for image restoration, and for image

interpolation and digital filtering l4.ll],Í4.1,21. Boundary elements based on cubic spline

functions have been developed for use in the solution of boundary value problems [4.7].

Spline functions have superior properties in connecting curve segments or surface patches

smoothly in computer graphics [a.5] and computer aided geometric design [4.27].

Spline interpolation not only alleviates the difficulties suffered by the classical

polynomial approach, but also minimizes the least squares errors of the function values and

its derivatives at the interpolâtion points la.z\. In other \¡/ords, among interpolation

functions which produce results passing through the data points, only spline interpolation

gives the smoothest and best approximation (in a least squares sense). In this thesis

B-spline functions 14.211,14.271 are used because of their smoothness and local, finite

support. Therefore, ihey can be used as interpolation functions in (4.2.3).

Let xg < .r1 < ... < xn 1xn4! be a partition of the interval [a, b], where a = xo, and

b = xn+t. A B-spline of order n is defined by the tbllowing piecewise polynomial:

B,(x; xs,x¡,...,x,+r) = (n + 1) S (x - x¡f u(x - x¡)

,40----û61-

ftr-r,P. r=r,
Il(x - x¡\= {' " '

Ì0, otherwise

(4.2.1.1)

where

and

n+1

nj =o
w(rù= (r¡ - x¡). (4.2.12)
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Spline functions of zero and first orders are simply the nearest neighbor and linear

interpolation functions, respectively. While the interpolation by quadratic spline function is

composed of a set of parabolas which join at the data points continuously, together with

their slopes, the interpolation by cubic spline function is a sequence of third order

polynomials which join at the data points together with their slopes and curvatures as well.

In the rest of this thesis we only consider the cubic B-spline functions.

NÕte that the cubic B-spline function is shift-invariant for equally spaced data. From

(4.2.77) and by a simple rearrangement of terms, we have the cubic.B-spline function fbr

equally spaced data points explicitly given by

s(x) =

Ltz * *z+2x+L. -2<x<-163'
-Lrz - rz aZ. -1 <x<0

zt

Lrz - rz aZ. o<x<l23'
-Lys ¡ rz -x+L- 1<x<267'
0, otherwise

(4.2.73)

The cubic B-spline function and its Fourier t¡ansform are shown inFig.4.2.5. The Fourier

transform is given by sinc4(Ð. It is nonnegative, and it can be shown that as X -- cp the

function sinc4({ "* x-4. This implies that it suppresses high frequency components mofe

effectively than the truncated sinc and l:grange functions above. Note that it suppresses

more low frequencies than other methods as well,

Special care has to be taken into account in the interpolation by spline functions.

Considerf(;r)atanypointx=x¡r+ph,O<p<I,wherex¿isthekJhdatapoint,andåis

the sampling interval. Interpolation off(r) by cubic spline functions becomes
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Fig. 4.2.5. Cubic 8-spline ñtnction and its Fourie r tralsform.

f@r+ ph)

(4.2.14)

where

líll tå::ål[:: ']
lurl-l -t o ¡ oll"**t l'

L¿rJ I t q t oll"r*zl
(4.2.rs)

The coefficients c¿ can be determined as follows. Equation (4.2.14) allows us to find

an interpolation value at any point between data points. In particular, at a data point x = x¿

i.e., p = g, we have

f @ù=frkt-1+ 4cp+ c¡*1). (4.2.L6)

From (4.2.15) anð (4.2.1.6), and noting that f (x¡) at all data points are exactly the given

sampled dala flx*), we obtain

k+2
= ) c¡s(¡;+k-i)

i=k -L

= fil"o-' [-þ * rf + aþ + lY - 74P+ r)+ s]

+ ckl3ú - 6pz + 4f + r¡, * 1l-tç, - rf - 6(p - tf + +)

+ ck + 2l(p - 2f + 6tp - zf + tfu- z) + a])

3

= # ,Ðou'o'' '

.f=Ec (4.2.17)



where E is an .ðy' x.ly' symmetric matrix

li
"=#l

1

41
1.4L

1.41.
74

and

.f =\fl*r) fl*z) ... fl*ñlr

s = lc1 c2. ' 'cì¡)t . (4.2.1.8)

The matrix.E is strictly diagonally dominant with positive, real diagonal elements. The

inversion of .E is easy to find. So are the coefficients c.

4.2.4. Cubic Convolution lnterpolation

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, lruncating the sinc function to a small width could

introduce undesirable ripples in the spectrum of the resultant interpolator because of the

function and slope discontinuities at the end points. Therefore, one method of suppressing

these ripples is to construct the interpolation function as a smooth, spatially limited one

which approximates the sinc function and eliminates the slope discontinuity at the end

points in the same time. The cubic convolution interpolation is just an implementation of

such an approach.

Cubic convolution interpolation was originally developed for the processing of Landsat

digital images [4.6]. It has been widely used, particularly in remote sensing where it is

necessary to use resampling techniques to provide accurate radiometry in a coordinate

system different from that of the original image. It has been generally acknowledged as

providing a good compromise between computing complexity and accuracy f4.22f.
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The cubic convolutíon kernel is composed of piecewise cubic polynomials defined over

the subintervals l-2, -71, l-1,01, [0, 1], and [1, 2]. The kernel must be symmetric with

respect to the origin. In addition to these conditions, the kernel must be continuous and

have a continuous first derivative. Læt s(0) = I and s(È) - 0 for any nonzero integers k [see

discussion on @.2.6)l.In addition to these conditions, the kernel must be continuous and

have a continuous first derivative. The following cubic convolution kernel with parameter

a is thus obtained [4.6]:

(4.2.1e)

The common value of the parameter cr, which is the slope of s(x) at x = 1, is a = -1. This

duplicates the slope of the ideal sinc function at x = 7. However, Keys [4.13] has proven

that the choice of a = -0.5 provides better interpolation in terms of convergence properties.

It can be shown that the choice of a = -0.75 produces continuity ofthe second derivative at

x=7.

Fig. 4.2.6 shows graphs of the cubic convolution interpolation functions and their

Fourier transforms with different values of a. The parameter ø provides an ability to

control the frequency characteristics of the interpolation process. For a < -0.5, it is a low-

pass filter which enhances low frequencies while for a > -0.5 it suppresses low

frequencies. The choice of a = -0.5 provides an excellent high frequency approximation to

that of the ideal sinc function (cf Figs. 4.2.7 and 4.2.6). That is, the cubic convolution

kernel with a = -0.5 is more effective at suppressing aliasing erors.

| -axz - 5a2¡z -8ax- 4a, -2<x<-7
I

| -(a + Z\¡s -(a+3¡vz*1, -1 <¡< 0

qt) ={(" +2þ3-(a+3þ2+7, o<x<1

I axs-Saxz+8(Lx-4c', 1 <x<2
I

\ o, otherwise
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4,3. Grey Level Approximation

Interpolation may be viewed as a special case of the approximation of functions and

data. In approximation, we do as well as possible rvithin certain limits; approximation

becomes interpolation when the limits allow us to have exact fitting values at all data points.

Approximations are generally made with respect to some measures of "closeness" or

¡ror¡¿s. Assume that we want to approximate the functionfix, y) over the region R by some

function of the form F(a; x, y), where ¿ denotes the parameters or coefficients of the

approximaiion and F may be polynomials, splines, etc. The most widely used measure of

distance is the Z2 or least squares norm.

When a large number of data points are involved, it is not normally advisable to use ân

interpolation method for fitting a polynomial ofhigh enough order to provide an exact fit at

all data points. Apart ftom the difficulty of specifying such a polynomial (which terms in

xrys should be included?), the resulting surface will be almost always extremely

undulatory. Among other reasons for preferring approximations other than interpolation is

that in some applications the sampled data themselves are not accurate, so there is no point

to try to find an "accurate" value based on such inaccurate sampled data,

4,3.1. Distance Weighted Least Squares Approximation

The problem of distance weighted least squares approximation can be stated as follows:

Suppose we wish to estimate the function 7(x, y) at any point P6(xs, y6) for a given set of

data points {f¡= flx¡y¡),i= 1,2,..., nl}. Our aim is to find a polynomial l(.r, y), which

we illustrate by the polynomial of order two:

f.(x, y)= aoo + aßx + aoù + azoxz + a1ùy + ao2y2 (4.3.1)

that will be as accurate a fit as possible, in the leâst squares sense, to the data points

P¡(x¡ y¡). Unlike the ordinary least squares approximation, horvever, weights a¡e
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introduced into the least squares norm here. It has been shown that the introduction of

weight functions into the norms for function approximation does not affect the methods or

theory of approximation provided that they are positive [4,20]. Specifically we choose the

coefficients ør" to minimize the squared error

"' = i (as6+ aßx¡+ auJ¡t a26xl + a¡xy¡+ aozl? - iV¡ y,lY. r{¿?) Ø3.2)
í=l

wherc w(d¡z) is a weight function aîd di2 - (x¡ - ,o)2 + (y¡ - yo)z. Taking the partial

derivatives of e2 with respect to the coefficients ars, setting them io zero, and solving the

resultant system of linear equations (six, in our example here), we immediately obiain the

distance weighted least squares estimated coefficiens ar", which are then used to calculate

the function value at the point Ps(x6, y¡) as l(xs, ys). If we choose w(d¡z) = 1 for all data

points, the distance weighted least squares method becomes ordinary least squares.

There is considerable flexibility over the selection of the weight function w(d2).ln the

function /(x, y) is reasonably smooth, it is natural for us to require data points close to

Po(xo, yo) to carry more weight than more remote points. The simplest choice for a weight

function is the reciprocal function, 71d2, or Ll(dz + ô) \¡/ith small ô to avoid overflow.

Among other choices is the exponentially decreasing function w(û) = eapl-p¿z'l for some

constant p of the order of the inverse of the square of the average distances between

neighboring data points. If the data are exact, lhen when P¡(x6, y6) is very close to some

data point we should expect that point to dominate absolutely. A function such as

w(dz) = eapl-p¿z)l(& + ô) may be another choice.

If we choose the weighting function

*(a71=16'i' ̂  
(xo' Yo)= (x;' Y;)ror some j

| l/df , otherwise
(4.3.3)

and zero-order polynomíal (i.e., a constant) for the intensity approximation, the distance

weighted least squares method becomes the Shepard's patch for the representation and

approximation of a surface [4.24].
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By analogy to the Lagrange interpolation, n x n surrounding pixels selected with the

same configuration are used for the least squares approximations and the base point

Po(xo, yo) also falls in the same region as in the l-agrange interpolation (cf. Fig. a.2.3).

Referring to the selection configuration, it can be shown that, because of the symmetry

of the region, the square of the average distance takes on the minimum value of (n2-7)/6

when Ps(x6, y¡) is in the centre of that region [Fig. a.2.3(a)], and the maximum value of

(n2+2)16 when P¡(x6, y¡) is in one of the corners of that region [Fig. 4.2.3(b)]. So the

decay parameter p for the exponential weight function, in the range from 6/(n2+2) to

6/(n2-1), may be a reasonable choice. The range of the decay parameter decreases

significantly (n Tlna)as the number ofdata points n increases. In other words, the impact

of the selection of different p on the approximation results is insignificant as long as n is

not very small, say n > 1. Therefore, for a given ¿ the minimum possible p is arbitrarily

used in our testing here.

4.3.2. Surface Fitting Approximation

Prewitt [4.19] introduced a method of defining edge detection operators on digital

images by fitting a surface in the least squares sense to a neighborhood of each pixel, and

taking the magnitude of the gradient of the surface as an estimate of the rate of change of

grey level in the image at that pixel. Surface fitting approximation methods have been used

on multidimensional images for edge and line detection [+.9],[a. t0], [+. f+].

Surface fitting by orthogonal basis functions for the 2D intensity interpolation problem

can be stated as follows (this statement can be easily generalized to n-dimensions): Let

1ç = (x1, x2) be a point, and r'¡ be a rectangular region in the 2D image space. Without loss

of generality, the coordinate system is chosen in such a way thât the centre of the region 16

is at the origin. læt {S(.r), 0 < i < lr'} be a set of 2D orthogonal basis functions defined
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over the region r'0, ând l.r) be the digital image function. The approximation f(.r) can then

be estimated as a weighted sum of the basis functions:

N

f-(x)= ) a;s,(r) (4.3.4)
i=0

where {a¡, 0 < i < N} is a set of coefficients. The total squared approximation ertor, e2,

can be written as

e2= 2 l¡@-f Øl'. (4.3.s)
¡ ero

By the orthogonal properties of the basis functions, it can be shown that the coefficients a;

which minimize e2 are obtained as

) f')s,{")
-.-x eh (4.3.6\' ) sft")

¡ €ro

l*t y¡be the support of x¡ and {P¡j(xù,0 = 
j 

= M\ be a set of discrete orthogonal

polynomials (up to Mth order) on y¡, i = L,2. The set of 2D orthogonal basis functions

{S(.t), 0 < i < N} cân be constructed by the lD discrete orthogonal polynomials P4(x) as

follows [4.10]:

lP túx ùP zúx z), P t t(x tP zúxz), e 1 {x )P zt(xz),..., P u,(x t\P z ¡þz) } (4. 3. 7)

where i = i1+ i2, O < i, i1, i2 s N.

One possible approach of generating the 1D discrete orthogonal polynomials {P¡{.x),

0 < k < m\ is given as follows [4.9]:

P¡dx)=apo-1(x)-c¡P¡-2(x) (4.3.8)

where

) to- 
'@)h-z(')x ex

2 P?-,@)
x ex

Cp= (4.3.e\
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and PÁx) is a polynomial of order &. A few discrete orthogonal polynomials created from

(4.3.8) and (4.3.9) are:

P;¡(xf = t, Pirtl¡)=x¡, P¡2(x,¡)=r7-W Pn(x¡)=*?-Wr, (4.3.10)

where

n¡¡= \ x!
x ex

(4.3.11)

which is the hh moment of x¡ over the support X¿.

l-et us develop, as an example, the cubic surface fittìng algorithm. In terms of the 1D

discrete orthogonal polynomials, by @3.Q, the cubic surface can be formed as:

aaa

f-(*)= oo+ ) a¡P¡1@;)+ ) a¡¡P¡2@¡)+ ) a¡j P¡t@ùP¡tll¡\
ì=1 i=I i, j=.1

L<l
22

+\a¡¡¡Ps(x¡l * ) a¡¡¡ P¡z(x¡)P¡þì.
.,r_L

(4.3.72)

From (4.3.6) and (4.3.L2), the coefficients, which minimize the squared error, are

found as follows:

) /(r)
¡eml¿o=-

) (1)
¡€ro

) e4'¡4'¡ ) p,{'rf") ) ra1'44*¡
aí =::::-, r¡ii =::lr.=---, a¡¡¡="'" , ,1si=2 (4.3.13\

) er31xr¡ 2 P?+¡ ) 
",fu,1x€ ¡o *e /o ¡e r0

) 4(x;)r,r(x){x) ) r,:(xr)r.¡(x;){.t)
a¡¡='E'ø ; ; , n,¡=*t^ - . ,1si<jsZ.' >pît,¡lprtgù )r,?r'VÅt'i)¡e ¡O ¡e rO

In terms of the coordinates @t xz), the cubic surface can be written as:

22222
¡'1'¡=Oo+), åix;+ ) O,'r?r 

,,P=rbiixn+ )rb¡¡¡x?+ .2J¡¡¡x?x¡. (4.3.14)
i<j i,j
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From (4.3.12), (4.3.13), and (4.3.t4), we find that the a's and å's are related through the

following:

2

bo= ao- ,àffir',
b,= o,-Wo,,,- 

,|r*Uo,,,, 
b;¡= a¡¡, b¡¡¡= a¡¡¡, ! < i <2 (4.3.15)

b¡j= a¡j, b¡¡j= a¡¡i r<i<j<2.

For different neighborhood sizes from 1 x 1 up to 8 x 8, these coefficients b's can be

represented Ihrotgh local linear image operators. These local operators have been derived

for surface fitting methods of orders up to 3 and are presented in Appendix 3.

4.4, Grey Level Resampling Tests Using Breâst Tissue lmages

We tested the geometric unwarping algorithms with the above proposed grey level

interpolation and approximation techniques using CT images of real breasi tissue. The

reasons for using such images, and the method for obtaining them, as well as a brief

description of the used image processing system can be found in Section 3.3.1. The

evaluation for these resampling tests was carried out by using the intensity error measures

e1 to ea in (3.3.1).

Two types of tests with our CT images were conducted in this study. In both classes,

one of the images taken before distortion was chosen as a reference image. A warped image

of the same tissue with "simulated distortion" was made from the reference image by an

anâlytic transformation in the first type of tests. This is simply because the known

transformation allows an exact analysis of the geometric accuracy of the unwarping

algorithm, and allows us to distinguish the grey level resampling errors from the geometric

ones. In the second type of tests, íntensity resampling algorithms were applied to a real
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warped image taken after mechanical distortíon of the tissue for comparison with its

reference image.

4.4.1. Results with simulated lmages of D¡storted Breast Tissue

The reference and warped images from a set of known warping functions (see Section

3.3.3 for details) are shown in Fig. 3.3.3. The selection of control points can also be found

in Section 3.3.3.

Difference images obtained by using the known, simulated analytic, and local quintic

unwarping transformations and linear grey level interpolation, and the difference image of

the reference image and warped image only (or no attempt at unwarping) as well are shown

in Figs. 3.3.4(a), (b), and (g), respectively. The intensity measures for geometric

unwarping with truncated sinc, Lagrange, cubic splines, and cubic convolution

interpolation procedures are plotted in Figs. 4.4.1 - 4.4.4, respectively. Noted that, in Fig.

4.4.3, we have also used the (incorrect) original warped image pixels in lieu of the correct

coefficients c in (4.2.77). We present in Figs. 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 the results by using the

distance weighted least squares and surface fitting approximations, respectively.
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4.4.2. Results with Actual lmages of Distorted Breast Tissue

We applied the intensity resampling procedu¡es to an image of mechanically distorted

breast tissue, which is shown in Fig. 3.3.6. Some structures in one image are missing in

the other because structures sometimes move out of a given slice plane after distortion. This

makes geometric unwarping more difficult than the above test with the simulated datâ set.

(This problem will disappear when our methods are generalized to 3D.)

Forty-two pairs of corresponding texture features from the reference and warped

images were manually chosen as the control points. See Figs. 3.3.7(a) and (f),

respectively, for the difference image obtained by using the local quintic unwarping

transformation and linear grey level interpolation, and the difference image of the reference

image and warped image only (or no attempt at unwarping). In Figs. 4.4.7 - 4.4.L2 we

present the intensity measures for these unwarping results from local quintic unwarping

transformation, and different grey level interpolation and approximation algorithms,
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4,5. Discussion and Conclusions

If an image is band-limited and sufficiently sampled, then it can be recovered exactly by

using the sinc interpolation function. In practice, however, it is impossible to use such a

spatially unlimited function, and a truncated form of the sinc function must be used. The

discontinuities of the function value and the slope at the end points result in undesirable

ripples and overshoots in the frequency domain. From the test results in this work (Figs.

4.4.1 and 4.4.7), the width of the truncated sinc function around 3.0 seems to give the best

compromise as far as all measures are concerned.

I-agrange interpolation formulas will better approximate the sinc function as the number

of points increases, and their Fourier transfo¡ms will also approach the 11 function.

Lagrange interpolations with an odd number of data points approximate the sinc function

for low frequency components better but suppress high frequencies less effectively than

those with an even number of points. The significant advantage of nearest-neighbor

interpolation is that no calculations are required to derive the intensity value, but linear

interpolation yields the best results among all l-agrange methods used with different

numbers of data points.

Because of its smoothness, local support and shifçinvariant properties, the cubic

-B-spline function offers very significant advantages for different fields. Our study on

geometric unwarping of breast tissue images has shown that cubic B-spline interpolation is

superior to other interpolation methods for this problem. The major concern about the cubic

splines procedure is its computing complexity.

The cubic convolution algorithm provides a good compromise between computing

complexity and accuracy. In other words, it is more efficient than the cubic splines and it

produces more accurate results than truncated sinc and l-agrange interpolations do. As

demonstrated in this thesis, the parameter a provides the ability to control the tiequency

characteristics of the interpolation process. Although theoretical arguments predict that
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d = -0.5 represents a good default value for general purpose implementation [4.13],

[4.i5], we noted that the optimal choice of a is image dependent, For instance, the choice

of a = 1 yields the best interpolation measure numbers for images with simulated distortion

and mechanically distorted images of breast tissue (Figs. 4.4.4 and 4.4.10).

When a large set of data points is given, it is not necessarily appropriate to use an

interpolation method to find a polynomial of high enough order for an exact fit at all data

points. The resultant polynomial is almost alwâys extremely undulatory (see Lagrange

interpolation in Figs. 4.4.2 and 4.4.8 for an example). In some applications the sampled

data themselves are not accurate, so there is no point at all to try to find an 'raccurate'r value

based on such inaccurate sampled data.

By using 2 x 2lo 5 x 5 neighborhoods, zero and first order least squares methods

provide better intensity approximation than other neighborhood sizes. This is probably

because the leâst squares methods act as local smoothing operators, and this smoothing

effect is just more dominant for larger neighborhood sizes. There might exist some

neighborhood sizes n > 8 with which the second and third order least squares could

produce better results, although lower order least squares seem better than higher order

ones for neighborhood sizes up to 8 x 8. These conclusions imply that in order to obtain

reasonably accurate results it is necessary to use higher order polynomials to fit a surface

over larger neighborhood sizes. As expected, results obtained by the surface fitting

approach are fairly similar to those obtained by the least squares technique. This is simply

because both methods do fit a polynomial over a specific neighborhood, except thât power

functions are adopted for least squares and orthogonal polynomials are used for surface

fitting. Not surprisingly, the surface fitting procedure is more efficient computationally than

the least squares. This is, of course, due to the facts that all coefficients for surface fitting

are pre-calculated and stored in the memory and that a system of linear equations (the

number of unknowns is dependent on the order of the fitting polynomial used) has to be

solved for each pixel to be unwarped.
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As discussed in Section 4.3.1, it may be appropriate for us to require data points close

to the point to be interpolated to cârry more weight than those more remote points,

especially when a large number of data points is involved. From Figs. 4.4.5 and 4,4.L7

this can be observed clearly for the zero and first order distance weighted least squares as

the neighborhood size approaches 6 x 6. We expect that this is also true for the second and

third order dístance weighted least squâres algorithms when the neighborhood is larger than

somê specific size. The decreasing rate of the weight function with distance also has a

significant impact on the approximation performance. For example, distance weighted least

squares with weight function exp(- pdz) yields better results than that with either Lldz or

exp(- pû)/& (Figs. 4.4.5 and 4.4.11).

We have presented a general discussion of the intensity resampling problem fòr the

geometric unwarping procedure. Intensity interpolation and approximation techniques for

geometric unwarping in 2D have been formulated and tested using high resolution CI

mammograms. This study confirms that linear interpolation produces better results than

other interpolation methods with less computing complexity, Our most accurate

interpolation can be obtained by using cubic splines at the expense of longer computing

time. We conclude that least squares and surface fitting approximations of zero and first

orders are more useful for small neighborhood sizes (3 x 3 to 5 x 5) with an acceptable

computational complexity.
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CHAPTER 5

MAMMOGRAPHIC FEATURE MATCHING USING ZERNIKE

MOMENTS

5.1, lntroduction

An essential part of the geometric unwarping problem in subtraction mammography is

to identify a set of corresponding mammographic features between the warped and

reference images. In this chapter, we will show how pairs of conn'ol points, i.e., features

which are visible or can be defined unambiguously, and whose coordinates can be

determined in both images, could be extracted from two images by local mammographic

feature matching. Because of the nature of the approaches, as demonstrated in Chapter 3,

local geometric unwarping transformations are very effective in correcting a variety of

distortions in mammographic images, If we can identify the control points regardless of

their position and orientation, local geometric unwarping technique using such a set of

mntrol points can be a powerful tool in registering severely distorted images.

One general class of pattern recognition problems is called scene matching: That is,

given a pictorial description of a region of a scene, determine which region in another

image is similar [5.36]. The simplest approach to this scene matching problem is called

template matching, i.e., given an image of a template, we desire to determine all locations

of the template in another image. For different applications, one element that makes

template matching algorithms differ from each other is the selection of a measr¡re of

similarity, which must be decided first at each test location in order to determine the

translation offset parameters. In our study, we assume that mammographic structures in

1.12
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small areâs are virtually intâct, so a measure of similarity that has a rotational invariance

property seems to be an appropriate candidate.

A fundamental element of paitern recognition procedures is to define a set of features

for image representation. Moment methods are thus proposed in this study to solve the

feature matching problem in the following two aspects: (1) by using moments to no¡malize

the image, i.e., transform it into a standard form, and then extracting suitable features to

classi$ the normalized image; and (2) by using moments or moment invariants as features

ofthe image that remain unchanged when the image is translated, scaled, or rotated.

As pattern features in scene analysis and pattern recognition, moment descriptors have

been extensively studied [5.1],[5.3],[5.12],[5.18],[5.21],[5.34],[5.35]. The utility of

image moments derives from [5.20]: (1) moments have very convenient properties when an

image undergoes a geometric transformation such as translation, size change, rotation, or

ref'lection; and (2) an image has a unique approximate reconstruction in terms of a finite set

of its moments (inverse moment problem [5.38]). Hu [5.25] published the first significant

paper on the use of moment invariants for 2D pattern recognition applications. Maitra

[5.31] proposed some possible improvements on these moment invariants. Dudani et al.

[5.15] used moment invariants in automatic aircraft identification. Bamieh and de

Figueiredo [5.6] presented a set of general moment invariants of affine transformations for

2D images, and a general moment-invariants/attributed-graph method for the identification

of 3D objects. Khotanzad and Lu [5.27] applied the neural network techniques to the

classification problem by using invariant moment features. The inverse moment problem of

image reconstruction from a finite number of moments has been investigated (e.g.,

[5.32],[5.38]), through which some issues concerning rhe sensitivity to noise, image

representation capability, selection of an optimal number of moments, etc., \¡/ere studied.

Other approaches to shape/pattern recognition include boundary-based analysis via

Fourier descriptors [5.29], [5.33],15.461, and image representation by circular harmonic
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expansion [5.5],15.221,î5.231,ï5.241,15.43J,[5.44]. However, the circular harmonic

expansion of an image function may not be unique [5.4],[5.13].

The definition of classical moments

(s.1.1)

has the form of a projection of the image function onto the monomial set {/,pyq}, which is

not orthogonal. Consequently, the recovery of an image from these moments is

computationally expensive and strongly ilt-posed [5.8],[5.9],[5.38],[5.a2]. The

fundamental reason for the ill-posedness of the inverse moment problem is the lack of

orthogonality of the set {;/ya}, and some regularization approach has been taken to resolve

this deficiency [5.38]. By applying the theory of orthogonal polynomials, Teague [5.39]

suggested the use of orthogonal moments to overcome the problems associated with the

classical moments. Furthermore, the orthogonality implies the linear independence of the

corresponding moments, and the reconstruction procedure does not require a

regularization. That is, it simply adds individual contributions from each moment to

generate the feconstructed image.

Zernike moments are a class of such orthogonal moments [5.39]. Besides the above

mentioned general advantages of orthogonal moments, Zernike moments also possess a

property of roøtional invariance: the magnitude of moments remains unchanged when the

image is rotated. Thus, the magnitudes of Zernike moments can be used as rotation

invariant features for image representâtion.

^* = [ [* ,otn f (x, y) dxdy
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5.2, Geometr¡c Normalization

5.2.1. lntroduction

Picture normalization by moments plays an important role in the derivation of moment

invariants for picture analysis and pâttern recognition [5.20],[5.36]. Hu [5.25] proposed

the moment approach as a solution to pattern recognition problems by using moments up

through the second order to normalize the picture, and by extracting moment invariants

from the normalized picture as classification features regardless of its position, orientation

and size. Teague [5.39] discussed the properties of lower order moments through an

equivalent "image ellipse" model for two-dimensional picture analysis. Abu-Mostafa and

Psaltis [5.2] proposed a general class of 2D picture normalization procedures based on

higher order complex moments, and established the relationship between normalization and

invariance properties of moments. læu [5.30] recently suggested a 2D picture normalization

procedure to correct shape skewing to achieve view-independence in processes such as

computer vision.

However, we have found that in the past work picture normalization procedures either

were proposed without substantiaI theoretical analyses or were given with some incorrect

parameters. It is, thus, our purpose here to present a thorough study of the picture

no¡malization problem, We give the normalization procedure in terms of the 3D case,

which might be used in conjunction with the 3D moment invariants derived by Sadjadi and

Hall [5.37] for recognition of objects independent of position, orientation, and size. We

also discuss the normalization process in n-dimensions with a straightforward

generalization of the 3D results.

Normalization is a process of transforming a picture function h(xt, xz,x3) into

another function fZ(n, n, x3) so that it retains all the relevant information of the originat

picture and also satisties a set ofconditions that we call the normalization criteria, There are
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generally two types of picture normalizations: one concerrìs the gray level and the other the

geometry. In this work, we shall consider only the geometric normalization. Picture

reflectiÕn is also excluded in our study. Therefore, the normalization process of translation,

rotation and scaling can be described by the following relationship:

t îii l=l'l' ';' ,:,][ I rt;i ]{tî:l ti'} (s 2,,

where (/¿, m¡, n¡) are the direction cosines of the new coordinates x¡' with respect to the.xt

coordinate system.

5.2.2. Defin¡tions and Notations

Given an arbitrary picture function flxt xZ, xz), the three-dimensional moments of

oñer Qt¡ p2, p3), *ppzpz, of the function f, are defined as (cf, [5.1a])

ffiptpzpt= [l[i'r"'"t'*zÆ flxt, xz, 4) dx1dx2dx3 (s.2.2)

where p1, p2, p3 = 0, 1, 2, ....'fhe uniqueness of the 3D moments can be determined

from the following theorem (cf [5.1a]): if fl4, x2, x3) is piecewise continuous and has

nonzero values only in a finite part of the.R3 space, then moments of all orders exist and

the moment sequence {*prprpr) is uniquely determined by fly, x2,4) and conversely

{*prrror} uniquely determines f@t xz, x3). In other words, the triple sequence of

moments constitutes a complete picture description, and partial picture descriptions can be

obtained by using subsets of them.

A related set of moments arc the cetxfi'al moments of rhe functionflxl, x2, x3), defined

by

tapvzpz = [ I I._Ot 
- rùPt (x2 - r)n (xz - r)ø flx',., x2, h) d.xrdx2dx3 6 .2.3)
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q=m, ø=m, and"=#3*å. (s.2.4)

This merely amounts to a change of coordinate systems that cenlres the x!, xz, and x3 axes

at the centroid (ÌT, x¡ x? of the picture. The first central moments þIOO, tt07} and ¡¿g1 of

a picture ate zæro. The central moments do not change under translation of the coordinate

system because the centroid of the picture also translates by the same amount. From now

on, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the origin coincides with the centroid

lxr, ,2, E ), and consider only the central moments expressed as

Þppzpz= !l[irro,rto"{3 flx1, x2, 4) dxfix2d4. (s.2.s)

The set of moments are in fact the coefficients in a series expansion of some complete

description of the picture, fhe moment generatíng function M(u1, u2,4) of a picture

function f(x1,x2,4), defined by (c/. [5.t+])

M(ut, 4) exf,ug1 + u2x2 + ui4\ d4dx2d4. 6.2'6)

We shall refer to the space (r1, x2, 4) in which the picture flx1, x2, 4) is defined as the

picture space and the space (u1, u2, 4) in which the moment generating function

M (u1,u2,4) is defined as the parameter space. Under our assumption that / is well-

behaved, the moment generâting function can be expanded in a power series as

M(u1, u2, *t = ! [ !in-\, x2, x3) 
_, ^i = ^r#t#w 

dxldx2ttx3
pt, p2, p3 = u

uz'uz)- III,Ï*''''

= ) v!:U!!!g: [ [ [- n.r, x2, hl xf txz!2x3ez dx1dx2dx3
o"o?*, = o Prl P2l hl J t l''" '

- Ë .. utPt uz!2 u3P3 (5.2.7\

or,r?ur=owtrw' r¡ P¡ Pl'
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In other words, the expansion coefficients of M arc precisely the moments !.Lprp¡t, of f.It
follows that an appropriately selected form of the moment generating function M offers an

approximate description of the picturef It is possible to define a function, which is closely

¡elated to such an approximate description ofJ on which the picture normalization process

is based.

5.2.3. The Associated Ellipsoid Model

If moments only up through second order are considered, the moment generating

function M is approximated by

M(u1, u2, u3) ã ttooo + 
þzoou? 

+ 
þozou? 

+ 
þoozu? 

+ pfiouLuz + proruru3+ ttotLuzu3

1-
= ¡rooo + | urAu (5.2.8)

with p1g6 = ¡1010 = lioor = 0, where uT is the transpose of u, and A and u are defined,

respectively, by

(s.2.e)

From (5.2,6), (5.2.8) and (5.2.9) we see that the moment generating function M has a

minimum ¡ro00 at u = 0 provided that the picture functíon/is non-negative. Therefore, the

quadratic form uTAu > 0. In other words, the form uTAu, hence the symmetric matrix A,

is positive definite.

From the truncated moment generating function M (5.2.8), we are able to define a

quadric surface as follows

pzoou? + pozou? + poozu?+ 2¡41su1u2 + 2ltLo1u1u3+ 2p¡11u2us - tr¿ooo = 0 (5.2.10)

OI

uTAu-¡.r¡66-0 (s.2.11)

I pzoo lttto ltnt1 I ur1
A=l¡rrro trto2o ¡tott I andu=la2 l.

L ¡rror porr pooz I Lr,l

where A and u are the same as defined in (5.2.9). When the characteristic quadratic form
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Mg(u1, u2, ø¡) = urAu (s.2.12)

corresponding to (5.2.1,1) is positive definite, as shown above, the surface is an ellipsoid

[5.28]. We call the ellipsoid (5.2.7L) an associated ellipsoid of the picturef Because the

moment generating function M gives a complete description of the picture /, the ellipsoid

defined from M canbe regarded as a surface that in a sense "best fits" /(up through the

second order). Therefore, given /s best-fitting ellipsoid e, we can attempt to perform

"picture normalization" on/by transforming coordinates so that e becomes some type of

standard surface, say, a sphere. The steps of picture normalization will be worked out in

this and the next two sections.

If we rotate the ellipsoid with respect to the origin (the centroid of the picture), so that

each principal axis of the ellipsoid is directed along one of the coordinate axes, it is possible

to ¡educe the equation (5.2.11) to the following form

)'pl+ À.2u1 + L3u!= pooo. (s.2.13)

ln matrix notation, this can be rewritten in the following way. For a quadratic form

uTAu = p

we would like to introduce a linear transformation representing a rotation

u=Ru'

u'TDu' = l¡

'l f- 11

l, n=l ,o'
I Lnt

13 I
" l, and
tB -l

lu
n=l o

Lo

(s.2.1.7)

so that

where

t
¡¡ = lg¡661, u' = |

L

urt
Itrzt

UZ'

0 0'l

^"01.
o 

^r]

12

mz
n2

(s.2.14)

(s.2.1s)

(s.2.16)

(s.2.18)

(s.2.1.e)

On substituting (5.2.15) for u in (5.2.14), we have

u'r(ftrAR)u' = t-r.

A comparison of (5.2.18) with (5.2.16) indicates that

RTAR = D
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i.e., R is a matrix that transforms A to diagonal form,

Amore general term of this diagonalization problem is the singular value decomposition

(SVD) [5.16]: If A C mt¡xtt then there exist orthogonal matrices

U = [ur, ..., u-] C ttmx¡t and V = [vr, ..., v¡] € &uxu (5.2.20)
such that

(s.2.2t)

where p = min{nt, n} and o1> 02>,.. = op = 0.

TIte o¡ are the singular values of A, and the vectors u¡ and v¡ are the i-th left singular

vector and the i-th right singular vector, respectively. In other words, we have

Av¡ = 6'; ut

ATu¡ = s¡ v¡.

(s.2.23)

(s.2.24)

:l
["'

UTÀv = I

Lo

i = 1, ..., p (5.2.22)

When A e yt/¡xn is symmetric and positive definite, then for U, V e ylnx¿, U - V.

Furthermore, the o; are the eigenvalues of A and u¡ (or v¡) are the corresponding

eigenvectors,

In the present case the matrix R in (5.2J,7) is orthogonal. On premultiplying both sides

of (5.2.79) by R, and setting R = lr1, 12, r3l, we have

Afr1, 12, 13] = [Â1r1, ]"2r2, )4r3]

Ar1 - Â1r1, Ar2= l2¡r, Ar3 = l3¡r.

In other words, Â1, þ and )a are indeed the eigenvalues ofA, and 11, 12 and 13 are the

corresponding ei genvectors.
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Because ofthe positive definiteness ofA the eigenvalues Â1, Â2 and Â3 are positíve, so

equation (5.2.13) represents an ellipsoid. This is also why we use a minus sign in

(5.2.11). By comparing it with the standard form

we see that the principal axis parameters at, az, a3 of the ellipsoid (5.2.L3) are determined

by

ul ,ul ,u!_,
al al al

tpooo tuooo,aZ=,\l-,âhoa3=^l-.YLzVÂ¡

(s.2.2s)

(s.2.2'7)

(s.2.28)

uI - (s.2.26)

5.2.4, Relationship between Transformations in the Picture Space
end the Parameter Space

In the above, we suggested that picture normalization be performed on the picture/by

transforming its coordinates to make the best-fitting moment generating function M some

type of standard shape. In this subsection we shall examine the relationship between the

transformations in the picture space and those in the parameter space.

Since the central moments are used in the normalization process and the centroid ofthe

picture is placed at the origin, the centre of the corresponding associated ellipsoid is

accordingly at the origin in the parameter space. Therefore, there is no need to further

perform a tra¡slation transformation.

When the picture function f(xt xz, x3) rotates, i.e., f (xl, xz', r3') = f(x1, x2, 4)
subject to the following transformation

or

where

I rr' l l h mt- r,1l[r1 I
| ,t' l=l 12 ,r2 ntll*, I

L rr' J Ll, ^, n,)l*s)

x' = R-1x
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trll f -x,'I I h lz lzl
*=l*rl, "'=lå' l, n=l *' fttz ^'l G'2'2s)

Lx¡.1 L "r, .l I nt nz nt )

and (l¡, m¡, n¡) are the direction cosines of the new coordinates x;'. In matrix notation the

moment generating function M(a7, uZ, q) becomes as

M'(u1, u2, *t = t ! !.itø1, x2, x3) ex(urx) dx1dx2d4

= I I I^*r, x2', x3')exp(urR x') dx1'dx2'dx3'

= II].-n.r,'z', ,g')""p|(n-ruf x'f dx¡dx2'dx3' 
6'2'30)

= II ['rut, x2', x3')exd(u')r x'f dx1'dx2'dx3'

= M(ut', uz' , u3')

where

u' = R-1u

"=li:], and u,= I ii,1 (s'2'31)

LuzJ I ur' J

A comparison of (5.2.31) with (5.2.?Å) shows that, when the picture /(.r1, x2, x3) rotates

about a certain rotation axis by a certain angle, the function M(ø1, u2, 4) will rotate about

the same rotation axis by the same amount of ângle and vice versa,

When the picture function f@t xz, x3) is scaled by a factor s; in each axis, i.e.,

f (xt', xz',4') = f(x1, x2,4) with the following relationship

l¡r, I l''-t o o ll',1l'r' l=l o sz-1 o ll'rl {s'ztz)
I ,;, ) L ; 'o 

,-.,lL,, I

or

x'= S-1x (s.2.33)
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where

lxr'l lxr'l [s,ool*=lrrl,x'=lxz' l, s=lo",ol 6.2.34)L'rJ 1,,' I Lõ i;l
the moment generating function M(u1, u2, 4) becomes as

M'(u1, u2, 
^l 

= | [ [*f ø1 , x2, x3) exp(ur x) dxfix2dx3

=t---r'rJ//l-fu t',xz',x3')ex(ursx')dx1'dx2'dx3'
(s.2.3s)

= h+d///- fl*t" xz" x'';exf(s-ru)rx'f dx1'dx2'd4'

= h+-rJ//J- flxr', xz', x3')exfl(u')rx'l dx1'dx2'dx3'

= ("-éut)t(,'', uz', uJ)

where

u'= S-1u

" =li:], and u,= I ii,l þ'236)

luz) I ur' )

This indicates that, when f(xt, xz, x3) is enlarged by a factor of s¡ in each axis,

M(utuz,uz) is reduced by the same factors (and its function value is reduced by a factor of

s1s2s3), and vice versa.

5.2.5. Th ree.Dimension al Geometric Normalizat¡on

We have studied the relationship between the central moments and the moment

generating function, established the associated ellipsoid model, and examined the

relationship betrveen transtbrmations in the picture space and those in the parameter space.
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We are now able to conclude this section by stating the following picture normalization

procedure:

(1) A translation of the coordinate origin to the centroid, which is determined by

(5.2.Q, of the picture .¡(r1, x2, 4) is performed. Central moments up to the second order

{!tprp¡t., Pt+Pz+PE = 0, L,2 and' p1, p2, p3 = 0, 1, 2} are obtained from (5.2.5).

(2) The associated ellipsoid ofJ which is centred at the origin in the parameter space,

can be formed from the central moments obtained in (1), according to (5.2,11). The lengths

of the principal axes are calculated by (5.2.26) from the eigenvalues Âi of the symmetric,

positive definite matrix A (5.2.9), and the principal axes are directed along the

corresponding eigenvectors r¡. (In other words, their direction cosines are the components

of the eigenvectors r¡.)

(3) In the parameter space, the associated ellipsoid is rotated in such a way that its

principal axes are directed along the coordinate axes. That is, it is reduced to the form

(5.2.25) with principal axis parameters of (5.2.26). The picture undergoes a rotation about

the same rotation axis and of the same angle in the picture space.

(4) The rotated associated ellipsoid obtained in (3) is then scaled so that it becomes a

sphere. This amounts to enlarging the picture by factors of the principal axis parameters

(5.2.26) in the corresponding coordinate axes in the picture space.

5,2,6. 
^/.Dimensional 

Geometric Normalization

In this section we simply state the picture normalization procedure in ¡r-dimensional

pictures from the results obtained in the 3D case above. Higher dimensional pictures are of

some biomedical interest, as in the formation of multimodal images [5.17]. The n-

dimensional moments of order (pr p2,..., pn), nxppz..,p-, of the function

f(A, *2,..., xn), could be defined as
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ffiptpz^pn= II I- ,u"rpz...¡¿, Jþ1, x2,..., xn) d4d.x2...

where p1, p2,.'., Pn = o, 'J,, 2, .... The z-dimensional central moments

centroi.d

dxn ç.2.37)

with the hyper-

(s.2.38)

(s.2.42)

(s.2.43)

rr = 
^ *ryrLÅ, ø = Wj.o, ..., and r; = #P--:'

coinciding with the origin could be defined as

þpry2..p,= II I-- 
or"rez...x¿, Jþr, x2,..., x,) dx1dx2...dx,. 6.2.3s)

We define the associated hyper-ellipsoiÀ of the picture flx1 , x2,..., xn) as

uTAu-¡¿9...6-0 (s.2.4o\

where

I ttzo...o lrr,...o

^ -l lttt...o ltoz...o
I

I

L ¡110... | ¡101...1

Diagonalizing the definite positive matrix A

(5.2.40) to the following form

þ110...t

¡.r 01...1

trtoo...2

I utf. I ".'lanou=l ."1. (s.2,41)

lu, )

40) reduces the hyper-ellipsoidin (5.2.

)"1u2, + )t2ul + ... + ),nu? = ¡.¿oo...o

which can be furthe¡ standardized as

u?,u7, ,u2_"
û'- ú-

where Â¡ are the eigenvalues of the matrix A, and

(s.2.44)

Therefore, the picture normalization in n-dimensions can be stated as follows.

(1) A translation of the coordinate origin to the centroid, which is determined by

(5.2,37) and (5.2.38), of the picture flx1, x2,...,xr) is perfbrmed. Central moments up
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to the second order {¡.roror...on, pt*pzr...+pn = 0, I,2 aÍd pr, p2,..., pn = 0, 1,2} are

obtained from (5.2.39).

(2) The associated hyper-ellipsoid of/, which is centred at the origin in the parameter

space, can be formed from the central moments obtained in (1), according to (5.2.40). The

lengths of the principal axes are calculated by (5.2.a\ from the eigenvalues Â¡ of the

symmetric, positive definite matrix A (5.2.41), and the principal axes are directed along the

corresponding eigenvectors r¡. (In other words, their direction cosines are the components

of the eigenvectors r¡.)

(3) In the parameter space, the associated hyper-ellipsoid is rotated in such a way that

its principal axes are directed along the coordinate axes. That is, it is reduced to the form

(5.2.43) with principal axis pârâmeters of þ.2.44). The picture undergoes a rotation about

the same rotation axis and of the same angle in the picture space.

(4) The rotated associated hyper-ellipsoid obtained in (3) is then scaled so that it

becomes a hyper-sphere. This amounts to enlarging the picture by factors of the principal

axis parameters (5.2.aQ in the corresponding coordinate axes in the picture space.

5.3. Def¡nition of Zern¡ke Moments

Znnike polynomials are a set of complex polynomials which form a complete

orthogonal set over the interior of the unit circle [5. i0], [5. i i],[5.a5]:

v,þ, y)= v^dpsinl, pcosa)= n,¡p¡exdirc) (s.3.1)

where (p, á) are the polar coordinates of a point (x, y), n = 0, 1, 2,..,, / takes on positive

and negative integer values subject to the constraints

ø - l/l is even, lll < n

and the radial polynomial is defined as follows:

(s.3.2)

(s.3.3)
(" -ltl)lz t

R.t p) =' { 
" 

r-'r ryffi-.,¡,,"
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Note that Rn,-¡(p) = Rr(p). These polynomials are orthogonal and satisfy

[1,,*r".rv]dx, v)v,,,¡\x, vYxdv = fi1õ,nn6o, (s.3.4)

where the asterisks denotes the complex conjugate and ô¡ is the Kronecker symbol

^ t1 i=i.
Ò'r = 

lo otnär*i.e. (5.3.5)

By the orthogonality and completeness of the Zernike polynomials [5.10],[5.11], any

continuous image function frx, y) that vanishes outside the unit circle can be uniquely

expanded as follows:

l@,v)= i >orr,,u,r, (s'3'6)
¿=0 i

where the complex coefficientAr¡ is referred to as Zemike moment of order n with angular

dependence I [5.10]

o 
^ 

= # l L -n",r fl*, t)v) l*, t@*at. (s.3.7)

Note that Ar, = A¡, J . To calculate the Zernike moments of an image, the centre of the

image is taken as the origin and pixel coordinates are mapped to the range ofthe unit circle,

ì.e., * + yz < 1. Those pixels falling outside the unit circle are not used in the calculation.

The number of pixels falting inside the unit circle can be set arbitrarily by assigning any

desired width to the pixel.

The function Rr(p) is real valued, and since the image function fix, y) is also real, it is

often convenient to work with real expansions and real-valued Zemike moments. By noting

thatv)¡(p, e)= v,,-¡(p, d) and making some reârrângements of the terms, we have the

real expansion corresponding to (5.3.6)

fu, Ð= ) ) (c,po.¡o+ s,pin/oþ,(p)
n=O I

(s.3.8)
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where I now takes on only positive integral values subject to (5.3.2). As n,no,¡ approaches

infinity {x, y)will approach fix, y) [5.:9]. The real Zernike momenrs can be rewritren as

follows

," =^*"Ï L,*r.=,fu, 
y)R,dpþosto dxdy

t.=';4|,ry,.!flx,y)R.,þþinrc dxdy (s.3.e)

for I not zero and

, 
", = *l !**y",tfu , 

yß 
^ob) 

dxdy

S¡o = 0,

(s.3.10)

The relationship between real and complex Zernike moments is (/ > 0)

C¡= 2Re(Anù,
S¿ = -2lm(Ant), (5.3.11)

eo=L\co- ß¿)=tì._t.

Two examples of the reconstruction of an image from its Zemike moments are shown

in Fig, 5.3.1. From the illustrative point of view, we have simply taken binary images of

the capitalized characters E and F as the inputf.Ë, y), Note that the reconstructed function

frx, y) obtained by including increasingly higher-order moments, is actually continuous-

valued (over 256 grey levels) across the unit disk. However, the reconstructed images

generated by using (5,3.8) are followed by a binarization with a threshold of 0.5 (grey

level 128) to facilitate viewing the results. It is apparent that lower order moments capture

gross shape information and higher order moments contribute to high frequency details.

5.4. Rotation lnvarient Features

Consider a rotation of the image through angle dg. If the rotated image is denoted byl',

the relationship between the original and rot¿ted images in the same polar coordinates is
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lüüüü
ËËüËË

ËËËËË

tü{tüË
Ë{¡EËË
ËËFÊË

Fig. 5.3.1. The reconstructed images of the chancters E åud F. From top row ald left to
¡ight: reconstructed irnages with up to zero ordel rnoment tbrough up to sixteenth orde¡
momelt. For compadson, the origillâl images are give¡r at llìe bottom-right conìers.

¡'(p, o)= tb, e - eo). (s.4.1)

By changing the variables in double integral form of (5.3.7), we obrain the Zernike

moment expression in polar coordinates:

o, = 
n 
*, [, (" rb, e)vilp, e) aepap

=+1,' Il" tb,oþ,¡ppxf-irc)aepap. þ.4.2)

The Zemike moment of the rotated image in the same coordinates is, on the other hand,

(e,,)' = " *1 Io ll" ,b, o - ao)R"(pþxp( -rrc) aopap.

By a change of variable q= 0 - eo, we obtain

t
Ë

E
I
Ë

Ë

(s.4.3)
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(¡,ù' = 
n 

*1 Io []" f ø,q)n,tpþ"p(-,i(q + e¡)) aqpap

f ¡t ¡z¡t I=l+l' J," rto' qþ'{pþxf,-itq)aqpap)ex{-loo) ¡s'+'+¡

= t,te*p(-ileo).

Equation (5.4.4) shows that Zernike momenls have a simple rotational transformation

property, i.e., each Zernike moment merely acquires a phase shift on rotation. This implies

that the magnitudes of the Zernike moments of a rotated image function remain identical to

those before rotation. Thus þn/, the magnitude of the Zernike moment, can be taken as a

rotation invariant feature of the underlying image function [5.26]. As far as the constructed

Zernike moment features are concêrned, we can concentrate on þr¡l with / > 0, This is

because 4,, -¡ = ,4J¡ , thus bri = bn, -i.

This rotational invariance property is demonstrated as follows. In Fig. 5.4,1 we show

binary images of the characters A, B, and C, and five rotated version of them (\¡/ith rotation

angles of 30', 60', 150", 180", and 300"). Figs. 5.4.2, 5.4.3. and 5.4.4 show graphs of

the sample mean ¡1, standard deviation o, and o/¡,t for 81 Zernike moments (from order 0

through order 16) calculated from the characters A, B, and C, respectively. The o/¡t ratio

measures the p€rcentage of spread of the þn¡l values from their corresponding means. In

these examples, for instance, there are only a few (out of 81) moments at which the o/¡t

values are higher thaî 1.0Vo. The conelation coefficients between the original and its rotated

EFffË$fi
ÊËÐÐËGÞ
ËËüüüfr

Fig. 5.4.1. Binary irnages of tlìe clatacteß A, B, C, alld their rotated
veIsions with rotatiou angles of 30', 60", 150', 180", ard 300'.
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images (Fig. 5.4.5) calculated from (5.4.1) are also a good measure of invariance. All

these measures indicate that the rotation invariance is nearly attained. The only reason for

not obtaining exact invariance is that the discrete form ofthe image function rather than its

continuous form has been used in the calculation of Zernike moments. (The ratio o/¡t

could, in fact, be used to monitor the loss of image quality when an image undergoes

consecutive digital rotations,)

60 80
(b)

50

40

30

20

10

0

Fig. 5.4.2. Zenìike mo¡nents (up to order 16) sanple mean p (a), standard deviatiol ø (b), and
o/pvalue (c) fo¡ the cha¡acter A.
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Fi+.5.4.3. Zemike nomerts (up to order 16) sarnple rnean p (a), standard deviatiol o (b), and
o/¿¿ value (c) for the cha¡acter B.
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Fig. 5.4.4.2enúke mornelìfs (up to order 16) sarnple rnean p (a), staldard deviation o (b), and
o/pvalue (c) for the character C.
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Correlat¡on from Zernike Moments

O
a

I
o

CJ

1.001

1.000

0.999

0,998

o.997

60' 150' 180ô

Olientatiolr

Fig. 5.4.5. Correlation rneasures from Zenúke ¡nomeuts (up to order 16) for tlte cbarâcters A, B, and C.

A fundamental problem in pattern recognition has been the question of between-class

discrimination versus within-class invariance. In other words, the challenge is always to

extract features for image representation that are invariant to transformations which remain

unchanged in rrunimportant ways (the variations within the class), yet at the same time that

are sensitive to transformâtions which change the figures in "important" ways (the identity

of a class) [5.14]. Figure 5.4.6 shows the images of characters A, B, C, D, E, F, N, and

O, ând the cross-correlation coefficients betv/een each pair of these characters. This

indicates that image representation using Zernike moments is capable of discriminating

between simílar, but different objects,
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t.2

.Ë to
!ã
c 0.8

€ 0.6

b o.4o

?, o.z
O

0.0

fiFËFËËffiÕ
Cross-Correlation from Zernike Moments

AtsCDEFNO
IJtter

(b)

Fig,5.4.6. Cross-coÍelation measures frorn Zærrúke rnomeuts (up to ordet 16)
for the characters A, B, C, D, E, F, N, ald O. (a) The chancters, ald (b) tlìe
cross-cor¡elatiorl coefficients.

5.5. Mammograph¡c Feature Match¡ng

5.5.1. lntroduction

A class of image processing problems called scene matching is often encountered in

image processing tasks such as feature/edge detection, image registration, etc. The brute

force approach to this kind of problem is template matchíng. That is, given an image of a

template, it is desired to determine all locations of the template in another image 15.36]. As

far as a digital image is concerned, a, template (also called a mask or wittdow) is an anay of
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any numbers designed to detect certain regional property. That is, the template may be

simply the grey levels of an object, or some features derived from the object.

From the point of view of pattern recognition, moment invariants are considered

reliable features if their values are insensitive to the presence of different types of noise.

The effects of sampling, digitizing, and quantization noise on moment invariants were

addressed in [5.40]. Teh and Chin [5.41] studied the effect of image noise on various types

of moments by using stochastic images. It has been shown that orthogonal moments, e,g.

Zernike moments, are better than other types of moments in terms of information

redundancy [5.41]. They concluded that Z€rnike moments are superior to other moments in

terms of overall performance. The superiority of Zernike moment features over regular

moments and moment invariants in terms of image representatíon ability and noise

sensitivity in pattern recognition problems was demonstrated experimentally by Khotanzad

and Hong [5.26]. The rotational invariance and image representation ability of Zernike

moments are explored in this study to solve the mammographic feature matching problem,

5.5.2. Matchlng Measures

There are many possible ways of measuring the degree of similarity (or match) or

dissimilarity (or mismatch) between two images /and g over certain region. Distance

measures or norms (see Section 6,2,2), for instance, can be used as dissimilarity measures.

In template matching, a measure of similarity (or match) at each test location must be

tirst decided in order to determine the translation offset parameters. The basic correlation

method consists of forming a correlation measure between image functions and determining

the location of correspondence by finding the location of the maximum conetation [5.19].

Thus the following formula is used to correlate Zærnike moments of the featu¡e template

with those computed at each of the test locations in the image:
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oli)uÍi)t., tt
R('r, v)= (s.s.1)

where,R(x, y) is the moment correlation at test locâtion (x, y) (í.e., the top left corner of the

image is located at the coordinates (x, y) of the picture), a j'/ ir tft" ith Znrnjke moment of

the feature template ana n!)¡x, y) is the ith Zernike moment of the picture at test location

(x, y), and Nn is the total number of Z,ernike moments up to a given order n.

5.5.3. Feature Matchlng Using Zernlke Moments

Two examples of feature matching are presented in this section. In both cases, the

template is shifted over all the possible locations in the test image, and the correlation

coefficient is calculated from the grey levels and Zernike moments at each location. For the

sake of display, the resultânt correlation functions (in the range 0 to 1) are mapped to the

range of 0 to 255. when using the correlation of Zernike moments as the similarity

measure, we take the total number of Zernike moments as 81 (for orders 0 through 16).

In Figs. 5.5.1(a) and (b) we show a test image consisting of various characters

including the character E in various orientations, and the template E, respectively. Figure

5'5.1(c) shows the results of template matching by using correlation of grey level values as

the measure of similarity. The results after thresholding at level of 250 (out of 25 5: -9gvo)

is given in Fig. 5.5.1(d). By using grey level values we are able to locate only the object

with the same orientation. we present in Fig. 5.5.1(e) the results of template matching by

using correlation of Zernike moments of the objects as the measure of similarity. we use

the same threshold value of 250 to Fig. 5.5.1(e) and obtain the results in Fig. 5.5.1(f. The

character E with different orientations is correctly identified.

W
il,

)
;=1
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ffirffir
Fig.5.5.1. Template matching by correlation measu¡es o¡r sirnulated data: (a) The test image; (b)
the template; natching resulrs (0-255) from grey levels, (c) before and (d) after thresloldirig;
matching results (0-255) frorn Zemike molnerts, (e) before and (Ð after thresbolding. Thresholdirg
was set at grey level 250 in both cases.

We also tested the template matching procedure by using a mammographic image [Fig.

5.5.2(a)] and a rotâted structure from a small area [Fig. 5.5.2(b)]. The matching results by

using grey level values and Zernike moments are shown in Figs.5.5.2(c) and (e),

respectively. The thresholded versions of these results [at the highest possible value of 239

(-94Vo) for the grey level method, and 250(-98Vo) for the Zernike moments method] are

given in Figs. 5.5.2(d) and (f), respectively. The Zernike moment method correctly locates

the desired structure, but the grey level approach fails to do so.

ffi ffirwr
Fig, 5.52. Template natclting by corr€lation rneasures oll llrammograpbic data: (a) Tbe test
image;_(b) the le.rnpþte; .¡natchirg resulrs Qt3-239) from grey levels, (c) before aná 1d) after
1[-resholdirrg_ at 239 (94q0)-i-matchirtrg results (220-250) from Ze¡uike mo¡nénts, (e) beforê ánd (f)
afrer tbresholdirg at'250 (987o).

(9G)(d.)(c)(b)G)

(Ð(e)(d)G)(b)G)
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5.6, Discussion and eonclusíons

A study of the picture normalization problem from the point of view of moments has

been presented. We have studied the relationship between (central) moments of a picture

funciion and its corresponding moment generating function, proposed the associated

ellipsoid model, and examined the relationship between transformaiions in the picture space

and those in the parameter space. The normaliz¿tion procedure is illustrated in terms of the

3D case. Generalization of this 3D procedure to n-dimensions is also presented. Image

normalization may be applied as a pre-processing step in image analysis and recognition

procedures, such as in extracting features for feature matching.

In our calculations of Zernike moments, rotations of the test patterns are obtained

digitally, i.e., the original, digitized patterns are rotated. This process has introduced a

certain amount of noise in the images, and is responsible for the imperfect rotational

invariance from Zernike moments. Experiments show that such digitization noise is

tolerable as far as our local feature matching is concerned. other investigators have shown

that z,ernike moments are much better than other moments or moment invariants in ierms of

the insensitivity to different types of noise [5.40],[5.41].

In the test on mammographic images (Fig. 5.5.2), we obtained fairly high correlation

coefficients (0.84 - 0.94 for the grey level measure and 0.86 - 0.98 for the Zernike moment

measure) over the whole image. This is probably because the template feature and the test

image have some redundant information which is highly correlated. If we can eliminate

¡edundant information in these images, for instance, through segmentation/thinning (see

discussion below and section 7.2.1), we may obtain a correlation coefficient function with

much narower peaks at those matching locations.

since our objective is to identify the corresponding mammographic structures in both

the reference and warped images, it is reasonable to first segment/binarize the original

mammographic images, (a pre-processing step of thinning to the binary images may be
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useful in some cases) and then apply an âppropriate template matching technique to the

resultant binary images. Advantages of this approach include at least the following (1)

computing time is reduced considerably, and (2) some unimportant, redundant, or',noisy,'

structures can be removed. An optimal choice ofsegmentation and thinning techniques for

application in mammographic feature matching may be. further studied in the future (see

Section 7.2.1).

In template matching, as discussed in Section 5.5, cross-correlation of the desired

template with the image is calculated ât each test location. For large templates, this requires

a large amount of computing time, even though it may be done in the Fourier domain. One

approach to reduce the computing time is to use a cumulative measure of mismatch, say the

sum of absolute differences of the Zernike moments, instead ofthe correlation measure of

match. In this way, those locations at which a good match cannot possibly exist are rapidly

eliminated [5.7]. A useful extension to this sequential approach may be one of using a

sequentiaI algorithm to discard gross mismatch locâtions followed by a correlation measure

for the remaining test locations. Another approach, hierarchical ona is to create a set of

multi-resolution images from the image and template, and incorporate a hierarchical search

for a possible match location in these multi-resolution images starting at a lower ¡esolution.

The decision rules are designed to select the most promising test locations at each search

level. Only the selected locations are tested at the next level, so that only the most

promising test locations are examined at the higher resolution levels.

We have proposed a new method for rotation invariant template matching, The rotation

invariance property of the magnitudes of Z€mike moments has been used as the similarity

measure in the matching procedure. Experiments have shown that our approach using

Zernike moments correctly locates the desired objects regardless of their position and

o¡ientation.
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CHAPTER 6

PHASE INFORMATION DERIVED FROM ZERNIKE

MOMENTS

6.1. lntroduction

Even though the geometric distortion in mammograms, due to breast compression, etc.,

is created in a nonhomogeneous manner, it is still reasonable to assume that most mammâry

structures in a small region remain intact. More information extracted from the local

structures can be incorporated in the mâtching algorithms to further facilitate solving the

mammographic feature matching problem.

In Chapter 5, we have seen that Zernike moments have a nice property: only a phase

change occurs when the object rotates. While the invariance of the magnitude of Zernike

moments under rotation has shown its usefulness for automatic recognition of objects

regardless of their orientation (e.g., [6.5]), the phase information in Zernike moments has

been entirely discarded in the past. By making use of the phase information, we propose a

new algorithm for recognizing the orientation of a planar object and a new algorithm for

finding the axes of symmetry of a planar object. The development of these algorithms are

of significance in pattern recognition and computational geometry as well.

144
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6.2. Recognition of Orientation

6.2.1. lntroduction

The recognition ofan object's orientation is an important problem in image analysis and

pattern recognition. In many machine vision problems, there are a variety of model-based

inspection tasks which require the coordinate system ofan object to be aligned with that of

a set of observations before the actual inspection judgements can be made. To determine

whether each object is in its conect position and orientation, the relationship between these

two coordinate systems has to be established, which usually is given by a two-dimensional

translation and rotation [6.4]. In the image registration for rigid objects, such as the

registration of portal images in the cancer treatment verification process, the determination

ofthe object's orientation will yield the desired rotation transformation [6.14]. In the image

registration for nonrigid objects (via local geometric unwarping), e.g., the registration of

digital mammograms, the determination of local features' orientation may result in an

optimal geometric transformation. The recognition of orientation may also present an

optimal solution for texture matching by using finite element methods. That is, there is not

only the match between selected features, but also the spatial rotation that has occurred

between them is taken into account.

From (5.4.4), it is straightforward to find that under rotation the real-valued Zernike

moments become

(A,ù' = (C,} + i (s,¡)' = A,t exp(-ißo)

= (C"¡+ iS,¡)(cos/B¡- lsin/0¿)

= (C,¡ cosld¡ + .9n¡ sinlgs) + i þ,,r cos/â¡ - Ç¡ sinlg¡).

Expressing this in matrix form, we have

(6.2.1)

(6.2.2)f fc,,ll- | cnt S,t lf cosroo'l

L(s,,) I I' sn 'cnt lL ,in¡an J'

As long as the magnitude of the moment lAnil= Iç nùz + 6nù2)112 ¡. 0, we find that
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| "os/d6 

'l 
_ 1 I c,t s nr I [(c,¡i I

L sin/do I 
- (crP - 6"f I sn, -cn, JLft,,) l

(6.2.3)

It is then possible to solve these equations to find the relative orientation d6 of the object

with respect to the other one in the same class.

We present here a new method for recognizing the orientâtion of a planar object by

making use of the phase information in Zemike moments. This can be done by minimizing

a specially defined function to obtain the orientation of the object with respect to a standard,

reference object (or model) of the same class, The performance of the proposed method is

not significantly affected by the presence of noise in the images due to the nature of the

minimization procedure.

6.2.2. Lp-Norms

Before further considering the specific problem of symmetry detection, it is helpful to

discuss the concept of norm, For the purpose of quantitatively discussing errors, it is

convenient to be able to associate with any approximation error function a nonnegative

scalar that in some sense measures its magnitude. The geometrical concept of the length of

a vector has many natural applications in connection with function spaces and

approximation. Just âs in 2D or 3D Euclidean space we have a way of measuring the

distance between ty¡o vectors, we would like to use length to measure the goodness or

closeness of an approximation (or the "length" of a certain error function).

A family of norms, the Zo-norms, for a continuous function/on a closed interval [ø, b]

are defined by (cf. l6.tz))

ilrb=(["'v\4la,)''o , n, t. (6.2.4)

The most commonly used norms are the following special cases of the Zo-norms:



6.2.3. An Angular Error Function

Because of the errors in the numerical calculation of Zernike moments and the noise

from digitiza tion of images, a single or a few pairs from the set of Zernike moments

{Cnt, Snt}, where n=0,1,...,n6¿¡¡ and I takes on integral values subject to (5.3.2), cannot

be reliably used in (6.2.3) to find the orientation 0 = 8g. Thanls to the rotational invariance

of the magnitude of Zernike moments, we can solve this problem by minimizing some

norms of the following angular error function

d1n, I) = l[@,ù' - (c n¡ costl+s n¡sinta)z + [1s,¡) - þ,¡ cosl e-c 
^¡ 

sinrc)]z\I/' . qs.z.sS

In other words, the recognition of orientation amounts to an optimization problem.

For the error evaluation of discrete data, there are direct analogs of the continuous

Lr-norms. The difference d(n, L) just defines a vector, sowecan use the vector norms:

Z1 norm:

Z2 (or Euclidean) norm:

Z* (or maximum) norm:

747

m,=([.'m"lnJ

I .b \112

ll/lb = {J" tfl-)t'd4

ll.f ll- = m-a* -l,(¡)|.
x êla, bl

il¿ti=2t¿þ, Ðt

tldtb = [) ld(n, t)12)tt2

(6.2.s)

(6.2.6)

(6.2.7)

(6.2.e)

(6.2.10)

lldll*= naxld{n, I)l g.z.1.r)

where n = 0, 1, ..., txmflx, nmax is the maximum Zernike moment order used, and I takes on

positive integral values subject to (5.3.2).
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Note that the difference function d(n, t¡ in (6.2,8) is the magnitude of the change in

Zernike moment under a rotation â. It is, therefore, possible to normalize this error

function with respect to the magnitude of Zernike moments in order to obtain a

"normalized" measure for the optimization procedure. The error function using normalized

norms are thus given as follows:

(6.2.r2)

(6.2.r3)

(6.2.1,4)

6.2.4. Recognition of Or¡entation

An algorithm for recognition of o¡ientation of planar objects using Zernike moments

may thus be formulated as follows.

(1) A translation of the origin of the coordinate system to the centroid of the images is

first performed. Zernike moments of the images up to order z are then calculated using

(5.3.9) and (s.3.10).

(2) The conelation coefficient of these two sets of Zernike moments, which measures

the similarity between these objects, is calculaied. (we may also use other similarity

measures, e.g., distance measures [6.11], for this purpose.) If the correlation coefficient is

higher than a certain threshold value (say 0.99), we move to next step; otherwise, these

t\¡¡o objects do not belong to the same class at all, and we stop here. This is because, if the

objects are from the same class, by the rotational invariance of Zernike moments, the

corelation coefficient of these two sets of Zemike moments must be high,

not,=ry#

t,n,=ly#,i,Pf''

,, ,,, _maxld (n, l)lil*il---ããIlÁ¿l '
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(3) By minimizing the specially defined angular error functions (6.2J,2) - (6.2.14), we

obtain the required orientation of these objects for a given error threshold value.

In the following, we demonstrate the orientation recognition algorithm outlined above

with some examples. The images of characters A, B, and C shown in Fig. 5.4.1 were used

as the test images, and a procedure of minimization by golden section search was used

[6.9]. From Fig. 5,4.5 we see that for each case the correlation coefficients between the

characters and their rotated versions are very close to the highest possible value of 1. The

error functions for orientation recognition in characters A, B, and C and their rotâted

versions (rotations of 0', 30', 60', 150', 180', and 300') are presented in Figs. 6.2.1 -

6.2.3, respectively. The orientations and the corresponding minimum errors for each case

are shown in Tables 6.2.t - 6.2.3, respectively. [The orientation between an image and its

rotation of 0' (itsel$ is exactly recognized, so the orientation (0') and error (0.00) are not

given in 'lables 6.2.1, - 6.2.3.1

Another approach to the recognition of orientation is to define as an object's orientation

the principal axis of its 'rassociated ellipse" model. Note that the orientation ofthe principal

axis from (5.2.15) and (5.2.L7) may be subject to some errors due to the nume¡ical nature

of the moment calculation, A test was caried out on images of characters A, B, C, D, E, B

and N [Fig. 5.a.6(a)] and their rotated versions with rotation angles of 0., 30., 60.,

1.50', 180', and 300". The results are shown in Table 6.2.4. lThe orientation between an

image and itself (rotation of 0') is exactly detected, so the orientation (0.) is not given in

"lable 6.2.4.1 Because there is no unique (or infinite) principal axis in rotationally

symmetric objects, e.g., character O, this approach fails to obtain any orientation

information,
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Table 6,2.L. The orientations a d the corresponding mirrirnum

er¡ors (ilr pareutheses) for character A

O¡ientation Z1 Nonn Euclideau Nomr Max No¡m

30"

150'

180'

300'

30.29
(0.1013)

59.80
(0.1144)

149.80
(0.7144)

180.01
(0.0006)

300.29

30.27 29.65
(0.007e) (0.0s1e)

59.86 60.23
(0.00e3) (0.0s28)

749.86 1-50.23
(0.00e3) (0.0s28)

180.01 180.01
(0.0000) (0.0004)

300.27 299.66

lable 6.2,2, The orientâtions and the correspondirg rniuinun

eÍors (in parerthes€s) for chancter B

Orierìtatioll Z1 Nonn Euclideau Nomr Max Notm

30"

60"

150'

29.82
(0.08e3)

60.18
(0.08e3)

150.19
(0.08e3)

180.01
(0.0004)

299.87
(0.0893)

29.83 29.77
(0.00s3) (0.0s62)

60.77 60.83
(0.00s3) (0.0s62)

150.18 150.83
(0.00s3) (0.0s62)

180.01 180.01
(0.0000) (0.0002)

299.83 299.77
(0.00s3) t0.0s62)

180"

300'
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Table 6,2.3, The orientatio¡ts alld tlre correspondilìg lnilli¡num

errors (iu parertheses) for character C

Orieltation ¿t Nonn EuclideanNonn Max Norm

30'

60"

29.96
(0.i378)

60.04
(0.1378)

150.04
(0.i378)

180.01
(0,0003)

299.96
10.1378)

29.99 29.76
(0.006e) (0.0347)

60.00 60.84
(0.006e) (0.0347)

150.00 150.84
(0.006e) (0.0347)

180.01 180.01
(0.0000) (0.0001)

300.00 299.t6
10.0069) (o.o34't\

150"

Table 6.2.4. The orieutations detected by usilg ',associated ellipse" rnodel for diffetent irìüges

Orieltation (") O¡ientatio¡r f¡om "associated ellipse" rnodels

300'

30 77.95 2ß.46 30.21

60 77 .17 67 .54 59 .79

150 767.17 757.54 749.79

180 180.00 180.00 180.00

300 2ß1-.95 298.46 300.2r

29.40 30.15 30.51 31.66

60.60 60.44 60.23 55.55

i50.60 750.44 750.23 145.55

180.00 180.00 180.00 180.00

299.40 300.15 300.51 301.66
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The sensitivity of the orientation recognition algorithm to image noise is examined by

applying it to some noisy images with noise of controlled signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

values. A procedure for generation of noise in binary images has been developed

(Appendix 4). The images of character A and its rotaied versions with rotation angles of

30', 60', 150", 180', and 300o, contaminated with different amount of noise, are given in

Fig. 6.2.4. The noiseless images of A are also shown in Fig. 6.2.4(a) for the purpose of

comparison. Correlation coefficients between these images and their rotations are presented

in Fig. 6.2.5. Ten noisy images for each SNR value are generated for each rotation angle

(including 0o). We show in Fig. 6.2.6 only the error functions for orientation recognition

between character A and its rotated version with rotation angle of 30', both having noise

with different SNR values. The orientations, the corresponding minimum errors, and their

standard deviations for character A and its different rotations with SNR values of 15dB

10dB, and 5dB are given in Tables 6.2.5 - 6.2.7, respectively.

.,ËËffËüf,l

."fiFffËüfl
,,ffiffiffiÐffi#
,,ffimffiffiffiffi

Fig. 6.2.4. The irnages of cl¡aracter A and its rotated versions with
differelt SNR values: (a) noiseless, (b) 15d8, (c) 10d8, ald (d) 5dB.
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Table 6,2,5, The average orientâlioN, the average miniruum errors, alrd their slândard

devialioru (ill parentheses) for character A with SNR of 15dB

Orientatioll

O
I¡ Norrn Euclidean Nonn Maxirnuu Nonn

Orierìtation Orientation Enor Orientation Enor

30

60

180

300

0 .02 0 .7607 0 .00
(0.0e02) (0.0383) (0.1008)

30.16 0.1866 30.20
(0.1e01) (0.026s) (0.1675)

59.76 0.2027 59.80

Q.neq Q.0282) (0.1s48)

i49.83 0.1925 149.83
(0.7293) (0.0264) (0.0877)

180.02 0.t664 180.02
(0.0e46) (0.03e6) (0.1360)

300.25 0.7926 300.22
(0.1s35) (0.0292\ t0.14s31

0.0186 -0.19 0.0740
(0,008Ð (0.s372) (0.0112)

0.0245 30.29 0.0881
(0.0068) (i.1366) (0.0142)

0.0245 59.67 0.0926
(0.0079) (1.3647) (0.01s3)

0.0265 749.75 0.0903
(0.006e) (1.1404) (0.00s0)

0.0203 779.87 0.0828
(0.00e3) (1.1e83) (0.0187)

0.0267 299.66 0.0998
10.0073ì 11.3041\ t0.00R3\

Table 6.2.6, The average orielìtatiolrs, the average mirúrnurn errors, and their staltdard

deviations (in parentheses) for character A with SNR of 10dB

Z1 Nonn Euclidean Nonn Maxinun NonnOrientatioll
(.,

Orienlafion Orienlation Eno¡ Orielìtation

0 .0.01 0.2836 -0.03
(0.238s) (0.038s) (0.244s)

30 30.22 0.3059 30.25
(0.3s73) (0.0302) (0.326s)

60 59.94 0.3272 59.85
(0.42s9) (o.o322) (0.3466)

150 749.77 0.3159 749.77
(0.38se) (0.0302) (0.3367)

180 180.09 0.2796 180.02
(0.3s01) (0.07e2) (0.u81)

300 300.29 0.3001 300.38
(0.4743) (0,0202) (0,4239\

0.0581 -0.29 0.7298
(0.01s9) (1.6100) (0.0184)

0.0677 29.07 0.1604
(0.0148) (1.e7s0) (0,028Ð

0.0786 60.10 0.1531
(0.01es) (0.8333) (0.0276)

0.0776 1s0.05 0.7445
(0.0125) (1.8286) (0.0226)

0.0565 779.71 0j357
(0.0077) (1.43ss) (0.0180)

0 .0649 299 .96 0 .t426
(0.0098) (7.7697\ (0.02:77\
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Table 6.2.7, The average orientations, the average mirúnum enors, and their standard

deviatiors (iu parentheses) for character A with SNR of 5dB

Orientatiol
O

Z1 Nonn Euclideal Nonn Maximum Nonn

Odentation Er¡o¡ Orienfatior Eno¡ Orientation

0 -0.10 0.4980 0.1279
(0.7363) (0.0e03) (0.6017)

30 29.67 0.5119 29.9t
(0.8272) (0.02ee) (0.717D

60 59.97 0.5356 60.00
(0.e12s) (0.0384) (0.861s)

150 749.97 0.5161 749.87
(0ss22) (0.022e) (0.4762)

180 179.93 0.5771 779.73
(0.8004) (0.0334) (0.7031)

300 300.24 0.5336 300.26

0.1961 0.86 0,2622
(0.0623) (2.sr66) (0.0466)

0.1983 29.25 0.2463
(0.0272) Q.4812) (0.022e)

0.2217 59.66 0,2671
(0.0334) (3.8066) (0.0421)

0.2050 748.75 0.2739
(0.0211) (4.626s) (0.06e5)

0.202ß L78.34 0.2669
(0.02se) Q.4e11) (0.0357)

0.2755 300,01 0.2665
(0.5529\ (0.0304) (0.4105) ß.0237\ ß5502\ 10.0416ì

6.3. Detect¡on of Axes of Symmetry

6.3.1. lntroduction

An axis of symmetry of a planar image is such a straight line that the image is invariant

to reflection with respect to that line. without lose of generality, we assume that the axis of

symmetry passes through the origin and it is denoted by 0 -- AO. The straight line 6 = áO is

apparently equivalent b e = n + 0g. In what follows, therefore, \¡/e restrict the angle 0¡ to

the range of [0, ø).

The detection of axes of symmetry of a planar image is of significance in both

computational geometry and pattern recognition. Atallah [6.1] described an algorithm for

symmetry detection by enumerating all the axes of symmetry of a planar image which is
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made up of segments, circles, points, etc. The method proposed by Friedberg [6.3] is able

to detect both lateral symmetry and skew (affine transformed) symmetry. Marola [6.6]

suggested an algorithm for finding all the axes of symmetry of symmetric and almost

symmetric planar images. This method is based on the identification of the centroids of the

given image and other related sets of points, followed by a maximization of a specially

designed coefficient of symmetry. Extraction of local symmetry features was suggested for

general tasks in image processing and analysis [6.2]. It is of specific interest to us that

symmetry information from local mammographic structures may provide auxiliary

information in the process of feature matching. A template matching procedure based on

symmetry detection of planar images was presented in [6.7]. Nalwa [6.8] studied the

implications of symmetry in line drawings. By describing simpte objects in terms of their

local axes of symmetry, Seitz [6.13] proposed a different approach for object recognition in

complex scenes. For a more comprehensive bibliography, see Friedberg [6.3].

This problem may be not difficult if the image consists of a finite or infinite set of

points placed in perfect symmetry [6,1], In most cases, however, the presence ofnoise, the

nature of digitiza iion, etc., reduce the appropriateness and reliability of some methods. For

instance, even if the original image is symmetric, is digitized version generally may not be

symmetric.

We take a different approach to the symmetry detection problem here. We propose a

new algorithm for detecting the axes of symmetry in planar images by making use of the

phase information in Zernike moments. We will show that the imaginary part of Zernike

moments of a symmetric object vanishes if its axis of symmetry is taken as the .r-âxis.

Because of the noise from image digitization and errors in numerical calculation of Zernike

moments, we c¿n find all the axes of symmetry by minimizing a specially defined function.

Since the proposed method is not particularly affected by noise, due to the nature of the

minimization procedure, it is applicable to almost symmetric images.
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6.3.2. Zernike Moments of Symmetric Ob¡ects

I*t fl,p, Ø denote the object under consideration in the polar coordinates. Consider first

the symmetry with respect to ág = Q. In other words, the object is symmetric about the

horizontal x-axis, "(p, 0) = fl,p, -E.Its Zemike moments are obtained as:

rr th
o,, = *, 

lo Jo 
r b, e) nn @) "xp(-ite) 

ae¿p

.rtlr' tz' l
= "+Ll" lJ. 

r(n, e) *r,(-ite) ae r 
J, 

rb, 0\ ery(-itqd0)R,t(p) øp

rtlr^ ro I
= *" 

l" lJ, 
r(n, e)",.r,Ciro)ae* 

l,rb,z"-o'),"pfue')(ari))n,,ç¡øc
rrl¡" ¡Í I

=,u" 
J, fJ, 

lto, ut.*l-uø ae* 
l"r(0,-e')"ry(irc')ao')n,,6¡pap (6.3.1)

¡rlr" t!. I
= "u" l" lJ. 

rtr, o) .,.o{-rre) at * 
J" 

t6, e'),*p(irc') ae' 
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tt l î" 'l
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t to, el t'*t-tr e) + exp(i rc\ a e)n,r p¡ 4 p

¡t I r' 'l

= "+1 
" lJ "' 

þ' o) cost o d eft't (P) øP

=C¡
wherc Cr¡ are real-valued. The periodicity /( p, Ø = fl,p,2n -0) and the equality 2cosx =

exp(-rx) + exp(l*) have been used in the above derivation. Equation (6.3.1) means thât the

imaginary parts of the Zernike moments of a symmetric object will vanish if its axis of

symmetry is taken as the ¡-axis.

From the rotational properties (5.4.4), then we obtain the Zernike moments for an

object symmetric with respect to a straight line d = ft as follows

e,¡ = (e^¡)' exp(-ilos) (6.3.2)

where (An)'are some real-valuêd numbers. Expressing the real-valued numbers (Ar¡)'in

terms of the Zernike moments,4. nt in (6.3.2), we have
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(A,¡l= An¡ exp(ilao)

=(C,¡+ iS)(cos/á6 + i sinld6)

= (C n¡costr,¡- S,pinlás) + i(c ¿sinl}s+ S,¡cosl06),

By comparing (6.3.3) with (6.3.1), therefore, we obtain

C n¡sinl9n + ,Sr¡cos/06 = Q.

In other words, if such an angle 69 can be found that (6.3.4) holds for all

moments, the straight line 6 = do must be the axis of symmetry of this object.

any ofsuch axes of symmetry can be detected by using this method.

6.3.3. An Anguler Error Function

(6.3.3)

(6.3.4)

the Zernike

Apparently

As discussed in Section 6.2, because of the numerical errors and the digitization noise,

a single or a few pairs ofZernike moments are not reliable enough to be used in finding the

axis of symmetry 0 = &¡.we solve this problem by minimizing the following angular error

function

d(n, I¡ = Cr¡sin/ds+.9r¡cos/89 (6.3.5)

with respect to the same vector norms as those in (6.2.9) - (6.2.11). That is, the detectíon

of axes of symmetry becomes an optimiza tion problem.

Note that the difference function d(n, t) in (6.3.5) is also the imaginary part of the

Zemike moment under a rotation 0. In other words, the change in the imaginary part of the

Zernike moment is simply "transferred" to the real part because of the invariance of its

magnitude. It is, therefore, reasonable to normalize this error function with respect to the

magnitude of the Zernike moment in order to obtain a ,'normalized"measure for the

minimization procedure. The normalized error functions here have the same forms as those

given in (6.2.12) - (6.2.14), except that the difference d(n, I) in (6.3.5) is used.
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6.3.4. Detection of Axes of Symmetry

The algorithm for detection of axes of symmetry of a planar object by using Zernike

moments can be stated as follows,

(1) A translation of the origin of the coordinate system to the centroid of the object is

first performed. Zernike moments of the object up to order ¿ are then calculated using

(5.3.9) and (5.3.10).

(2) By minimizing the specially defined error functions (6.2.L2) - (6.2.14) with d(n, t)

from (6.3.5), we are able to find all the axes of symmetry of the object for a given error

threshold value.

We demonstrate the proposed algorithm for detection of axes of symmetry with some

examples. The characters A, B, C, D, E, F, N, and O shown in Fig. 5.4.6(a) were used as

test images. The same minimization procedure as that in Section 6.2.4 was used here. The

error functions for symmetry detection in these images are presented in Fig. 6,3.1. The

axes of symmetry and their corresponding minimum errors are shown in Tables 6.3.L -

6.3.8.
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Table 6.3,1, The axes of synnetry a¡rd tl¡e correspoltdiug

mirrimum enors (in parentheses) for character A

Orientation

c)
Axis of Symrnetry

11 Nonn Euclidean Norm Max No¡m

30

60

90.00
(0.0003)

t20.25
(0.0se1)

r49.84
(0.0708)

59.84
(0.0708)

90.00
(0.0003)

30.26

90.00 90.00
(0,0000) (0.0002)

120.18 779.69
(0.0034) (0.0366)

149.89 750.72
(0.0048) (0.036e)

59.89 60.72
(0.0048) (0.0369)

90.00 90.00
(0.0000) (0.0002)

30.18 29.69

150

Table 6.3,2, The axes of sylnlnetly and the corresponding

rnirrinum errors (in patentl¡eses) for character B

Orientation

c)
Axis of Syrruuetry

I1 Norm Euclide¿tr Norm Max No¡rn

30

60

150

180

0.00
(0.0000)

29.86
(0.03s6)

60.1,4
(0.0356)

iso.15
(0.0356)

0.00
(0.0000)

r19.85
(0.0356)

0.00 0,00
(0.0000) (0.0000)

29.85 30.75
(0.0013) (0.030s)

60.15 60.72
(0.0013) (0.030s)

150.15 1.49.25
(0.0013) (0.030s)

0.00 0.00
(0.0000) (0.0000)

119.84 120.75(0.0013) t0.0305)
300
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Table 6.3.3. Tlìe axes of symnetry and the corresponding

minimurn errors (in parentheses) for character C

Orientåtion

c)
Axis of Syrnmetry

11 Nonn EuclidealNorm Max Nonn

JU

60

150

0.00
(0.0000)

29.97
(0.0773)

60.03
(0.0773)

150.03
(0.0773)

0.00
(0.0000)

1t9.97
(0.0773\

0.00
(0.0000)

30.74
(0.0034)

59.85
(0.0034)

149.85
(0.0034)

0.00
(0.0000)

720.75

0.00
(0.0000)

30.49
(0.02es)

59.51
(0.02es)

149.57
(0.02es)

0.00
(0.0000)

t20.49
10.0034ì 10.02951

Table 6.3.4. The axes of syrn¡netry aud the correspouding

minimum enon (ill pareltheses) for character D

Orielrtâtion

c)
Axis of Symnetry

.å1 Norm Euclídean Nonn Max Nonn

30

180

300 720.01

0.00
(0.0000)

59.99
(0.0018)

t49.99

(0.0000)

L20.01

0.00
(0.0000)

60.23
(0.020e)

150.23

(0.0000)

779.77

0.00
(0.0000)

30.02
(0.0s08)

59.98
(0.0s08)

149.98
(0.0508)

0.00
(0.0000)

30.01 29.77
(0.0018) (0.0209)

(0.0018) (0.0209)

0.00 0.00

m.0508ì m.00r8ì rn
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Table 6.3.5. The axes of syrnmetry and tle co¡responding

minirnurn enon (in parentheses) for character E

O¡ientation
ö

Axis of Syrnrnetry

.L1 Nonn Euclidean Nonn Max Norm

30

60

180

0.00
(0.0000)

30.22
(0.0437)

60.00
(0,0401)

150.00
(0.0401)

0.00
(0.0000)

0.00
(0.0000)

30.74
(0.0018)

60.72
(0.0018)

150,13

0,00
(0.0ooo)

120.15

0.00
(0.0000)

30.31
(0.0302)

59.56
(0.0356)

149.57

0.00
(0.0000)

t20.3t

(0.0018) (0.0356)

300 720.22
(0.043?) (0.0018) (0.

Table 6.3.6. The axes of symlnetry aùd tl¡e correspondilg

mirúmum errors (in parentheses) for clìatacter F

Orientation

c)
Axis of Symnelry

I¡ Nonn Euclidean Nonn Max No¡m

0 138.15
(0.3038)

30 L68.12
(0.3043)

60 18.09
(0.3037)

150 108.09
(0.3037)

180 138.15
(0.3038)

300 78.72
(0.3043)

138.40 85.98
(0.13e7) (0.208)

168.49 t16.37
(0.7472) (0.2326)

78.42 752.53
(0.7376) (0.247t)

108.42 62.53
(0.1376) (0.2417)

138.40 85.98
(0.73e'7) (0.2408)

78,50 26.36
(0.7412\ (0.2326\
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Table 6.3.7. The axes of symtretry arrd tl]e correspondirg

mirrimum errors (il parenth€ses) for character N

Orielrfåtion

c)
Axis of Sym]netry

.L1 Nonn Euclidean Nonn Max Norm

150

180

89,51
(0.2412)

29.48
(o.2427)

59.32
(0.'2ß31)

59.32
(0.2631)

89.51
(0.2472)

29.48

89.09
(0.1016)

29.06
(0.1067)

58.71
(0.113s)

58.71
(0.113s)

89.09
(0.1016)

29.06

89.01
(02877)

28.47
(0.2e67)

60.26
(0.2e87)

60.26
(0.2e8't)

89.01
(02877)

28.47
(o.2967\(0.242t\ (0.7067\

Table 6.3,8. The axes of symmetry and the correspondiug

minirnÌ¡m errors (itl patentheses) for chatacter O

Orieutation

c)
Axis of Syrrunetry

11 Nonn EuclideanNonn Max Nonn

30

60

150

15.00
(0.07s6)

25.78
(0.0341)

79.22
(0.0341)

19.22
(0.0341)

15.00
(0.07s6)

25.78
t0.0341)

0.00
(0,0000)

25.99
(0.0008)

19.01
(0.0008)

19.01
(0.0008)

0.00
(0.0000)

25.99
10.0008)

9.84
(0.0440)

26.99
(o.022r)

18.01
(0.0227)

18.01
(0.0221)

9.84
(0.0440)

26.99
(0.0221\

180
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We examined the sensitivity of the symmetry detection algorithm to image noise by

applying it to noisy images with different SNR values. The same procedure as that in

Section 6.2 for generation of noise in binary images was used (Appendix 4). The noisy

images of character A and its rotated versions (Fig. 6.2.Ð were used. The error functions

for symmeiry detection in noisy image A with different SNR values are shown in

Fig. 6.3.2. The axes of symmetry and their corresponding minimum errors are shown in

Table 6.3.9.
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Table 6,3.9. The average sy¡runetric axes, lhe average rnilrimuln eÍors¡, alld tlleir standard

deviatiors (in parentheses) for chaÌacter A with SNR of 15dB

Orie¡rtation

O
-L1 Nonn Euclideat Nom Maxìmum No¡rn

Symn.Axis Er¡or Synn.Axis Error Symrn,Axis

0 90.03 0.0634 90.00
(0.0e03) (0.0us) (0.0768)

30 120.25 0.0753 120.78
(0.11e8) (0.0107) (0.17e2)

60 749.77 0.0970 749.83
(0.1762) (0.017s) (0.13s1)

150 59.81 0.0911 59.88
(0.1403) (0.01s0) (0.077e)

180 90,05 0.0663 90.02
(0.74t7) (0.0ne) (0.0e1s)

300 30.26 0.0880 30.20
(0.1456) (0.0125) (0.1209)

0.0042 90.18 0.0430
(0.0033) (0.s322) (0.013e)

0.0056 719.97 0.0509
(0.0016) (0.6466) (0,00e6)

0.0094 150.04 0.0643
(0.0036) (0.84s0) (0.018Ð

0.0082 59.96 0.0554
(0.0022) (0.2979) (0.00e2)

0.0049 90.20 0.0477
(0.0040) (0.3817) (0.0124)

0 .0075 30 .25 0 .0537
(0.0020) (0.4729) (0.0064)

Table 6.3.10. The average symmetric axes, the average rnirrimum errors, and their

standard deviatiors (ilr parentheses) fot clìaracter A with SNR of 10dB

Orientatioll

c)
¿ 1 Nonn Euclideau Nonn Maxilnum No¡m

Syrnrn.Axis E¡ro¡ Symm.Axis Eno¡ Syrnm.Axis

180

90.00 0.7278 89.97
(0.1378) (0.015e) (0.2381)

120.05 0.1311 720.13
(0.30e1) (0.018s) (0.143Ð

149.97 0.1486 149.87
(0.2782) (0.0262) (0.26e8)

59.79 0.1411 59.78
(0.2772) (0.0213) (0.2107)

89.98 0.i108 90.00
(0.1560) (0.01e8) (0.1s62)

30.35 0.7296 30.35
(0.2611) (0.0101) (0,2s97\

90.09 0.0806
(0.e843) (0.014e)

t79.49 0.0869
(0.82s1) (0.011Ð

149.58 0.0949
(1.3875) (0.0203)

60.35 0.0911
(0.8394) (0.0163)

89.36 0.0788
(0.77s4) (0.0133)

30.30 0.0857
(7.3962\ t0.018s)

0.0146
(0.0039)

0.0171
(0.004s)

o.0224
(0.0089)

0.0797
(0.00s4)

0.0727
(0.0033)

0.0169
(0.0030)

300
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Table 6.3.11. T[e average symnetric axes, the average ¡ninirnum €rrors, alrd thei¡

standard deviatiorìs (in parertheses) for cbaracter A Mth SNR of5dB

Orientation

0
,L¡ Norm Euclidea¡r Nonn Maxirnurn Nonn

Symm.Axis Er¡or Symrn.Axis Eno¡ Symm.Axis Eno¡

0 89.92 0.2150
(0,304s) (0.0210)

30 120.15 0.2724
(0.47e4) (0.0ns)

60 149.94 0.2230
(0.4718) (0.01e1)

150 59 .9L 0 .2166
(0.3944) (0.0197)

180 89.82 , 0.2099
(0.s18s) (0.0180)

300 30.03 0.2232
_(o.s274\ (0.0248)

89.98 0.0474 89.97 0.1513
(0.3101) (0.00e7) (1.8301) (0.0298)

t20.10 0.0468 1t9.54 0,7479
(0.3e3e) (0.0113) (0.e881) (0.0246)

r50.L4 0.0559 150.13 0.7752
(0.s039) (0.00e4) (1,s236) (0.01e1)

59.76 0.0495 59.79 0.7457
(0.34s3) (0.0100) (0.8227) (0.01e4)

89.76 0.0461 89.83 0.1518
(0.4498) (0.00e7) (1.8e83) (0.0270)

30.15 0.0522 29.89 0.1477
(0.3519) (0.0110) (0,9256\ (0.0235)

6,4, Discussion ând Conclusions

By making use of the phase information in Znmike moments, rve have formulated two

new algorithms: one for recognizing the orientation ofa planâr object, and the other one for

finding the axes of symmetry of a planar object. We have demonstrated these methods by

computer experiments, we have also examined the performance of these techniques with

the presence of noise in the images under consideration.

Because of the digitization noise and numerical errors in moment calculations, we

resolve the orientation and symmetry detection problems by adopting an approximation

approach, i.e., minimizing some specially defined error functions with respect to some

norms, As discussed in Section 4.3, many approximation methods are based on the

principle of minimizing some norm of the error function y = f - f, where f is to
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approximate/and has some predetermined form. Indeed, even iff has been computed by

some other method, e,g., Taylor expansion, it is of interest to measure how good the

approximation is with some norm. The selection of norms is less critical but still important

[6.10].

Three commonly used norms are used: the L7, L2 (or Euclidean), and Z- (or

maximum) norms. The main advantage of using the tr1 norm is that it is remarkably

insensitive to random errors, wild poinls, and other uncertainties, In other words, it

emphasizes the importance of many small errors rather than a few large errors. The

Euclidean norm, however, will be large, if large errors occur in a few places. The

maximum norm is unsuitable when uncertainty is present in the data because it often

magnifies the effect of a single uncertainty or random error,

From Figs. 6.2.1 - 6.2.3 we see that the orientation of an object with respect to a

reference one from the same class can be clearly defined and determined by using the phase

information in their Zemike moments. The specially defined enor functions simply shift the

same amount in angle as the object is rotated. uf the objects are symmetric or almost

symmetric with respect to more than one axis, e.g., the image of character B, we may find

out such axes of symmetry (Fig. 6.2.2). The problem of symmetry detection is thoroughly

discussed in Section 6.3.]

Because of the digitization noise in obtaining rotated versions of the images, we do not

normally expect a perfect recognition of the orientation. Different norms have different

characteristics in representing such noise. It appears that using the Euclidean norm

produces the least error compared to the other two norms for the examples in Figs. 6.2.1 -

6.2,3 (Tables 6.2.1 - 6.2.3). It is norm-dependent on how to select a threshold value for

the minimum error, and the angle at which the errors are less than this threshold is defined

the orientation. For instance, the threshold values for our examples in Figs. 6.2.1, - 6.2.3

may be chosen as 15Vo (the Z 1 norm), 1,Vo (Et:clidean norm), and 5-10% (maximum

norm). Note that the shape of the erro¡ functions for different amount of noise (Fig. 6,2.6)
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is basically the same and that the minimum error increases ás the SNR value decreases. So,

the selection of threshold value is also problem-dependent: higher threshold value for

noisier images.

The "associated ellipse" approach for orientation recogniiion seems to be very sensitive

to numerical errors and image noise (Table 6.2.4). This is because in building the

associated ellipse model only a few lower order moments (up to second order) are used,

which may be affected by various sources of noise. With our orientation recognition

method, however, the problem of orientation detection becomes ân optimization (or

minimization) problem, i.e., the impact of noise can be lessened considerably. For

example, noise from digitization, numerical integration, etc,, affects the accuracy of

Zernike moments, especially higher order moments. The error functions show that only

small errors (maybe many) have occurred in the moments obtained, i.e., larger Z1 errors

and smaller Euclidean errors (Figs. 6.2.7-6.2.3 and Tables 6.2.L - 6.2.3). The point is that

by applying an optimization procedure to many noisy moments we are still able to estimate

the orientations reliably, but using the 'rassociated ellipse" approach we have much less

flexibility becarse there are only a few noisy moments to be manipulated.

We have shown that the proposed algorithm can correctly detect the axes of symmetry

for symmetric images with high confidence (small error). It is norm- and problem-

dependent on how to select a threshold value for the minimum error, and the angles at

which the errors are less than this threshold are declared the axes of symmetry, For the

noiseless images, for example, the threshold values of lOVo (the Ll norm), 7Vo (Euclidean

norm), and 57o (maximum norm) may be used (cl Fig. 6.3.1 and Tables 6.3.1 - 6.3.5 and

Table 6.3.8). From Fig. 6.3.1 and Tables 6.3.1 - 6.3.8 we have made a similar

observation as in the case of orientation recognition that minimiz¿tion based on the

Euclidean norm results in the least error compared to two other norms.

The inaccuracy in the case of character O (see Table 6.3.8) results basically from the

errors in obtaining these digital images . If the same threshold value as the above is applied
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to the error functions for character O [Fig. 6.3.1(h)], we can be assured that this object is

angularly symmetric, i.e., infinite number of axes of symmetry. In the case of charâcter F,

there is approximately an axis of symmetry at about 135', so a minimum appears in the

er¡or functions (except that based on maximum norm). Because the minimum errors

(30-40Vo for the Z1 norm, l0-1.5Vo for Euclidean norm, and 25-30Vo for maximum norm)

for characters F and N [Figs. 6.3.1(f) and 6.3.1(g)] are substantially high, it is certain that

these images are either unsymmetrical or too noisy. We also note from this case

[Fig. 6.3.f(Ð and Table 6.3.6] that use of the maximum norm did not correctly detect such

"wild" axes of symmetry.

As in the case of orientation recognition, different norms in the detection of symmetric

axes have different sensitivities to noise in images, but the shape of the error functions for

different amount of noise (Fig. 6.3.2) is virtually the same ând the minimum error

increases as the SNR value decreases.

From Tables 6.2.5 - 6.2.7 and 6.3.9 - 6.3.1,L we see that orientations and axes of

symmetry from noisy images detected by using the Euclidean norm appear to have less

deviations than those obtained using two other norms, For the minimization erors we have

similar observations. The maximum norm produces the largest deviation in the detected

orientations, We conclude that the proposed orientation recognition ând symmetry detection

algorithms are capable of finding the correct orientations and axes of symmetry in very

noisy cases (Tables 6.2.7 and 6.3.11).
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7,1. Conclusions

A comprehensive review on the detection ofearly breast cancer, and developments in

mammography and other breast imaging modalities has been canied out. We concluded that

detection and treatment of breast cancer at early stages is the only method with proven

potential for lowering the death rate from this disease. Detection of early breast cancer is

promoted by many medical care and health organizations by encouraging the regular use of

three types of screening: breast self-examination, clinical breast examination, and X-ray

mammography. We must detect smaller tumors than ordinary projection mammography

does to improve the survival rate for breast cancer. Digiøl mammography and digital image

processing techniques applied to breast imaging have promised to be more sensitive to

small malignant changes and merit further investigation.

In this thesis digital subtraction mammography via geometric unwarping has been

studied for detection ofearly breast cancer. W¡ have formulated a method by using local

geometric unwarping for estimating the geometric transformation between reference and

warped mammographic images. We have also proposed and implemented a template

matching procedure by using the correlation of Zernike moments as the measure of

similarity. In this way a set ofcorresponding control points for derivation of the geometric

unwarping transformation can be extracted from some local mammographic structures

regârdless of their position and orientation, A pre-processing procedure of geometric

no¡maliz¿tion may be applied to such local structures to improve the within-class invariance

and between-class sensitivity of the classification features. Methods for extracting phase
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information from an object's Zernike moments for detecting its orientation and symmetry

axes, which may be incorporated to facilitate the identification of control points, are also

formulated and implemented in this thesis.

7.2. Future Work

A method of image reconstruction from projections for objects that diffuse the incident

radiation, such as photons, phonons, neutrons, etc., has been reported 17.62), It is

expected that this method may be applied to medical imaging, industrial imaging, and

geophysical imaging. Several others have been working actively on computing the optical

scatter distribution noninvasively for the breast and other soft tissue organs, The analysis

of how to place these images in registration depends to a significant degree upon the

imaging systems and the groups of data available. Many other investigators are currently

working with 3D and 4D volume registration and the mixture of geometric and volumetric

data describing the same set of physical circumstances. Also an importânt topic in the future

work is an increase of the sensitivity and specificity of breast imaging. The work in

mammography should be expanded and updated to include the important recent work with

multimodality imaging, PET, time-resolved optical spectroscopy, and others.

There are a number of possible improvements to the geometric unwarping procedure

presented in this thesis. Generalizatíon of this geometric unwarping procedure to three-

dimensions also needs to be addressed. A number of prospective research topics are thus

proposed as follows.

7.2.1, Chatacterization of Mammographic Features

Mammographic images have a tremendously large number of fine structures and

detâils. It is virtually impossible to analyze ând process all these details. At the sâme time
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redundant information, as demonstrated in Section 5.5, usually interferes with the template

matching procedure for identifying the control points. It seems important and crucial to

express mammographic structures with appropriate image representations which reduce the

redundant information, but still retain a minimum amount of meaningfuI information for

further analysis and processing.

One possibility is binary image representation, which may be obøined by segrmentation

or thresholding of the original image. Since image segmentation techniques are problem-

oriented and differ precisely in the way they emphasize one or more of the desired

properties and in the way they balance and compromise one desired property against

another, it is necessary to investigate specifically some segmentation methods for

mammographic image processing. Comprehensive reviews on image segmentation

techniques can be found in 17.221,[7 .26],[7 .29],17 .541.

Studies of thinning techniques with application to mammographic image processing are

also worthwhile considering. Thinning may be used (1) to reduce a pattern to its medial

axis form, (2) to enable patterns to be represented as simple data structures in order to

speed up analysis process, or (3) to reduce data storage or transmission requirements.

Ultimately, the idea is to eliminate redundant information, leaving sufficíent useful

information to allow topological analysis and measurement of the pattern, or in some cases

regeneration of the original pâttern. There exists a great volume of literature on thinning or

skeletonization of patterns, e.g., 17.181-17.211,Í7.24),U.311,17.401,17.491,17.501,[7.53],

[7.63],[7.68], etc.

One other more general approach to the characteriza tion of mammographic features is

mathematical morphology. Mathematical morphological op€rations tend to simpli$' image

data preserving their essential shape characteristics and eliminating irrelevancies. By

mathematical morphology images are considered as sets of points and the operations come

from set theory, The relations between pixels are logical relations, rather than arithmetic

ones. The logical relations which are used to construct operations lend themselves to
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geometric interpretations. Morphological transformations employ specific sequences of

neighborhood transformations to measure useful geometric features on images. In other

words, mathematical morphology provides an orderly method of decomposing global

geometric measurements into sequences of local transformations. In particular,

mathematical morphology starts with the local hit-or-miss transform and, through the

derivative transforms of erosion/dilation, thickening/thinning, and opening/closing, builds

up a useful set of image processing operations. Mathematical morphological

transformations apply to sets of any dimensions. The basic formulation of the theory of

mathematical morphology and applications of the theory can be found in [7.1a],[7.30],

Í7 .321,17.371,17 .421-17 .461,17 .s7l-Í7 .60l,17 .641,17 .6e1.

7.2.2. ldentification of Mammographic Features by Template

Match ing

As discussed in Section 5.5, in identi$,ing the control points by template matching, we

have to calculate the correlation of the desired mammographic feâture template with the

image at each test location. The major concern is the computing time. One solution is that

correlation may be carried out in Fourier domain. It is also worthwhile considering other

options such as sequential approach, hierarchical search, or hybrid methods which combine

some of these individual approaches. There is no clear answer to the question of how to

select an optimal template size, which is probably (and should be) varying from case to

case and may be mainly dependent upon the results from the characterization process of

Section 7,2.1. The total number of features that are to be correlated as a measure of

similarity may be reduced if Zernike moments of reasonably higher orders are used instead

of the original grey level values. (For example, the total number of Zernike moments from

orders 0 through 16 is 81, and the total number of pixels in a 16 x 16 template, which is

normally considered fairly small, is 256.) But, it takes a great deal of time to calculate
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Zernike moments at all the test locations. The choice of an optimal Zernike moment order

for mammographic features in the template matching procedure also needs further studying.

7.2.3. Three-Dimensional Mammographic Feature Matching

There are several possibilities for obtaining the conesponding 3D control points: (1)

pseudo-3D Zernike moment approach, (2) 3D spherical harmonics approach, and (3) 3D

curve matching approach. Three-dimensional mathematical morphological analysis, more

specifically, thinning (see Section 7.2.1) may be applied as a pre-processing step.

(a) As far as the pseudo-3D Zernike moment approach is concerned, the following

steps may be considered:

(1) Apply the 3D geometric normalization procedure proposed in Section S.Z to the

desired feature, and find its principal axes.

(2) Slice the feature along its major principal axis, and resample these slices.

(3) Calculate Zernike moments from these resampled slices.

(4) At each test position, perform steps (1) - (3) to the sub-image. perform template

matching using Zernike moments to see if there is a match.

(5) Repeat step (4) at all possible positions.

It is possible to impose a constrâint to this procedure that relative orientations in the

conesponding slices must be the same. The sensitivity of the princípat axes obtained in step

(1) to various sources of noise may cause some problems.

(b) The Zernike polynomial is a solution of l,aplace,s equation in ZD 17.67]. The

rotation property of the Zernike moment, which is a set of coefficients of an orthogonal

expansion of a function over the unit disk by using Zernike polynomials, can be expressed

as a simple phase factor. of great interest is the fact that this set of Zernike polynomials

transforms into itself by a representation of the two-dimensional rotation group 17.2].
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Analogically, we expect that spherical harmonics Í7.11,17.231,17.381,1.a1,1.55), a

solution of Laplace's equation in 3D, may possibly have a "simple,' property of rotation.

(c) The 3D feature matching by characteristic curves is based on a notion of a rigidly

embedded curve (cf, [7 .10],17.L21,17.281,[7.56]). (More precisety, rhe characrerisric

curves are parametrized by arc length as a vector-valued function.) In other words, when a

structure (object) undergoes any rotation and translâtion, any curve defined by the

geometry of the object moves in the same way as the object does. This assumption may be

true if mammographic structures in small regions remain intact despite the mechanical

distortion to a global extent incurred in the imaging process. The characteristic curves may

include curves from glandular tissues, boundary curves separating two texturally different

tissues, or other more subtly defined curves, e.g., curves of specified constani curvature

on a surface (curvature contours), or lines of maximum curvature (ridges), etc. Relative

insensitivity to noise is the main property that these characteristic curves must posses. To

enfo¡ce such a property some preliminary cuwe smoothing may be needed.

7,2,4, Thtee.D¡mens¡onâl Geometric Unwarping

The 3D geometric unwarping procedure may, in analogy to the 2D case, be outlíned as

follows: Given a set of 3D control points, (1) pa¡tition the 3D image space from a set of

control points by 3D triangulation; and (2) apply pseudo-3D interpolation techniques, or

truly 3D interpolation techniques to the control points to get the unwarping transformation.

Extrapolation outside the convex hull (3D triangulated space) may be desirable.

The construction of the Voronoi diagram of a set of points, and its dual, the Delaunay

tessellation (or triangulation), itself is one of the most fundamental and important problems

in various disciplines [7.4]. Many algorithms have been proposed for constructing the

Voronoi diagram and Delaunay tessellation in tv¡o and three dimensions, e.g., [7.3],

17.1tl,[7.13],17.1s1,17.271,[7.34]-17 .36),17.3e1,17.471,17.s11,17 .611,[7.66], etc. Avis
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and Bhâttachary^ 17.71, Brown [7.16], Bowyer l7.L71, and Watson [7.65] have also

reported algorithms to construct the Voronoi diagram of a set of points in n dimensions. It

is possible to construct the Delaunay tessellation in ¿ dimensions from its dual voronoi

diagram even though this may be a very expensive computation [7.33].

In terms of 3D interpolation, pseudo-3D interpolation techniques (control points

unevenly distributed only in planes which are not necessarily parallel to one another) may

be used [7.48]. This is applicable only if the 3D images are obtained through stacking a set

of 2D CT images. Truly 3D interpolation techniques have been reported 17.Sl,l7.6l,17.BJ,

[7 .el,u.2sJ,l7 .s2].
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APPENDIX 2

INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS AND THEIR FOURIER TRANSFORMS

Some interpolation functions s(x) and their Fourier transforms,SQf used are listed in

the following.

42.1. Lagrange lnterpolation

(1) Nearest Neighbor:

(A2.1.t)

(2) Linear:

(t, -!=r.!tz¿s{.It= (

I 
o, otherwise

s(x)= s¡¡4¡¡.

1.,
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+

x+ L

-x+

0,
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+ ¿-x

2

+ 1,

_ax
2
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s(x)'

Lx2 +
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-x2 +
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s(x) =
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-1 < ¡ < 0

0<x<1
otherwise

'(x).
(A2.r.z)

(3) 3 point hgrange:

. -a=r. -L'2 2

-T= r.L

', T="7
otherwise



A2-2

(4) 4 point hgrange:

X=O
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f,")f'*<*¡ 

- sin{3x)1, x * o.

L,yt¡ yz +4¡+ i. -2<x<-Ió6
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(5) 5 point Lagrange:
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(6) 6 point l-agrange:
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42.2. Cubic Splines lnterpolat¡on
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42.3. Cubic Convolution lnterpolet¡on
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APPENDIX 3

LOCAL IMAGE OPERATORS BASED ON ORTHOGONAL

POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS

Tlre following operators are a set of local, 2D linear image operators Bq.."vt..¿jk(r),

which estimate in an n x n neighborhood by a polynomial of order fr a value proportional to

the ith and jth cross derivatives with respect to x and y, respectively. They may be used to

find the local derivatives of an image. They are used here in surface fitting for intensity

approximation,

43,1, Zeto Order Operators

For an ¿ x n neighborhood, the zero order operators can be represented by the

following z x ¡z matrix of ls

,Sf,i = +ln'l (A3.1.1)

43.2. First Order Operators

Note that the operators Bg1, which are not shown here, are the same as those for the

zero order Bgo, respectively.

(1) 2 x 2 neighborhood:

Bie)=rl:l 
1] '* ajlz¡=lalqz¡lr. @l2l)

A3-l



(2)3x3neighborhood:

,t(,)=å[,i 
I l] 

and .Bj(3)=[¡ir:r]'

(3) 4x 4 neighborhood:

(a) 5 x 5 neighborhood:

l'i.! 2 i 11

Bi(Ð=#l -;-; o i íl ^"a 
n)1sl=Þl(si'.

| -2-7 0 t 2t
l-z-r o t z)

(5)6x6neighborhood:

(6) 7 x 7 neighborhood:

(A3.2.2)

(43.2.3)

(A3.2.4)

and B j(6)= Þi(6i'. (A3.z.s)

ãnd B)(7)=ln1Ø)'. (A3.2.6)
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(f8xSneighborhood:

ails¡=þl1s¡I. (A3.2.'t)

43,3. Second Order Operators

Note thât the operators -812,822, which are not shown here, are the same as those fo¡

the first order 811, -821, respectively.

(1)3x3neighborhood:

1.-2 1.f I 1

i.i I ut,t't=IL.?

and Blzþ)=la?,þ)l' (43.3.1)

(2) 4x4 neighborhood:

and Bzzz\)= (A3.3.2)
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f 4 2 0-2-41
I z t o-t -zl
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(5) 7x 7 neighborhood:
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(6)Sx8neighborhood:
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43.4. Th¡rd Order Operators

Note that the operators Bo3, Bn3, Bzz3, Btf , which are not shown here, are the same

as those for the second order Bg2, By2,8222, Bpz, respectively.

(1) 4 x 4 neighborhood:

,*r=ål
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Bt(s)= Þî(sir , B3zz6)= [¿?,,(s)]',
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(2) 5 x 5 neighborhood:
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420

(3)6x6neighborhood:
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(4) 7x 7 neighborhood:
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I. INTRODUCTION

The medical profession and the general public are justly concerned with the epidemic of
breast cancer.@r2o2oe'24e'343'441 46t,47a It is our purpose here to review the magnirude of the
problem, the effrcacy of current methods of detection, and the potential for detection of
earlier ca¡cinomas.

Approximately 1 in 12 Canadia¡ women will develop breast cancer in the course of thei¡
lifetimes.s Every year some 9000 Canadian women develop breast cancer (about 74 per
100,000).'q6 Although curable, panicularly when detected at early stages, breast cancer kills
4300 Canadian women per year (about 33 per 100,000)43' a¡d is the major cause of cancer
deaths among women. Because it tends to occur earlier in life than other cancers, and ea¡lier
than other major causes of death, such as ca¡diovascular disease, breast cancer has been
shown to be the greatest cause of years of life lost by Canadian women.e6 In many Westem
countries the yearly incidence is b€tween 75 and 95 cases p€r 100,000 women and in-
creasing.5os It is one of the leading causes of death in women 30 years old or older.sos The
average duration of life with untreated breast cancer is about 3 years, with a survival rate

of about 40Va at 3 years and l8 to 2070 at 5 years.2a7 The age-adjusted mortality for breast
cancer in 1984 was about 28 per 100,000 population in the U.S.5a5 Breast cancer is 100

times more frequent among women than among men. r30 3re 610

Long before a breast ca¡cinoma can be detected by present technology, metastastic spread

may occur, and does indeed in most cases.2a? It is also well known that detection of breast
cancer at the time of no nodal involvement, when it is presumably clinically localized,
carries with it an 85Vo 5-year survival. When nodes are involved, the figure drops to 537o,

or even lower when two or three nodes show metastases.'2r Perhaps the reason for this poor
showing is that in more than 9O7o of all breast cancer cases, the women have, as a ftrst
step, discovered symptoms or signs of breast cancer themselves and then sooner or later
referred themselves to a physician.r25 However, our research int€rest is in the detection of
very early breast cancer so we will not emphasize physical examination and breast self-
examination (BSE), which detect mostly later cancers, except to review recent studies that

indicate that these procedures could clearly be improved, and that thei¡ effectiveness in
detection of small breast cancers could be substantiaily b€tter than has been assumed.2EE

We will briefly overview such issues as understanding of breast cancer, its incidence, the
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mortality and survival of patients with breast cancer, and screening programs for breast

cancer. This aficle discusses the developments in mammography and other breast imaging

modalities over the last several years. ProsPects for digital mammography, image processing

techniques, and three-dimensional digital subtraction mammography are also considered.

II. BREAST CANCER AI{D SCREENING PROGRAMS

A. ON THE UNDERSTANDING OF BREAST CANCER
Interest in cancer of the breast has begun to yield specific information as to its basic

nature, dietary influences, and its hormonal and genetic determinants. '5r'r'8 The advent of
improved early detection and diagnosis has allowed the presentation to the clinician of a

more favo¡able aspect of tumors than previously and has altered the overall clinical approach

to the treatment of the disease.¡ó3 The rewards of early diagnosis include the possibility of
functional breast reconstruction, which may alter the patient's attitude to the therapy or
treatment. a5e

At present the¡e is no way of detecting in vivo lhe precise time that one or a few epithelial

cells of the mammary parenchyma become neoplastic; the time of inception is, therefore,

an estimated value.3ór Estimation of the growth rate has been derived from a determination

of the "doubling time," i.e., the time required for a tumor to double its diamete¡ (an

eightfold increase in mass if no necrosis occurs) during a known period of time Data

obtained by this method indicate that doubling times of breast carcinomas vary extensively

f¡om one tumor to another and, in some instances, afe very long 24734234e5{6 The reported

' 'doubling times" range from I .2 to 900 d, depending on the locations of measured lesions.2'7

Buchanan et al.ez gave a review of cancer growth kinetics, and discussed the problem of
how tumor growth rates and doubling times affect mammographic lesion detection. Appar-

ently no one has yet taken into account this three order of magnitude range of doubling

times in planning the time interval between breast examinations.

Studies using both physical examination and mammography indicate that if mammography

was not performed and patients were screened by physical examination alone, most tumors

would metastasize before they reach a palpable size.rE6 For carcinomas less than 2 cm' only

l37o metastasized to axillary nodes and only 40/o were detected by physical examination.

Above that size tkeshotd, the percentage of axillary nodal involvement increased substan-

tially. Detection rates of physical examination did not approach those of mammography

until breast carcinomas had reached a size of 2 to 3 cm, but by that time 65Vo had spread

to regional nodes. It has been suggested that when breast carcinoma is first detected by any

means now available, metastastic spread has already occuned; therefore, clinically di rectable

breast cancer is not localized disease.2a? This conclusion is supported by the results of long-

term follow-ups of breast cancer patients.s' A major task is thus to chafacterize the preclinical

phase of breast cancer, in particular to predict which lesion, morphologically definable only

ãs hyperplastic, already has the potential for uffestrained growth and metastasis. It has been

demonstiated that benign epithelium is transformed tkough hyperplasia into an in situ form

of cancer, followed by eventual invasion into the periductal tissue.2!''2'3 Evidence from

Gullino2aT suggests that progression from hyperplasia to neoplasia can be evaluated by

determining whether the mamma¡y tissue has acquired the capacity to induce the formation

of new blood vessels in the host tissue. The present knowledge of the mechanism of metastasis

suggests that a primary breast carcinoma can metastasize when it consists of a lelatively

smãl number of cells that is fa¡ below our present capacity of detection.2a? Two conclusions

can be drawn from the mechanisms of breast ca¡cinoma metastasis: the primary ca¡cinoma

may be a continuous source of neoplastic cells that spread tkough hematic and lymphatic

vesiels,', and ma¡ipulation of breast carcinomas may produce extensive transfer of neoplastic

cells into the circulation.re3,4?s Eafly detection and removal of the primary tumor is thus
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essential, and may be effective, since generally only a few of the cells that depart a primary
tumor succeed in forming a seconda¡y tumor.5ó2 Hopefully, perhaps, the smallest primary
tumors will have low metastasis rates. Our general inability to detect these small tumors
now is a motivating factor for fìnding improved imaging and image processing/analysis
methods.

In its earlie¡ phases, the behavior of breast ca¡cinoma follows a predictable sequence.rrl
Once invasive growth has become established, however, behavior becomes more random.
There may be secondary mass formation, intramammary lymphatic spread, extension to
local structures, metastasis to regional lymph nodes, or systemic dissemination. An obvious
corollary to this model of its natural history is that there exists a stage in the development
of b¡east ca¡cinoma in which invasion is either nonexistent or of near-microscopic dimension,
and that in this stage, simple methods of treatment might be expected to provide control or
even cure.2fr It was to cha¡acterize this stage that the concept of minimal breast cancer was
proposed.207 212 2rr The term was defined histopathologically as including noninvasive car-
cinoma, either ductal or lobula¡, and invasive carcinoma having a volume no greater than
that of a sphere 0.5 cm in diameter.2rr This is in contradistinction to the definition used by
the Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Projects (BCDDP), which defined a minimal
cancer as one that was l 0 cm or less in diameter.ór The volume of a 1.O-cm mass is eight
times than that of a 0.5 cm mass, and the number of patients with the larger mass who have
positive axillary lymph nodes will be significantly higher,373 The term minimal breast cancer
was specifically chosen to distinguish this pathologically defined group of lesions îrom early
breast cancer and occult b¡east cancer.207 As Gallager'zro indicated, "early breast cancer,
while vaguely defined, is usually understood to mean ca¡cinoma without axillary or other
metastases. Occult breast ca¡cinoma means asymptomatic, nonpalpable breast carcinoma,
detectable only by mammography. Most minimal breast cancers are both early and occult,
but not all. A small percentage metastasize to axillary nodes. A few are palpable by virtue
of superficial location or produce symptoms such as nipple discharge, " The cure rate for
intraductal or in situ breast lesions of 0.5 cm or less in diameter should approach 1007o,

assuming that the lesions are properly treated.20E At the least, the disease-free survival rate

for all evaluable patients (average follow-up of 5.3 years) was 96.8Vo.2tt Biopsy of such

minimal breast lesions presents a challenge to the radiologist, surgeon, and pathologist to
ensure that (l) the lesion is contained in the biopsy specimen, and (2) excessive breast tissue
is not removed causing either unnecessary surgical deformity or difficult microscopic ex-
amination.rs5 Computer-aided biopsy or even surgery may someday solve these problems.

Some evidence suggests that minimal breast cancer represents an indolent form of car-
cinoma and never becomes life{hreatening,68.4t2 44s 47e though it would seem that all breast
cancers must pass through a stage in which they would have been labeled as minimal breast
cancer were they detected. Despite advances in mammography and mammographic screening
programs, detection of minimal breast cancer remains largely a matter of chance. Most are

found as a result of biopsy of some vaguely palpable abnormality that may or may not be
related to the malignant process. Mammography clearly is capable of detecting some cases

though indirect signs, particularly the presence of cha¡acteristic calcifications. ¡5r'52r As
methods of detection improve, it is to be expected that there will be further accumulation
of experience with minimal breast cancer and that some reasonable answer to the treatment
question can be supplied.

There a¡e documented large variations in incidence of breast cancer in different ethnic
and culturally and geographically diverse groups.ó4 r53 24E Diet is a cornmon factor in these

studies a¡d is assuming an increasingly dominant role.{? For example, in nonmalignant
forms of breast disease and, particula¡ly, the painful variant of chronic cystic mastopathy,
the role of substances such as caffeine, chocolates, and hormonally rich cheeses is significant
in pathogenesis.620 Impressive data also show that fat and dairy products, in particular, are
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closely related to the prevalence of important cocarcinogens under certain citcumstances.rr{

indeed, simple obesity is an important determinant, not only of the development of breast

cancer. but also for the likelihood of recunence.55o Gray et al.rar demonstrated that breast

cancer mortality rates are highly correlated with per capita consumption of fat (r = 0.93)

and animal protein (r = 0.85). Similarly, Hirayamar86 also found that breast cancer mortality

rates, in various regions of Japan, were highly conelated with fat consumption. Direct

investigation of the association between nutrition and breast cancer is dilficult because of
problems in dietary methodology. Nevertheless, the results of a Canadian case-control study

provide support to the importance of high fat intake.{r Evidence has also shown that breast

cancer mortality is associated with insufficient dietary selenium, a façenriched diet, and

inadequate exposure to sunlight.'ea Further studies of this question are undoubtedly required,

however, before specific recommendations on dietary modifications can be made'

The question ùhether certain groups of persons are at higher risk for the development of

b¡east cãncer has been answered adequately to some extent. lndeed, this has already been

the subject of discussion from the point of view of the epidemiologist, Iooking at large

,"g.anl, of the population. Such factors as age and sex are so obvious as to be intuitive.

i.e., women are at higher risk than men, and older women are at higher risk than younger

women.tæ However, it might be essential to differentiate what might be considered as risks

that are significant enough to influence the practice of medicine, from those factors that,

although pÉrhaps statistically important when dealing with large populations. are not enough

to cauie physicians to alter the advice they give patients about intervals between exami-

nations, the need for mammograms, and so on. It is possible, therefore, to divide the various

k¡own risk factors into two groups: (l) those that might be regarded as major factors. and

that, when identified, should affect follow-up and treatment; and (2) those minor factols

that, although interesting and epidemiologically significant, do not carry enough risk to

remand theii bea¡ers into a different follow-up category than otherwise "normal" women.

until such time as breast cancer may be Prevented, the clinical efforts must be directed

towa¡d ea¡lier detection. Women who fall into any of what have been labeled the major risk

groupsshould,therefore,besoappraisedoftheirstatusandtheirfollow-upcare.5@
It is well established that a family history of breast cancer is an important determinant of

breast cancer risk. Women who have an affected ftrst-deglee relative have, on an average,

a two- to th¡eefold increased risk of the disease,r6 36 32r Although it is not cleaI as to what

extent this higher risk is attributable to genetic and/or environmental factors, exceptionally

high incidenJes of breast cancer in certain families support the hypothesis of a genetic

co-mponent in some families.15.65 A recent rePort, however, did not find higher risks for

relatìves of premenopausal patients than for relatives of postmenopausal patients when the

breast cancer was unìlateral.*'The familial history is also most helpful in decision-making

regarding nonmalignant disease, and especially useful in helping a woman to assess honestly

th; likelihood of developing breast cancer.ra

The reported associations with reproductive chqagFrislig: are of particular interest, as

they impiy a hormonal etiology for breast cancer.s'r2ó 45ó ¡{illeÉe8 made a comprehensive

,.u1.* ofboth the role of exogenous esÍogens and the role of diet in the epidemiology of

breast cancer. while nulliparous women have an approxim ately 50vo geater risk of devel-

oping breast cancer than parous women,tt.32r,443 the age at fhst birth is a more important

dãtermina¡t of breast cancer risk. In general, the younger a vr'oman is at the time of her

first birth, the lower is her dsk.3? E3 e5'2?? 4o3 While most tesea¡chers have concluded that the

age at frst birth fully explains the inverse association between high parity and breast can-

çir ,"r.nt,rnr,rtr.oot,*t others have found that high parity exerts a protective effect, independent

of that of age at first birth.5 83.2?7 Therefore, the question of whether high parity independently

reduces the risk of breast cancer has not been resolved. Although breast feeding wâs once

thought to protect against breast cancer, a large number of studies have shown that this
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association is no longer so apparent once parity or age at first birth a¡e taken into
account.r¡ r.l2¡.{9o

Most studies show that an early age at menarche increases the risk of breast can-
cer' I0e ¡5 5óe 5e8 Since the initiation of regurar cycles occurs more quickry among those with
an early menarche, this suggests that the early onset of ovulatory cycles may be the important
factor.zó A recent studyó? suggests that regular participation in moderate physical aòtivity,
by reducing the frequency of ovulatory cycles in adolescence, may provide an opportuniiy
for the pnmary prevention of breast cancer. A late age at menopause is known to in.r.u.L
the risk for breast cancer.r@ 44r'62e Jt is also possible that age at mena¡che and age at
menopause represent independent risk factors for breast cancer.6t

It is generally accepted that relatively high doses of ionizing radiation can cause breast
cancer.ra5'30ó Several studies revealed that women who have been exposed to high-dose
radiation, say 100 rad or more, generally have a two- to fourfold increased risk oi breast
cancer.7E r8o 515 5eo According to Mole,a08 these risk estimates indicate that the female breast
is more sensitive to radiation carcinogenesis than other parts of the body. The existence of
low-dose risk has, however, neither been proved nor disproved. It is not known whether
very low doses of radiation, such as those from current mammographic techniques, can
cause breast cancer.rTe The possible existence of risk has only been inferred from the excess
breast cancer incidence seen in women exposed to high dose. unfortunately, studies on
women exposed to high doses provide little or no information regæding a possible effect
from low doses.r78

Land et al.ra,3a5 suggested, however, that if any low-dose risk does exist, it is immeas_
urably small, especially when compared with the overwhelmingly large incidence of naturally
occurring breast cancers. Since the mean glandular dose from a complete examination with
either screen-film mammography or xeromarnmography is now well below I rad, it is
considered not significant or negligible in terms of ca¡cinogenic risk. ¡4ó r?7 It was estimated
that, with current low-dose technique (mean breast dose of 0. l7 rad for a two-view study),
a mammography examination would carry a theoretical risk of about one excess breast cancer
case per ye¿u per 2 million women examined. '?B With modem low-dose mammography,
even when a conservative estimate of possible reduction in mortality due to detection ;t an
early stage is applied to the data, the estimated benefit substantially exceeds any possible
haza¡d of low-dose radiation.2es'a32 Feigtet tez also showed that when compared in terms of
years of life exp€ctancy gained through early detection vs. yeÍus of life expectancy possibly
lost from radiation, the benefits of mammographic screening appea¡ to be consideratle. ,,Á
single mammographic examination with an average dose of less than I rad should increase
the risk of developing breast cancer by much less tha¡ lva of the natural risk (from 7.0 to
7.01V0) at age 35, and by progressively smaller percentages with increasing age".tø No
other technique, known at present, has proven to be better or equally informative for the
detection of early breast cancer.3Er'€r rhe success of mammography in the derection of and
screening for breast cancer is clearly demonstrated.2e2's2a,s82 continuing technological im-
provements have thus led the American cancer Society (Acs) to conclude that: "modern
technology has reduced the radiation exposure of low-dose mammography to the point of
negligible risk, if risk exists at all, and has increased its diagnostic capabilities at the same
time".2Ee Therefore, just as it is important to avoid needless risks, it is imperative to avoid
needless cancer deaths due to delayed diagnosis and an un¡easonable fear of mammography.
The medical profession and the public must recognize that the proper application of mam-
mography can save lives. ro

Blood testing has the potential of forming a portion of a routine checkup for breast cancer,
similar to the PAP test for uterine cancer.ae5 More importantly, it could become an important
tool for following high-risk patients, and those already treated for breast ca¡cer. This tech-
nique relies on the as yet undemonstrated possibility that breast cancer cells have unique
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surlace antigens,rT6 If such tumor-sPecific antigens ale identified, monoclonal antibodies

could be pro'duced and labeled with radionuclide tracers. Administered intravenously. these

labeled antibodies hopefully would have access to and adhere to breast cancer cells with

a sufficient 
"on..ntruìion 

of radionuclei and sensitive imaging systems, detection of small

lesions at an early stage may be a possibility Numerous investigators have reported the

existence of human mammary tumor-associated antigens.rer'5rr'ó:r Studies on bleast cancer

imaging with monoclonal antibodies have also been reported r"'8ó

\ihii. progr"r, continues to be made in providing leads to various factors associated v.'ith

the develàprñent of breast cancer, its biological complexities are still not fully understood,

norhasanyonefactororgroupofvariablesbeenidentifiedthatexplainsorpredictsmore
than a minority of the casei of ihis disease.o"t 5ou Most of the risk factors do not readily lead

to the implemåntation of preventive methods However' cunent and future research ìn such

urr* u, åi.,, physical exlrcise, and hormones may help find preventable causes' or at the

least lead to a better understanding of the pathogenesis of breast cancer'322'-ï-r¡t""r¿ 
be emphasized that mammography or any other clinical imaging modality is not

un inJ.p"nd.nt pråcedure.,eo,oto lt is part of the total evaluation of the pâtient. which includes

clinical informátion, physical findings, and possibly laboratory data. The collaboratio¡ of

patient, clinician, surgeon, radiologist, pathologist, and oncologist has been one of the

inteltectually and profãssionally rewarding aspects of mammography This on-going expe--

rience can materiàlly improve confidentt, totptttnt"' and accuracy of the diagnosis' It

.un ut.o ,"rutt in a itrating of responsibility in the management of the individual patient'

B. INCIDENCE, MORTALITY, AND SURVIVAL OF PATIENTS WITH BREAST

CANCER
With the exception of skin cancer, the breast is the most common site of cancer among

American womei. According to the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) Surveillance'

gpìã..i"1"ey, and End Resuits Program, which covers slightly more than l07c of theU S'

påpulation, ihe average annual age-adjusted ll"tgtn:: rate for breast cancer was 85 per

i0b,Ooo *o*"n for the years 191.7 þ- lgTg.so5 combining the incidence figures for both

men and women, only lung cancer and colon-rectum cancer accounted for more new cases

in 1984 to 1987 than were seen in that period for female breast cancer alone5o2'545 Theo-

reticatty, the incidence of cancer connotei the number of cases that originate during a given

p.rioa oi tir. (annually, most often), but as a matrer of practicality it is usually defined.as

ihe number of cases firit diagnosed during the period. However, the number of women who

.. àì.g""r.0 at any point-in time as hãving a disease is dependent on several factors'

Ã.*g-,rl.In are the technologies available fo¡ detection and diagnosis, the number of cases

alread! in a detectable state,;d the number of persons presenting themselves for exami-

nation. Data relevant to these considerations have been reported from the BCDDP oo

-'-irre 
piouau ities of a newly bom girl developìng^_iwasive cancer of va¡ious sites at some

poi* Ou.ing her lifetime havå been computed 5o5 sot For breast cancer' the probability was

calculated to be 9.17o: about I out of evåry I I women will develop this disease dunng her

life. The number of breast cancer cases ocðurring annually in any age group depends on the

number of persons at risk and the annual rate of developing this disease sa5

In the u.s. a¡d other western countries, incidence rãtes increase fapidly with age until

the menopausal period (45 to 55), during which they tend to level off' and after which they

i;;reæ;-;, u rto*", raie.to, Holever, ihe number'of women at risk, relative to the total

numberofwomeninthesameagegroup,fallsoffatolderages.5o5Thedifferenceinthe
fanems of pre- and postmenopausal incidence rates.tends to lend support to the hypotnesls

that these a¡e two distinct ¿iå.urrr. This hypothesis of two etiologic types is still. being

debated. r 7. r 35,3ós'3óe.a ro Premenopausal breasi cancer may have more familial determinants'

whereas postmenopausal breast iancer may be more influenced by environmental conditions.
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such differences have led epidemiologists to try to identify the various environmental con-
ditions responsible for the development of breast cancer.€2

of interest are the worldwide distributions of breast cancer incidence and the pattems ol
changes in these rates. Generally, incidence rates tend to be low in most Asian and developing
countries, intermediate in southem European countries, and high in North America, Sian-
dinavian countries, and other westemized a¡eas,o?? Studies ofJapanese and Chinese migrants
to the u.s. provide further evidence that environmental influences, such as an Americaìized
diet, rather than genetic factors, may explain the internationally variations in breasr cancer
distribution. er'3'z7 35ó simila¡ conclusions were also arrived at by other investigators. re6 De
waa¡d et al,r3? also found that in the Nethe¡lands and Japan, the incidence rates tended to
plateau or decline after age 50 to 55 among lighter weight women but increased wirh age
among heavier women. Differences in body mass, and perhaps breast mass in particular,
may account for some of these intemational variations in b¡east cancer rates.

As Seidman and Mushinskis.s indicated, overall breast cancer incidence rates are higher
in whites than in blacks in the u.s. However, incidence rates have increased somewhit in
both black and white women in recent years, although the change is more pronounced among
blacks. This gap is thus narrowing. Perhaps the greater incidence is the resulr of an improveã
standard of living that has led either to ¡eal increases in the disease or to berter deiection
and reporting, or both. This issue is still under investigation.

In the u.s., women in urban areas are more likely to be affected than are those in rural
areas, although this differential has been decreasing ove¡ time.77re2 women with higher
income and higher educational level a¡e more likely to be affected with breast cun.". ihun
are women in lower categories.r3s There is also concem that recent reproductive trends,
specifically the decrease in fertility rates and the postponement of childbearing until after
the age of 30, may result in even higher rates, since nulliparity and a late age at first birth
a¡e known to increase the risk of breast cancer.320 see 6oe women who have never been married
have a higher risk for breast cancer than those who have been married.82.122 This effect may
be due to progesterone in semen.5Ee It also has been reported that nuns have an excess
mortality for breast cancer, a finding that is believed to be related to their nulliparous status.2æ

Overall mortality rates have remained relatively stable for the past several decades.27.ao.so5
In 1984 to 1987, breast cancer was estimated to account for lgzo of all cancer deaths among
women in the u.s.542'545 For 1987, the number of estimated deaths f¡om breast cancer wai
4l,300 in the U.S. Of these deaths, 41,000 were among females.sos In general, the reported
age-adjusted death ¡ates are high in developed countries (with the notable exception ofJapan)
and low in the developing countries.so5

Survival of cancer of the breast has usually been analyzed according to such cancer
characteristics as extent of metastases, size of tumor, histologic type, anatomic location,
and grade of malignancy.sos The number of positive axillary nodes was found to have an
important effect on survival. The clinical size of tumo¡s a.lso conelated well with survival.
other factors found to affect prognosis Íue the age and race of the patients,ó5 though the
factor of race may be related to less vigorous treatment of, for instance, black women on
the average tha¡ white women.3Ð In a study estimating the prognosis for patients with breast
cancer, Bjurstam?a concluded that about 5 to ljEo of patients with tumors less than 1.5 cm
iri diameter would die of this disease over a l0-year period, and only half of the s),mptomatic
patients with tumors of 2 to 3 cm would survive l0 years. This suggests the importance of
diagnosis of breast cancer at an early stage before it becomes clinically manifest,

According to a 1978 national survey by the American College of Surgeons,o33 5-year
survival rates were 72.87o for localized disease and 49.lvo ror regional disease. According
to data provided by the American cancer society,5o5 relative 5-yeæ survival rates have risen
from 63Vo for white women and 467o for black women for cases diagnosed from 1960 to
1963 to 75Vo for white women and 6270 for black women for cases diagnosed from 197'l
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to 1983. But these survival trends are diffircult to explain because their improvement might

reflect earlier diagnosis or detection of lesions of low malignancy.6i Modest gains in survival

have, nevenheless, also been reported according to clinical stage, with patients having

regional and distant disease showing greater improvement in 5-year survival rates than those

wiih localized disease.5o5 Lower survival of black patients with breast cancer relative to

white patients has been reported by several investigators. 17ó 6? 2 Several factors have been

suggesied as contributing to this racial survival difference. Black patients have been diag-

norad ut u more advanced clinical stage.a! Bassett and KreigeÉr report that socioeconot¡tic

factors account in pan for this racial difference. The differences in initial breast cancer

treatment and their implications for survival have been investigated by McWhorter and

Mayer.rm The NCI is currently sponsoring a multicenter investigation of black/white cancer

difierences. r* This will obviously contribute to further understanding of this racial difference

The relatively stable overall mortality rates indicate that the increasing survival rates are

being offset by an increasingly probability of developing breast cancer. Since prevention of

breait cancer is not yet well understood, we should thus realize thât there is much work

ahead of us to further improve the survival râtes for patients with b¡east cancer through

early detection, diagnosis, and treatment.

C. SCREENING FOR BREAST CANCER
Screening is predicated on the assumption that with the detection of a disease in an early

or asymptomâtic state, the probability of cure is greater than that if the disease were permitted

to pr;gress and present with later symptoms. Screening is presumed to leâd to appropriate

treàtmãnt that, in tum, will lead to reduced mortality f¡om the disease.r52 This approach is

paficularly appealing for cancer sites at which it is known that a high Proportion of persons

witl evenrually die of thei¡ disease. The benefits of detection of breast cancer at eally stages

are still in dábate, but the 30-yea¡ follow-up study by Adair et al.a and work by others

demonstrate that prognosis becomes worse with increasing tumor size and axillary lymph

node involvemeni. Just u. it does in women, detection of breast cancer at an eafly stage in

men has been shown to improve the survival rates.3r5 Other analyses also support the

suggestion that detection of breast cancer at these early stages is associated with reduced

mortal ity . 
2e 

' 
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There has been an improved understarding of the development and growth of very small

breast cancers,5ót and the ability to define relatively fast- and relatively slow-growing breast

cancers a¡d to üanslate those chafacteristics to enhanced 5-year survival rates.2E'282 Mos-

kowitz and Gartsideare suggest that aggressively screening younger women, and finding and

treating breast lesions whlù they are inhaductal, in situ, and invasive but still smaller than

5 mm in diameter, may reduce mortality. In women 50 years of age or older, the rgauglig¡

in mortality due to screåning has been demonstrated as compared with conhol groups.5rr'5Er'582

With the improvement of breast imaging technology, the benefrit is likely to extend to women

under 50 u, *"1¡.rs,rar.are sfudies under way in Europe2o5 5E? and Canadaq should resolve

this issue, and available data support the hypothesis that eallier detection can lead to a

reduction in mortality at all ages.335 Detection and treatment of breast cancer at an eally

stage will not only result in a ieduced morta.lity, but also offer more women the possibility

of ireserving thei¡ breasts. Awa¡eness of this by women and physicians may stimulate

demand for breast cancer screening.€7

Many organizations recommend that women regularly undergo screening for breast

cancer.i71'2;; In paficular, the American College of Radiology (ACR), the ACS, and- the

NCI have been historically concemed about the seriousness of the disease and the need for

more effective screening progfams. The NCI has adopted a more conservative position

regarding mammography tt uti tnt eCS has. For asymptomatic women 50 and older' both

orãunituiions t""ot-.nd annual routine screening with mammography''o 24 For younger
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women, however, the NCI would restrict mammographic screening to those at high risk,
i.e., women with a personal or family history of breast cancer.2e2 The ACS, on the other
hand, recommends a baseline mammogram for all asymptomatic women at 35 to 40 years
of age, and screenings every I to 2 years for asymptomatic women aged 40 to 49, r The
ACR makes simila¡ ¡ecommendations for the various age groups.ì2 These organizations also
support the recommended practices of monthly BSE and regulæ clinical breast examinations.

The first randomized control study to assess mammography in the penodic screening of
asymptomatic women was that of the Health Insurance Plan of Greater New york (HIp).
There have been at least three published reports of the progress of this trial since it
began.5@'5rr Beginning in 1963, enrolled women were offe¡ed annual screening by physical
examination and mammography for four successive years. Evaluation after 7 years showed
a 3070 reduction in breast cancer mortality in the group offered screening compared with
the control group, and after l4 years mofality was still reduced by Z47o.5tt Survival was
best for those women whose cancers had been detected by mammography alone. The 1982
HIP report claims that improvement in detection of early breast cancer among women under
age 50 as well as among older women th¡ough modern mammography has been demon-
strated.srr However, mortality was not reduced among the women under the age of 50. The
lack of statistical significance might also arise from the small number of women younger
tha¡ 50 who participated in the study.5@

ln 1913, after the publication of rhe 7-year HIP results, the ACS and the NCI jointly
initiated the Breast cancer Detection Demonstration Projects.ór Five consecutive annual
screening examinations were undertaken using physical examination, thermography, and
mammography. Thermography was positive in 43Vo of the breast cancers detected in the
first two screenings, but most of these positive thermographic results were negative in the
initial interpretation ofthe mammography and physical examination findings. In other words,
thermography had a high false positive rate. Further, a large proportion of minimal cancers
would have been missed if mammography had been excluded and thermography alone had
been used in conjunction with the physical examination (377o in the first screening and MVa
in the second screening).6' Accordingly, thermography does not appear to be suitable as a
substitute for mammography for routine screening.ór Although the BCDDp was not a con-
trolled study and the population was self-selected, the accumulated data showed that mam-
mography had undergone a striking technological advance since the HIp study and had
become superior to physical examination in detecting breast cancer, especially minimal
breast cancer. The proportion of cancers detected by mammography alone was 42Vo (com-
pared with 33Vo in the HIP study), while the propofion detected by physical examination
alone was only 9Vo (compared with 44Vo in the HIP study). One third of all detected cancers
were noninfilt¡ating, or infiltrating but less than I cm in size, and the majority were detected
by mammography alone. Only 20Vo of all detected cancers were associated with positive
axillary lymph nodes, less than half that reported for all other newly diagnosed breast cancer
cases in the U.S. during the same tíme period.o

A Swedish screening study initiated in 1977 was designed as a randomized, controlled
prospective investigation.5Te 5Eo Of the en¡olled women aged 40 and over, one half were
offered screening at 24- to 33-month intervals by single view manmography, while the other
half served as controls. After 7 years, a reduction in breast cancer m ortaliq of 3lEo occurred
among the screened group compared with the control group. Women under the age of 50
have so fa¡ shown no mortality reduction. The study showed that among women who were
screened, the proportion of stage II and more advanced cancers was 257o lower than in the
control group, while the proportion of i¿ situ and stage I cancers was much higher, confirming
the effectiveness of mammography in detecting cancer at an early stage.582 Recently, Tabar
et al.5E3 revealed further results from the Swedish trial: "Among women over 50 years of
age at entry to the study, relatively few interval cancers ¿ue seen in the first two years after
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a screening test; in the third year the rate rises to nearly 507o of the comparable rate in the

contfol gr;up, Among women aged 40 - 49 yeafs at entry, by contrast, the rate of interval

aun.a.s 
"uan 

in the firrst post-screening year is neæly 407a of tha¡ in the control group and

in the second year nearly 70va." Tltese results suggest that for women aged 40 to 49 years

single-view mammogfaphy every 2 years is not a sufficiently effective screening policy,

becãuse the long interval time (2 years) permits the appeafance of too many interval can-

cers.ttt The sensltivity ofscreening can be increased by using two-view mammography re 2r'eo

Tabar et aI.583 recommend that annual two-view mammography screening should be per-

formed in women 40 to 49, and that the maximum interval between two screening exami-

nations should not eKceed l8 months. "For women over the age of 50, screening should

be performed biennially and the interval should not exceed two yeafs; Iíttle extra benefit

woùld be gained by screening more frequently than every two yea¡s.' '58r This is less frequent

than the AtS recommendation discussed ea¡lier. Perhaps the basic biology of tumor growth,

with its wide variation in doubling times, as discussed above, should be taken into account

more than mortality outcomes in setting screening intervals'

some initial results from new mafnmography screening studies in canada, Sweden, the

Netherlands, and Japan have been also repofed.t.3e rsó'176 2?E 58r'627 ó3r Further results from

randomized controllid trials conducted in Canadae a30 and the U.K.a?7'58t 5tt a¡e expected

to be published soon.63o
puUlistre¿ results from mammography screening studies confitrm its effectiveness in re-

ducing mortality from breast cancer. In a Dutch study, all female residents aged 35 and

over i-n the city of Nijmegen were invited to participate in biennial single-view mammography

screening starting in 1975. All deaths fiom breast cancer that occurred in the invited group

between 1975 and 1982 were ascertained, and a case-control study was conducted The

relative risk of dying from breast cancer among the women who had been screened compared

with those not streened was 487a, implying a reduction in breast cancer morlality of 52%

in the screened population.ses A second case-control study showed that the relative risk of

dying from breait iancer among women ever screened.compared with those never sc¡eened

incrásed to 5170. A 3370 mortality reduction thus has been expected in the total population

with an observed attendance rate of two thirds.se? A second Dutch study was conducted in

the city of utrecht, where all women aged 50 to 64 were invited to be screened by combined

mammographyandphysicalexamination.screeningwasrepeatedatl2-,l8.,and24.month
intervalsl R óase-cóntrol evaluation carried out in the same manner as in the Nijmegen

project revealed a reduction in breast cancer mortality or 7070 among the women who were

screened. llt
By adding the results of the BCDDP and subsequent studies in canada and the Netherlands

to the resulti of the HIP and Swedish trials, one can conclude that the key question concerning

detection of breast cancer at an early stage has been answered clearly, unambiguously, and

beyond doubt. Detection at an early stage can alter the natural course of the disease. The

larle-scale application of this capability can result in a_marked change of the breast cancer

prólem.rtu Fôr example, (1) in women over the age of 50, mortality caused by breast cancer

can be lowered by mòre than 5070 in the continually screened group as compafed with the

never-screened one; (2) signifrcantly better tfeatment can be offered to most breast cancer

patients when the patient material originates from screening; and (3) screening is highly

cost-effective for society.
Wfrite the theory and techniques of mammography are well established 

"ae't60-t62,ti5,262.2rl,,2ai.563,5?s the suitability oi the method for screening is still controversial regarding

its benefits vs. risk of long-term carcinogenic effects to the breast due to radiation

a*poaor".rt-*,oo 'r+'rre-rtz,::o fi¡, controversy, which peaked in the late 1970s, created wide-

spiead confirsion and fear among women, many of whom were the very ones who would

potentially benefit the greatest frãm,narn ogruihy. Likewise, considerable uncertainty and

àonfusion spread among many clinicians and iurgeons, particula¡ly regarding how early'

how often. ãnd on whom mammograohv should be Derformed e
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The carcinogenic risk from mammography screening is hypotherical, with no basis in
clinical experience. Technological advances in both screedfilm mammography and xero-
mammography have resulted in a marked reduction in radiation dose and improved image
quality since the 1960s,5r'5'? For example, the mean absorbed dose for a craniocaudal viei.
when a KODAK@ MIN-R Screen combined wirh a Kodak. ortho M Film is used, is only
005 rad,r6r compared to 5 to 8 rad in the mid-r960s.2rJ For more recent details on dosl
reduction see Reference 52. Given the low levels of radiarion exposure from state-of-rhe-
art mammographic equipment, the theoretical risk is quite small, especially compared with
the failure to detect cancers when they are early, smaìI, and curable.r5r.{65 The follorving is
from an article by Feig"8 (cf. Reference 164).

Examination with cu[ent Iow dose technique (mea¡ breast dose of 0. 17 rad for a two-view study) would carry a
lheoretical risk of about one exc€ss cancer case/yea¡l2 million women examined. Assuming a 507o breast cancer
mortalily rate, the hypothetical risk would b€ one excess dearh.i4 million women examin€d. This level of risk. one
death/4 million womerì,/year, is ext¡emely small and ca¡ b€ equared with the following: 100 miles rraveled by air,
l5 miles t¡aveled by car, smoking one-foùñh of one cigarette, one-third minure of mounrain clirnbing, ánd 5
minutes of b€ing a man aged 60.n53

Anothet mea¡s of app¡eciating the very small risk from mammography is by comparison with the natural breast
cancer incidence. A risk of one excess breast ca¡cer p€r 2 million women examined can be compar€d w¡lh the
much large¡ magnitude of the natural breast ca¡cer incidence: 800 cases/mil¡ion women/yea¡ at àge 40; 1.g00
cases/million women/yea¡ at ag€ 50; and 2500 cases/million women/year at age 65.s

Because only a small proportion of women are p¡esently being screened by mammog_
raphy, a relatively small number of breasr ca¡cinomas are being detected at ã preclinicãl
stage. There are substantial manpower, monetary, and technological problems ãssociated
with a large-scale screening program.252 253 r8r It has been estimated that only 5zo of u.S.
women over the age of 50 undergo annual mammography, and probably only about one
third of eligible women have had even a single mammogram.25i The fully implemented
ACS/ACR recommendations would require yearly mammograms for almost 50% of adult
women. Restraints on its optimal application to the control of breast cancer are the expense
of the examination and the lack of properly trained and committed radiologists. r8r i-ligh-
volume practice, i.e., examining a large number of women per day, and limiting the role
of radiologist to interpretation vs. performance of the examination have been suggested as
means of cost ¡eduction for mammography.5s As indicated by Sickles,532 however, it would
be unrealistic to expect more than half of radiologists to implement reduced-price mam-
mography screening at this time. Among the various methods suggested to reduce screening
costs might be the practice of imaging each breast with one rather than two standard pro-
.jections.rse.36 58o However, as discussed above, the adequacy of this approach has been
questioned by several researchers, including some who are actively involved in one-view
screening programs, primarily on the grounds that no single projection will identify all
mammographically detectable cancers. !e'2r'353 424 After conducting a comparison of the ad-
vantages of one-view vs. two-view approaches, sickles et aI.54 recomrnended that baseline
mammography screening be done by using two, not one, standard views per breast. Bassett
et aI.57 also concluded that single-view screening should not be performed, because the small
cost saved by eliminating the second view would be more than offset by the cost of the
large number of "call back" examinations. In a recent study on the impact of low-cost
mammography screening on existing mammography practices, Sickless3a concluded that the
introduction of low-cost screening had no significant impact on the steadily increasing
mammography case loads and did not appeaf to be a serious economic tkeat to traditionai
screening. Indeed, this coexistence is not just possible, it is necessa¡y if we a¡e to have the
majority of women undergo periodic mammography screening in the future.

A relatively high degree of training and experience is necãssary to obtain and interpret
mammogÍams. If high-quality and low-cost mass screening mammography is to become a
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reality it might be possible to use nonphysician radiology assistants, possibly aided by

computer (see discussion below), to interpret examinations. rs3 Artificial intelligence tech-

niquis have been shown to help radiologists improve their diagnostic accuracy, as well as

to train nonradiologist assistants.ì'e The need to train radiological technicians and other

nonradiologists to scan mammograms was discussed early in I97 I .8 In a recent study. Hillman

et al.r8" further concluded that appropriately trained physician assistants could interpret

mammograms, that interpretations by physician assistants took less time and cost less than

those by radiologists, and that the dispositions recommended by physician assistants were

similar to those by radiologists. As more people per unit population enter the field of

medicine, salaries may decline. If this results in more radioìogists with more modest incomes '

unit costs of mammography may decline. on the other hand. the potential demand for

mammography may work for now toward keeping salaries up and providing an attrâctive

niche for aspiring PhYsicians
Screening pioiedures should be sensitive, reasonably specific, safe, and inexpen-

,iu".:r.rt.se,r:i..roo As such, they would become widely available, while screening mammog-

raphy is not today. The high cost may be the single greatest detenent to the use of screening

rä.rnogtuptty tôday rr's+ì The issue of cost-effectiveness of screening mammography in

tow-nsf-paiients has also been discussed.r23 128 488 The immediate challenge is thus to provide

the highËst_quality images that are accurately interpreted at a reasonable cost.7r.r{8.381

Sú¿ies òf lay attitudes toward mammography suggest that the recommendation ol phy'

sicians is a critic;l intervening factor that influences the beliefs and behavior of patients reT

In a recent study,ró5 data showed that obstetricians and gynecologists referred the largest

average number ôf patients per physician, with more than 5070 of these refenals for screening

mamriography, anà that only òne third of the patients were refened for mammography by

intemisri. 'itré ma¡or detenent to referral might be the perceived high cost and low yield of

screening.5ó Another may be the awareness that many radiologists do not know how effective

or accu;te they are wiih the procedure.382 For other problems associated with large-scale

screening prog;ams, see Fox eì al.,'e? Hall,252 25r Sickles et al',500 and Howard re: All these

factors s'ujgei rhar the cost-effectiveness or affordability of compliance with the ACRJACS

guidelines is at least doubtful, especially for women under 50 20 55

Mammography has been the most conEoversial method for breast cancer screening,

compared *iìn Ëtéust self-examination and clinical examination.6 8a r2r'r22 r4E 4rr A study of

com;liance with the updated ACS recommendations 'e? for all three types of screening shows

reas;nable rates of c;mpliance for the BSE (53 to 697o) and clinical examination (70 to

78Vo). ln contrast, orly igTo of the women between the ages of 35 and 49, and 25% of the

women older than 50 ìeported complying with the recommendation to undergo a baseline

screening mammogam. it is notablã that 607o of the women younger than 50,and5l7a of

the wom--en older than 50, have not obtained a baseline scfeening mammogram. only 257o_

of the older age group reported undergoing two or more malnmography examinations.'e?

Futhermore, Ûrese estimate,s afÊ undoubt€dly inflated by the use of diagnostic mammography'

since most mammograms are performed for diagnostic purposes' Thus' mammography is

u.iig p"rf""n.O miinly for thì diagnosis of symptomaric .women 
insread of screening of

ãryói.À",i. women. it is thus clea¡ that mammography is being underused.84, 
re7 2e2 Never-

thåless, there is some evidence in the literature that most women afe well disposed toward

,"...Lgi.pr,i. screening. re7'303 One explanation for the u-nderuse of mammography by

fnfri.i"î, is that the majórity of refenals appear to be made for rhe purpose of the diagnosis

àf disease.'nt Further, a variety of studies suggest that physicians regard mammog-raphy as

a relatively unimportant prauantion str"tegy, ei"n for women age 50 and older'2e2 Greatet

efforts must be made to educate physicians and patients regalding the value of mammography

and to lowering its cost.5óre8

One way to increase screening program effectiveness and reduce total costs is to im-
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plement a selective screening program, i.e., to use present knowledge about the risk factors
of breast cancer to select a group of women for screening. 25o.2e'.aea Effons to identify high-
risk women (personal or familial history ofbreast cancer; previous biopsy; a nipple discharle;
a palpable mass, etc.) could improve this, but many women with occult ci¡cinomas *io
do not fall in rhe risk categories would then miss screening. Another problem is the inabilitv
to respond effectively, even ifclear benefits and cost-effectiveness are demonsrrated. because
of the lack of competent personnel and adequate facilities to provide optimum screening
mammography at low cost. Thus, it is difficult to generalize about a procedure that is sã
emotionally charged and so dependent on the skills of the radiologist and technologist. we
must evoke reproducible standards for quality assurance and determine our results and
interpretative accuracy.

There has been a remarkable improvement in the examination methods of the b¡east,
especially for mammography, during the 1970s and 1980s and assumptions were made
regarding the benefits from these improvements. Mammography alone has convincingly
demonstrated its ability to lower the diagnostic threshold (i.e., to detect small canceis;
substantially. Howeve¡, there are various, well-known biases associated with screening (lead-
time bias, length bias sampling, detection bias, etc.). This is why ir is viral to pirform
population-based, randomized, controlled trials in order to avoid decision-making on the
basis of assumed benefits.5ió

However, while of low radiation risk, mammography is certainly not flawless,
Moskowitz4¡r stressed the important distinction between detection and diagnosis. A system,
such as mammography, with the demonstrated ability to detect occult cancer may be poor
at diagnosis.''z Mammography should be used to detect lesions, but not ro decide whether
a lesion is benign or not unless it is a densely calcified, involuting fibroadenoma, or a lucent
lipid lesion.'0 Even in a symptomatic patient, it should be used to "screen" the rest of the
symptomatic breast and the contralateral breast, but not for definitive diagnosis.33a rhus far
mammographic criteria to distinguish malignant from benign carcinomas still remain am-
biguous and contradictory.IIr'2E0ara Scientifically derived data from better-organized screen-
ing programs are clearly needed to help set.up these criteria.i3e

Furthermore, although more accurate than any other modality, including physical ex_
amination, mammography may still find only BO to gOVo of breast cancers,ro For example,
a false-negative rate of about 8 to IjEo can be expected in patients in whom masses are
evident in physical examination but not visible in a mammogram.Ð,3er Many cancers escape
detection, probably because of interference by the density of the surrounding breast tissue.a6
Practical solutions to the incompleteness of image evaluation in standard mammography æe
addressed by Sickles533 and Feig.¡E3 Several reasons for false-negative mammograms have
been discussed by Martin et al.r75 and Kalisher et al.r13

Concem remains regarding the role of screening mahmography, especially in women
under 50.35¡28r57 383.4r7'4re.6rr The effectiveness of screening with mammography in reducing
mortality from breast cancer in women who are 50 to 74 years old has been established in
studies in the Netherlands, the U.S., and Sweden.rrT€r'5825e5 However, mammographic
screening in women under age 50 is less clearly established. This is probably because of
the lack of supporting data from controlled ¡andomized studies and hypothetical projections
of radiation risk.ar8.6rr The generally more dense images of their breasts4ó may also contribute
to a lower detectability of tumors in mammograms of younger women. Mammography is
usua.lly not recommended for women under the age of 35 when the woman is asympt,omatic. ro

There has been a decrease in mortality from breæt cancer in women under 50 years old,
but the reduction has not been statistically significant.ð4 Eddy et al.¡57 also show that healthy
asymptomatic women in the age group of 40 to 49 years do not have suffrcient health or
economic benefit from mammography to offset the costs and risks. However, a significant
volume of data suggest that radiation exposure after the age of 35 has far less potential for
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inducing breast cancer than it does in younger age groups '0 The accuracy of mammography

in the detection of malignancy in patients under the age of 35 yeârs is greater than that of
physical examination, and radiographic overcalls (false-positive diagnoses) in the younger

paiient are only l%a.r83 Mammography must be used in symptomatic young patients rsr lt
has been suggested that aggressive screening of younger women (less than 50 years at entry)

at yearly intervals with mammographic and clinical examinations can most likely alter the

naiural history of the disease as it does in older women.reT rrs rre The strongest evidence that

mammography significantly reduces b¡east cancer deaths in women under 50 has been

recently leve;led by a new analysis of a long-term U.S. study.rr0 They attribute the new

findings in part to longer follow-up of 742 patients fo¡ at least l8 years, comments by Tabar

et al.5ã4 Maier,3s Lynch et aI.,3ó2 Greenwald and Smart,rar Flamm,rEe Brolin,s' Beijerinck

et al.,ó2 and Eddy et al.r5E also address several concerns related to screening mammography

in women under 50 Years old.
Although mammography has proven to be effective in detecting early breast cancers,

the history of its usage provides evidence for caution in its application as a screening

technique. There will, however, never be a point in time when we know everything we

should like to know about the effectiveness of any particular medical approach.rne Decisions

on policy inevitably have to be made on the basis of incomplete knowledge. Prospects for

change in the use of mammography will depend on the success or failure of consensus

poliJy-making, marketing strategies, cost reductions, risk_ reductions, and technological

irnpráu"*rnti in sensitivity and specificity. As Howard2e2 suggests: "lnterventions that

involve publicity in the mass media, professional education, organizational endorsements,

rur, tuilingr, and personal contact must be evaluated in terms of outcome and process

measures.r,t Just as it is necessary to test the effectiveness of mammography through ex-

perimental and quasi-experimental designs, it is also necessary to test promotional strategies

ihrough sy.temätic resea¡ch. " All these problems are, therefore' challenges to radiology

that must be addressed.

D, BREAST SELF.EXAMINATION
Since more than 90va of breast cancer is now fifst detected by the women themselves,

indoctrination into BSE is vital as a first step in screening.str Although many

investigatorsrs?.re5.2e6 have found a positive association between BSE and detection of breast

"una"rãt 
early stages, controversies still exist about this procedure.s0 5e3 There are also no

widely accepted standalds for the BSE practice.3rT rrE'5¡

Llk" ma*mography, however, BSE (and clinical examination) have also been underused,

although to differãntixients. Few women practice BSE on a monthly basis, as recommended,

althoulh it has long been promoted as a useful procedure in screening. Estimates of monthly

practi; range from t8 to ¿12r.r3,63.2e6.3tó'5¡3 Of all the factors that affect women's pafici-

pation in scÉening prog¡ams, the psychosocial cha¡acteristics of women in relation to their

ieactions to these lrograms, either mammography, clinicai examination, or BSE, is a major

one.j8.245 Many mãss media progtams have been conducted in an effort to encourage women

to pfactice BSE, and these and the mass media themselves seem to have made \ryomen awale

o¡þ5¡.rrc In a study of the effrcacy of BSE in the discovery of breast cancer, it has been

shown that 237o occuned in premenopausal ,7270':I'¡. the postmenopausal, and 570 in peri-

menopausal women, and tha;41Eo of these women never performed BSE, suggesting that

educational efforts might be applied frst to the postmenopausal group'2E'

personnel involved in BSÈ- education must deal with three challenges: (l) persuading

women to perform BSE for the first time, (2) getting women to perform BSE on a regulæ

basis, and (3) ensuring the correctness of BSÈ practice s'6 Dorsay et al r5a conclude that

competent ÈSE can be ieamed from a I .5-h session class. It has been shown that the accidental

discòvery of a symptom leads to the detection of breast cancer tumors that are 2 cm in
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diameter or more, but a systematic BSE month after month discovers symptoms of tumors
that are only 0,5 to I cm in diameter,2ì5 which is an improvement in volume resolution of
8 to 64 times. Spences5e specifically suggested thar BSE should be performed every month
from puberty through old age. The best time is 7 to l0 days after a mensrrual period, when
the breasts are least likely to be swollen or tender. After menopause or following a hyster-
ectomy, it is a good idea to use BSE the first day of every calenda¡ month. For more details
of the BSE procedure see Spencesse and Egan.¡s

B¡east self-examination as such is only a temporary activity by women, who have
somehow been motivated to inspect and palpate their breasts. The performance of BSE is
not automatically integrated in any wide context, and it includes no refenal system in the
case of occunence of breast cancer symptoms. To be successful, therefore, BSE must be
properly taught, used, and reinforced by health professionals.3To A comprehensive BSE-
containing screening program, called the Mama Program, has been conducted in Finland
(see Reference 215), which consists of (l) an initial teaching procedure, (2) a surveillance
system with the use of personal calendars during the continuous program, and (3) a self-
referral system to prompt manmography examination if symptoms of breast cancer are
detected by the women themselves. Breast self-examination, the patient's part in rhe total
health ca¡e, must be integrated with routine physical examination and mammography.rss
This is because studies on mortality reduction by screening show that screening by physical
examination alone could reduce breast cancer mortality by 187a, that combined screening
by both physical examination and mammography could reduce b¡east cancer monality by
56Va,te6 and that the combination of mammography and physical examination may be the
most effective method of screening for breast cancer today.r52

In screening for breast cancer where mammography examination constitutes the screening
test, asymptomatic women a¡e examined at certain intervals. Tumors down to 0.I cm in
diameter may sometimes be detected, but because of the high cost only limited groups of
women in the world can be involved. In the Finnish Mama program the screening test is,
however, not a single procedure at a given date, but constitutes a continuous, multicomponent
program containing BSE on a monthly basis year after year. The Finnish Mama program
also includes a massive referral system. Women in the program have been able to detect
tumors of I cm in diameter, and the program can be applied in large populations in developed
and developing countries without requiring a substantial increase in health ca¡e resources,
provided there is a health ca¡e system with adequate diagnosis and treatment resources. The
Finnish Mama program has been referred to by experts of the World Health Organization
Cancer Unit in Geneva as a new sort of screening test (see Reference 215).

The competency of BSE performance is still a major issue in research on BSE efficacy.
Self-reporting practice has been found not adequate as an indicator of the quality of BSE
performed and it has been suggested that it not be used by itself to evaluate BSE effec-
tiveness.r5a Reliable methods for measuring all components of BSE should continue to be
developed. The development of a nonverbal method for testing two palpation skills has been
one of these efforts.2ea

III. MAMMOGRAPHY

A. BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW
In 1913 Salomon used X-rays to image his gross mastectomy specimens.aEe But it was

not until 1930 that Wa¡ren@2 reported the successful performance of mammography on
patients. Contemporaries of Wanen were discouraged by the unpredictable quality of mam-
mograms. Except for a few centers, the use of mammography continued to be hindered by
the lack of a reproducible method of obtaining good images.22a

In 1960, following extensive experiments with various X-ray techniques, Egan reported
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on the development of a high-milliamperage/low-kilovoltage method that resulted in de-

pendable diagnostic quality mammographic images on industrial X-ray filmì5e By t965.

bl^.k, 
"id.d 

by a nationally funded demonstration project involving radiologists throughout

the u.S.. venfied that the Egan technique for creating diagnoStic mammographic images

was sound.rr2 Thus the foundations were laid for mammography becoming a routine radi-

ographic procedure for breast evaluation,- 
Ànotú"r breaktfuough in mammography occuned in the mid-1960s when Gros2'6 intro-

duced two innovations in mammographic technology: a molybdenum tafget, in place of

tungsten, heightened the contrast between water, fat, and calcific densities, while a built-

in compression device diminished scattered radiation, motion artifacts' and separated breast

,taatui"r. However, the improved image quality was accompanied by an increase in surface

exposure (8 rad) compared with the Egan's technique (4 rad). In 1969, a dedicated mam-

mògraphic unit became available,r'7 which included a molybdenum target tube and a ñlter

based on the emissíon spectrum of molybdenum.

until 1972, mammography of acceptable quality required industrial film, and manual

or slow, mechanical processing. In 19'72, the DuPont Company, stimulated by the inves-

tigation of Ostrum,4r marketed a high-definition intensifying screen combined with single-

emulsion film, held in intimate contact by a vacuum, and revolutionized mammography by

permitting rapid automatic processing, shorter exposures with diminished motion unsha¡p-

ness, und gr"atly reduced surface exposure.@t Favorable clinical results using this method

were described ãt the Radiological Society of North America meeting in 1972.*r Additional

screen-film systems were subsequently developed by Eastman Kodak and Agfa-Gaevert.ee 5os

Among those curren¡ly in wide use afe the DuPont@ calcium tungstate Lo-dose II film-screen

system, and the Eastman Kodak@ ra¡e-ea¡th Min-R and NMB film-screen system 3sT

The introduction of xeromammography in 1972, on the other hand, provided an altemate

breast imaging method.372 6r4 6r7 A xeromammogram is an x-ray image of the breast produced

by a photoelectric process, in contrast to the photographic process used to Produce a screen-

füm .am.ogru.. Xaroa"n'.ograms have two unique cha¡acteristics that improve the

visualization ãf bt"urt pathology: wide recording latitude and edge enhancement Wolfeóró

proposed the following advantages of xeromammography over conventional mammography:

easier interpretation, more information through clear recording of a whole breast on one

image, and an easier and quicker developing process. The performances of xetomammog-

rapÈy and screen-film mammography have been systematically compared with each other'520

gå*"ver, the dose of xeromammography is about five times higher than that of screen-film

mammography for diagnostically equivalent images,'2ó and Martin3?'? notes that xetomam-

mographly hus a lower.patial resolution. While clinical investigations have failed to reveal

u rignift.unt difference in accuracy between screen-film mammography performed with

dedilcated equipment and xeromammography,* screen-film mammography currently re-

quires consiàeiably less radiation than xeromammography for the same two-view exami-

nation. For exampie, the mean glandular dose is 0. t to 0.2 rad for screen-film mammography

vs. 0.5 to 0.8 rad for positive-mode xeromammography and 0.3 to 0.5 rad for negative-

mode xeromammoflfaphy. zss +20 567 The aluminum filtration and negative mode processing

that are used to rtãuaa surface exposure to more acceptable levels in xeromammography

somewhat degrade the exquisite detail characterizing the images 52l

Since thJint¡oduction of mammography in the early 19ó0s, rema¡kable advances have

led to a striking improvement in image quality and reduction in radiation dose. r2e ró5 224 225

While initially xeromammography yielded images with higher contrast' compared with

,o"n.,rnogru., produced on indust¡ial X-ray film, and a clea¡er depiction of calcifrcations

-O .*!in, oi masses,'-'"t'*e ó16'624 dedicated X-ray units and new film-screen combi-

nations h--ave been developed for standa¡d mammography to yield better images at consid-

erably lower radiation doses than ever before.5r.52 357 463 4E3 Screen-rllm mammograms Can
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be obtained today using dedicated mammographic X-ray units at radiation dose levels of at
least ten times lower than the dose levels of the direct-exposure film methods that were used
a few years ago.263

B. STATE OF THE ART
Special imaging problems arise in mammographyr5e since the imaging conditions are

unique. The differences in attenuation of the various soft tissue structures in the female
breast are small, and it is necessa¡y to use x-rays with low photon energy in order to get
a suffirciently high contrast in the mammographic film..r5 Film-sc¡een mammography is a
well-established low-dose technique (at the cost of some blurring, especially compared with
xeromammography) for detection of breast cancer.15'.5?'Nevertheless, while xeromammog_
raphy improves the contrast at the cost of high radiation dose, mammographic technique
has been under continuous development, and extensive studies of the choice of sc¡een-film
combination, spatial resolution, and contrast exist.265,4r5 5rr It also has been emphasized that
radiologists must seaÌch not only for the classic mammographic features of malignancy, say
microcalcifications, ró7 but also for more subtle and "indirect" signs in predicting the presence
of developing breast cancer in order to make a better judgment/diagnosis,.r.,52ó.528 This is
simply because benign and malignant nonpalpable abnormalities at these early srâges may
have similar radiographic appearance.2so

The factors that may affect the quality of any radiographic image include the composition
of the tatget of the X-ray tube, the size and shape of the focal spot on the target, the distance
of the focal spot from the object, and the distance of the object from the recording medium.
Also of importance is the composition of the object being imaged, the characteristics of the
recording system, as well as the da¡koom and film developing technique employed.ro Since
contrast between the soft tissues of the breast is inherently low and because relatively minor
changes in mammary structure can signify the presence of a malignant breast tumor, the
margin for error is more critical in mammography than in most other forms of radiography.
There have been a few studies on image quality attainable in mammographyss. ró2,268 423 42ó 'róó.566

and new photographic techniques have been tried to obtain images at low dose. Some of
them are reproduction on reversal film,'56 multiple-film techniques,ro5 negative mode xe-
romammography,er autoradiographic enhancement,30 stationary focused grid,ßr moving
grid,535 and magnification mammography.2E r50 r88 42s sr? sr8 52e 53ó 5?5 Radiation dose require-
ments by these techniques vary considerably, and the tradeoffs between dose and image
quality have been discussed by many investigators.265 3E7.o26

During the past few years, considerable emphasis has been placed on better understanding
of the mammographic imaging process and on radiation dose ¡eduction. Mo¡e accurate
methods of measuring radiation exposure in the energy range of mammography, and more
relevant calculations of radiation dose to the breast tissue that is at risk, have been real-
i2ed.762 263 26s'541 Studying the dependence of absorbed dose on radiographic modality, ra-
diographic technique, and breast thickness, Skubic and Fatourossa? revealed the following
results. (l) Breast thickness and incident half-value layer (HVL) of the incident beam are
sufficient to cha¡acterize the normalized breast dose (average glandular dose per incident
roentgen). (2) The average breast dose depends on both beam HVL and kVp; the dependence
on breast thickness is more pronounced for screen-fìlm mammography, indicating the need
for firm compression. (3) Screen-film mammography shows substantial dose savings over
xeromammography for thinner breasts imaged without a grid; this dose advantage disappears
for thicker breasts and is generally reversed when a grid is used. However, it should be
noted that Skubic and Fatouros' work had concentrated on the dosimetric aspects of mam-
mographic imaging. Equally impofant is the effect of the X-ray technique on image qualiry.
The relationship between abso¡bed dose and image quality should be further investi-
gated.42r'4óó Evaluating mammography techniques using breast phantoms has been
reported.e róó 5ó5
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Many of the technical changes that occured in mammography during the last decade

are directly related to the development of screen-film systems.'oe The new dedicated units

for screen-film mammography have smaller focal spots, longer (and fixed) source-to-image

distance to reduce geometric unsharpness, more effective compression devices to eliminate

motion and to separate mammary structures, moving grids to reduce scattered radiation,

automatic exposure control for mole consistent quality, configurations that promote easy

and rapid positioning by permitting the patient to stand during exposures, and an altemate

even smalier focal spot for the production of magnified images.r25 216 16r'2ó5 r87'r8e ,rE 5rI The

fact that screen-film mammography is growing rapidlyrsr'soa srr may be due in part to (l)
public awareness of breast cancer and the importânce of detection at an early stagei (2)

iecently revised recommendations of the ACS; (3) interest in the results of the mammography

screening studies in Sweden, the U S , Canada, and Netherlands; and (4) improved mam-

mographic imaging at significantly lower ¡adiation dose.

For screen-film mammography, it has been recommended that overhead tungsten target

tubes, such as used for conventional screen-film radiography, not be used because the subject

contrast is too low.?e only the dedicated X-ray units with either a molybdenum target tube

and a molybdenum filter or a specially designed tungsten target tube with a beryllium window

are recommended.ró5 (Subject contrast is defined as the ratio ofthe X-ray intensity transmitted

through one part of the breast to the intensity transmitted through a more absorbing adjacent

part,2;5 although other definitions, say Dhawan et al.'s,ra2 may be more appropriate.) The

ihape of the focal spot has an impact on its imaging performance, and the focal spot shâpe

is furthermore a function ofthe filament shape and position.a06 X-ray tubes for mammography

usually use cathodes that follow the traditional design of a helical coil filament As Gold et

al.rr5 indióated, "an exception is an experimental cathode containing a ribbon-shaped fila-

ment, the flat surface of which causes the distribution of its emitted electron field striking

the anode to be uniform or flat rather than twin-peaked like the field from a helical coil

filament. The uniform focal spot yields an improved modulation transfer function."r??

The emission X-ray spectra for mammographic screen-film combinations have been

studied by several investigators. r88 2ó7 roe It has been found that the energy distribution of

the imagi-forming photons transmitted through the breast also influences subject con-

,rurg. rra.ior.ror Dedicáted molybdenum target X-ray units are widely used and settings of less

than 28 kVp are generally recommended with these units.2ós The use of low-energy Photons,

such as those produced by the 17.9 and 19.5 kev cha¡acteristic lines from the molybdenum

target, provid; high subject contrast for breasts compressed to an average thickness of about

3 io 4'cm. Becãuse of the greater filtering effect of a thick, dense breast, absorption

differences among structures become smaller in the resulting "ha¡dened" X-ray beam (The

lower energy x-ray photons a¡e abso¡bed or scattered first, leaving mostly higher energy,

i.e., ,,hardJr" photons to pass through the remainder of the breast.) Therefore, subject

conhast is not as high as with average-sized and fatty breasts

Motion bluning, which is caused by movement of the patient during exposure, can be

minimized by using a short exposure time and by finnly compressing the breast.'?ó5 Geometric

blurring is uif".6d by the size, shape, and intensity distribution of the X'ray tube focal spot

in comÉination with focal spot-to-object and object-to-image detector distances.2ór'a73 
oe, To

minimize geometric blurring, the focal spot size and object-to-image detector distance should

be minimized, whereas foial spot-to-object distance should be maximized.'?ó3 During the

past few years, several studies2ã3'265,52r have indicated that the effect of geometric blurring

is a signiiicant limiting factor in obtaining maximum resolution of the breast image. This

remaini a limitation in some of the early dedicated mammographic units. While the cunent

dedicated units a¡e better in this resp€ct, some units could be improved to ensure that the

image detector (such as film), but not geometric blurring is the limiting factor in resolution 2ó5

For-screen.filmmammography,lightdiffusion(spreadingofthelightemittedbythescreen
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befo¡e it is recorded by the film) also causes blurring. Factors include thickness and size of
the screen phosphor, light-absorbing dyes and pigments in the screen, and screen_film
contact.as2@ó Sc¡een-film combinations for mammography utilize a single high-definition
screen in contact with a single-emulsion film, instead of the double-coated film (with one
emulsion on either side of the support, and sandwiched between two intensifying screens),
The latter is most commonly used in general radiography. Cassettes designed for mam-
mography with front panels that provide low X-ray absorption and intimate screen-film
contact also reduce blur,265

Good breast compression is a very important factor in reducing scattered radiation in
screen-film mammography.'" ó2r Multiply scattered radiation significantly reduces subject
contrast, especially when imaging thick, dense breasts. In addition to contriburing ro a
reduction in scattered radiation, compression can provide several other advantages: immo-
bilization of the breast reduces blurring caused by motion; juxtaposition of strucrures in rhe
breast closer to the image detector reduces geometric bluning; production of a more uniformly
thick breast, which, in tum, results in more even penetration by X-ray ¡adiation and less
difference in radiographic density in the area between the chest wall and the nipple; reduction
of radiation dose; and the spreading of breast tissue enables suspicious lesions to be more
easily identified.'?65 Compression also provides the opportunity to optimize the X-ray photon
energy for a given X-ray optical thickness,3ra which has not yet been exploited. Eklunduo
discussed three innovations that may be useful in mammographic compression. In a study
on patient discomfort dunng screen-film mammography, Jackson et al.ror concluded that
the vast majority of women found vigorous compression comfortable or tolerably uncom-
fortable, and half or mo¡e of women with severe pain would return for funher mammographic
examination if so advised by their physician. Because of the occasional cyst rupture, ra-
diologists should be aware that breast masses may disappear during the performance of
mammography, even though they should be encouraged to continue using firm compres-
sion.'s2 On the other hand, rupture of malignant cysts could disseminate many malignant
cells. Research on this problem, or on improved imaging without compression, may be
waffanted, although the frequency of cystic carcinomas is only 0. l7o of cysts.15,

The use of specially designed grids for mammography can further reduce scattered
radiation and improve contrast, which is most important when imaging thick, dense
breasts.a5 e7 168 535 It has been demonstrated that radiation passing through the breast to the
detector contains a significant amount of scattered radiation, as much as 40 to 857o of the
primary radiation,4s-45 3r0 and that a 40 to 8070 range of scattered radiation will reduce image
contrast by 3Oto 457o.43.3to Moving grids a¡e now included with mostof the new, dedicated
mammographic X-ray units.535 For use with older dedicated systems without a built-in grid,
an ultrahigh-strip-density, stationary, focused grid that fits inside a standard mammographic
cassette is commercially available.13r Although the application of grid techniques to mam-
mography improves image quality, patient exposure is also inc¡eased. Thus they are not
recommended for fany breasts, where they tend not to improve the image quality.rr5 It may
be possible to offset the increased radiation dose required when grids are used by using
either a higher kilovoltage setting, or a recording system that provides higher speed, or a
combination of several factors.265

Slit radiography has been known for many yeats to be a technique that reduces scat-
ter,47 302 4er but it has not come into general use. However, development work in slit ra-
diography continues both with film and electronic systems.aó 558.@ Slit radiography can make
low-contÍast images more readily detectable by film, but film often cannot make these
images perceptible to the unaided eye.a'?r Moreover, when slit radiography ¡emoves rhe
background, the dynamic range of the X-ray image can increase beyond the acceptance
range of film;5s8 however, electronic systems now have the ability to accept larger dynamic
ranges than film, and a¡e thus able to take fuller advantage of slit radiography. A new
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version of slit radiography to remove such background effects as scatter, off-focal radiation

and intensifier glare has been reported.Te Yester et al,62r revealed their initial experimental

results of scâtter reduction obtained in slit mammography.

For increasing the diagnostic information content of the radiogram, direct radiographic

magnification has been used in different fields of radiology,ì5r'2ró and its value has also been

realized in mammography.28 ¡50 r88 42s 5r7 5rE 52e 5ró 57s If utilized in appropriately selected pa-

tients, magnification mammography can be expected to substantially improve diagnostic

accuracy and favorably affect management decisions.5?5 In magnification mammography,

an air gap is interposed between breast and film, so that the projected radiographic image

is enlarged38E o'5 and the scattered radiation reaching the fitlm is reduced.o8 r50 Scattering by

the air in this gap has not been investigated, and may be of some importance. Because of
the resultant increase in imaging distance, one must use higher kVp, faster film, longer

exposures, or a combination of these factors to produce magnification mammograms. Mag-

nification technique also requires the use of an X-ray tube that has a very small focal spot,

to reduce the considerable unsharpness that otherwise would accompany geometric image

enlargement.5'e The value of microfocal spot mammography has been repeatedly emphasized

in thã literature with respect to breast microcalcifications. r? I 5r85re Lâboratory evidence

suggests that the largest acceptable focal spot size for l.5x magnification mammography is

0. j mm in greatest diameter.r25 Greater amounts of magnification require even smaller focal

spots. A pássible altemative is digital or optical deconvolution of the focal spot from the

image (cf. Reference 22). Compared with standard screen-film mammography with dedicated

uniti, microfocal spot direct radiographic magnification of the breast, using either xerora-

diographic or screen-film recording systems, produces images with improved resolution and

reduceà effective noise.27 r.53ó.564 In magnification mammography, an improvement in image

quality can be realized by adjusting the separation distance (magnification) to the optimum

*ngr."t It is also important for magnification mammography equipment to permit vigorous

breãst compression, primarily because the relatively long exposure times used for magni

fication imãging provide an increased opportunity for image blurring due to motion un-

sha¡pness,sz" and any motion is also magnifred. Because magnification mammography requires

conjiderably more radiation, its major role currently is to supplement the occasionally

inadequate information provided by conventional mammography.5rE Faster screen-ftlm com-

binations are expected to permit a significant reduction in dose with an accomparying

reduction by the magnification of the increased noise inherent in the faster image detector.28's

While iimiting-the number of mammographic views or projections per examination

lowers the radiation risk,rór this limited number of views yields an unacceptably low rate

of cancer detection.re 2r Other investigators favor xeromammography for seeing fine details

and imaging microcalcifications with better contrast.*e,550 However, xeromammography

requires ã higher radiation dose than film-screen methods and has lower spatial resolution.rT2

It has been suggested that the information in mammograms can be enhanced by subtraction

film technique=srs5 Therefore, the balance between state-of-the-art methods to provide suf-

ficient details about minimal breast cancer at eafly stages, and the radiation risk from high

X-ray dose has been a controversial problem in X-ray mammography 52t 52ó Thus it is

important to develop methods that eKtract as much information as possible from mammo-

grams.8s A combinaiion of film-screen mammographic and xeromammographic examination

iray optimize the diagnostic abilities of mammographic examination.* This may be ac-

coáptisnea without additional radiation dose by producing xerography-like images from

digitized film mammograms.23e 55o

Digital image processing techniques have been suggested for the feature enhancement

of n'aÃmograr,is. rãs.tar 6¡to¡¡6t¡s based on computerized adaptive neighborhood image

processing Io enhance the iontrast of selected features of a mammogram were reported by

bordon añd Rangayyan.237 z3e Early versions of these methods not only enhanced the contrast
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of mammographic features, but also enhanced the noise and/or digitization effects so much
that desired feâtures often cannot be seen clearly.r.2 Dhawan et al.ror made a comparison
of enhanced features using different contrast functions. They found that a suitable contrast
enhancement function is important to bring out desired features and is also difficult to select.
A generalized polynomial-based contrast enhancement model that can be tuned or set to
specific mammographic features is presented in Dhawan et al.ì! Recently, Dhawan and Le
Royerrar demonstrated a new method of defining adaptive neighborhoods and a global model
to compute the best contrast enhancement function based on a prioriknowledge of the type
of mammographic features one wants to enhance. Results show that the new algorithm is
very efficient and tunable in many aspects to enhance the diagnostic information better with
little or no enhancement of noise and other noise-like background va¡iations,'.r New !ech-
niques have been developed, based on region growing techniques, to determine the adaptive
neighborhoods. air '{72 The method has now been generalized to include adaptive neighborhood
versions of different standard digital image processing techniques.rT¡,.'2 We are working on
a further generalization in which pictures are segmented ìnto a picture-dependent set of
"feature pixels" or "fixels", which are local regions defined by an adaptive neighborhood
function. Most classical image processing algorithms can be generalized from ordinary square
pixels to fixels. These new image processing techniques may succeed in bringing out the
desired, but unseen or barely seen features of a mammogram for better human visibility,
without the requirement of additional X-ray dose. They may also permit a reduction in dose.
However, full utilization of image enhancement will require either electronic imaging or
use of new microdensitometers, as discussed below.

As mentioned earlier, a major problem expected with any mammographic screening
program would involve the interpretation of the large volume of images produced, In addition
to a shortage of trained radiologists, it is difficult to maintain interest and concentration
when interpreting large numbers of images that show only a small number of occasional
abnormalities.ór5 Some automated prescreening methods have been suggested, utilizing recent
advances in image processing and pattern recognition techniques. Following the original
work of Winsberg et al.,ór2 Ackerman and Gose2 developed computer techniques for pattem
classification of features in xeromammograms and showed that a computer can categorize
a hand-designated suspicious area of the breast image with the accuracy of a radiologist. A
series of algorithms to localize abnormal breast areas has been developed by Kimme et al.3r5
Wee et al.@? quantified the shapes of calcifications using piecewise linear discriminant
functions. Smith et a1.552 have developed an efficient algorithm for distinguishing between
benign and malignant lesions based on intensity distributions. Hand et al.2só presented
techniques to isolate suspicious a¡eas from the total image. Spiesbergef@ detected micro-
calcifications using gray level statistics and measures of brightness and compactness,
Semmlow et al.508 described a specific implementation to screen xeromammograms for breast
cancer and illustrated the necessity for realistic testing procedures when evaluating systems
employing pattem recognition techniques. Recently, Gale et aI.26 investigated the feasibility
of identifying specific mammographic features (by eye, rather than by computer processing),
and carrying out a computer-assisted diagnosis, using discriminant function analysis. Com-
puterization procedures have also been proposed for the management of screening mam-
mography centers.2@.54r

The potential use of computers to analyze mammograms or xeromammograms has been
convincingly demonstrated, In addition to relieving humans of the more tedious aspects of
a screening program, and improving the cost-benefit ratio of such a p¡ogram, a computer
evaluation would produce quantitative, objective data (geographical and time-invariant),
which a¡e further useful for standardization and quality control. Therefore, the development
of automated systems for screening radiographic images of the breast would contúbute
signifrcantly to a mass screening program, if they could be shown to have lower false-
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negative rates than trained radiologists. There is a clear need for further research in this

area.

C, EXPECTED TRENDS
The primary goal of the future development of mammography is further implovement

in image quality, leading to increased diagnostic accuracy. Dose reduction should continue

to ue sougtrt, but not at the expense of diagnostic sensitivity and specificity.116 Because a

further brèakthrough in mammographic rare-earth screen technology is not anticipated, most

X-ray film manufacturers are now focusing their research efforts on increasing the sensitivity

of fiim emulsions in order to further decrease dose without diminishing diagnostic infor-

mation, for instance, by creating emulsions with oriented, flat silvel halide crystals r'z5 Films

of greater sensitivity will be useful to offset the loss of image quality resulting from increased

noise, being combined with microfocal spot magnification, (The sources of noise include

X-ray photãn fluctuations, scatter, film grain size, film development artifacts, background

noise, etc.)
At present, radiographic film serves three functions: as a detector (along with intensifying

,.r."nr), as a display, and as a storage medium. While film is an excellent medium for

recording X-ray information with wide dynamic range (about t2 bits), fewer than I bits of

this rang-e may be perceived by display on a conventional viewbox, even with the use of

spot ligñting ior daik areas.ttu The human eye often limits the use of available gray scale

aia spãtiat iesolution.to Accurate film digitization via laser scanning permits recording and

displåy of the entire l2-bit dynamic range of film while retaining high spatial resolution.só

Hilh-iuality film digitizers have recently become available for use in clinical testing.sae A

ryi.r fol. áigital prãcessing of film radiographs, therefore can combine the excellent char-

acteristics oflitm ãs a detector (in terms of dynamic range and spatial resolution) with the

flexible image processing and display capabilities of a digital system'

The miciod-ensitometer has been widely used to digitize information from photographic

film. In this instrument, microscope optics and mechanical scanning ensure an adequate

spatial resolution, while the measuiement of light-intensity transmittance (or density) itself

is ambiguous because of the influence of the film-grain noise The measured value of light-

intensit! transmittance contains an important output noise term that also depends on the

optics áf the microdensitometer (the Callier effect).3'gr Because of the Callier effect, the

eifective light-intensity transmittance can differ fiom its calibrated value,5ìa Chavel and

Lowenthal,ó?.rot analyied the influence of the film-grain noise on microdensitometer mea-

surement by using partial-coherence theory. Swing,5?a Kinzly,32E and Reynolds and smitha?5

introduced the.õnàitionr for microdensitometer linearity. When these conditions are met

by special optics, a microdensitometer may operate as a linea¡ system' and an unambiguous

opticat ranifer function can be defined. Recently' Sheng and Duvemoysr" gave a more

càmplete analysis for microdensitometers, in which both the coherence in the illumination

and the film-grain noise are considered

The ultirãate form of film microdensitometry would be a method that measures the

coordinates of each silver grain. Such systems have been built for autoradiography over

afeas limited to the ,.vidth of a cell, a few microns.3s5 A high degree of parallelism in data

acquisition would have to be attained to make grain counting practical for whole mammo-

grams. Such a technique might make it possible to measure single X-ray photons usingfilm

íf accomplished, this could be a route to further dose reduction (though the spatial and

density tåde-offs in detection efficiency of film vs. screen-film would have to be taken into

account).
Most commercial microdensitometers only digitize film at 8-bit resolution or a dynamic

range of 256: l. An attempt to overcome this limitation by scanning an image twice at two

iigni t.u.l, has been madè uy Rangayyan and GordonaTo for videodensitometry, However,
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a better approach nowadays is to use a densitometer capable of up to l2-bit density resolution
(dynamic range of 4096:l) using charge coupled device (ccD) sensors (Eikonii, Bedfo¡d.
MA) or lO-bit laser scanning.:':7

while high spatial resolurion of rhe o¡der of 4096 x 4096 pixels, and l2-bit gray scale
quantization, can be achieved now, no electronic display devices are cunently availàble to
display such an image. The largest rmage thar can be displayed is limited to ãS6O x 20+g
pixels on the latest electronic devices (Megascan, Gibsonia, pA). Display controllers with
the capability of displaying such a portion of a large image and real-time zooming over the
full image are also commercially available (MegaScan, Gibsonia, pA; pixar, Sa=n Rafael,
cA). Gray scale resolution is, however, Iimited by the ability of the human eye to distinguish
gray levels. Thus it is necessary to use density slicing or other histogram manipulations.ro
over the l2-bit range (as is done in computed tomography displays). Laser film write¡s/
recorders are availablers to record such displayed high-resolution images back on film (after
digital image processing).

One potentially fruitful area for research is elect¡onic digital mammography, bypassing
film altogether.t06 2or'225 22ó rr0 r32 rró !? 13ó.4r?.¡et The occasionally soaring cost olsiluii-Uuraã
film and the expense of storing and retrieving it has created a long-term need for a more
cost-effective altemative to film-based radiographic procedures. Digital mammographic sys-
tems may use specially designed photoelectronic imaging devices to eliminate the use of
film as the primary recording medium (cf. References 204,308,455, and 572). Asrde from
the obvious advantages of accuracy and performance, since the images are digital, many
digital processing techniques are available without further instrumentation to significantly
enhance the diagnostic quality of the final images. Advantages of such digital systems over
t¡aditional film-based ones also include the capability for electronic archival and matching
with computerized patient records, flexibility ofdisplay, and so on. Digital imaging systemi
incorporating linear anay X-ray sensors have been developed for a range of appliiations in
diagnostic radiology.72 3r2 a6a s5s 585 conventional mammography does not effiCiàntly use all
the X-ray photons passing through the breast. High-efficiency detector systems are being
developed that will be more effective than film/screen and xeromammography in detecting
X-ray photons.33? This will permit a marked reduction in the dose required. The addition
of microfocal spot magnification to grids575 or scanning slits to reduce scattered
radiation4e r '586 62r could also lead to future digital mammography systems that are both
practical and effective. A digital image can also take advantage of the potential avidity of
breast cancer for iodinated contrast material,¡05 and the precontrast image can be subtracted
from the postcontrast image, revealing areas of increased uptake of iodine.33r.33ó The potential
for dual-energy image subtraction3os'ro? may produce significant improvements in radi-
ographic detection of breast cancer.

Chang et al.r6 reported that a low-dose digital mammography system with a ¡esolution
of up to 2 lp/mm (250 p,m) was under development (lp = line pairs). Fritz et al.2o3 have
developed a prototype system to evaluate the use of cr-type linear anay sensors for digital
mammography. While the resolution is now 400 ¡.r,m, the targeted resolution of this system
is 100 p.m. Some available digital radiography units even have up ro l5 lp/mm (about 33
¡.rm) resolution with magnification and microfocal spot X-ray tub€s, but only a few instal-
lations use such equipment for mammography.ro3 Furthermore, the number of photons at
the image detectors for a resolution of 30 pm or higher a¡e insufficient for the contrast by
which the breast tissue structure is clearly defined for the dose now in general use.2oi A
digital mammography system using CCD technology with a target resolution of 5 lp/mm
(100 ¡rm) is also reportedly undergoing investigation.20s

Gold et al.2:5 22ó have proposed that a detector array coupled with an intensifying screen
below the breast could transmit the X-ray signals emanating from above the breast to a
television monitor where contrast could be enhanced by digital manipulation. The advances
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in X-ray television systems2'r'2?e are believed to stimulate this investigation. Altematively,

digital imaging could be coupled to a reusable selenium plate detector. Used with a dedicated

mãmmography X-ray unit, the patrem of charges on the plate could be converted into digital

form from which the image might be stored and manipulated on a computer.r!5 116 Digital

imaging could also be coupled to a phosphor-coated platel after X-ray exposure of the breast

with deãicated mammographic equipment, a scanning laser could "read out" the information

on the plate, converting it to a digital form suitable for digital image processing.12655'It

has been reported that lasers have been used to produce line-scan images of extremely high

resolution, up to 10,000 times as many pixels as a standard TV picture.r8 The imaging of

mic¡ocalcificàtions may thus be practical by this technique. Even if the definition of the

microcalcifications were to be obscured because of a volume effect, they might still increase

the density of the digitized pixel sufficiently to become detectable when contrast is increased

on the disþlay monitor.55u Seeley et al.5or pointed out that contrast resoìution has the greatest

effect on general diagnostic accuracy. However, spatial resolution has the greatest impact

on design'costs, tranimission-speed requirements, and storage needs For example' for a

rc24 ; rc24 image with a lg-bit resolution, doubling the spatial resolution will increase

the amount of infoãnation to be manipulated in each image by 300Va, rvhereas doubling the

contrast resolution will inc¡ease the amount of information to be manipulated 6y only lOTo '

Às Kopansrrt indicated, "ten-line pair per millimeter resolution can be achieved, but this

g.n.rui., 200 megabytes of information per image. Low-cost image display devices are not

ãapable of aisptalini such a large amount of information, and initial studies will require

pråli,,,,'inury uiË*ing ãf tn. .ntire Lreast at low information density. " Since higher resolution

iyri.,o. uå becoming available,?.rÐ,203,so'? 
503 digital mammography should soon attain clin-

ical utility.
Mammography is now the chief tool in detecting early breast cancer' yet it is far from

perfect becaise of its two-dimensional (2D) character. Gordon2r2 recently proposed a new

method for detection ofearly breast cancer by using three-dimensional (3D) digital subtraction

techniquesviaageometricunwarpingprocedure.Thiscannotbedonedirectlybecausebreast
tissue is soft, nðiiUle, anA cn^nges .nap" over time. Each time the breast is compressed

ioi *urn*ogiuptty, it is placed in a somèwhat different onentation' and' of course' normal

menstrual .i.tå 
"lung"t 

ànd aging would have altered its size and shape as well Therefore'

it i, n...rriry to firsifrnd the 1D transformation or "geometric unwarping" (cf. Reference

ã) that relatei a cunent 3D image of a breast to an earlier 3D image' The proposed method'?'

is a combination of 3D imagã enhancement using optimal adaptive neighborhoods (cf'

References14|-143'471,and472),3Dregistrationformatchingconespondingenhance^d
voxels (cf. References z4o anð 2il), and global or piecewise best fit6,5 or octree fittingræ

methods for defuring the parameters of the tãnsformation, followed by 3D recursive ftlt¡atio¡s

,o i.frou" the sigãal_to-noise ratio of the 3D digital subtraction radiograph. The solutio-n

õ,niJpiouf.rn wãuld open the way for a 3D apprõach to diagnosis of early breast cancer.'r2

håduction of the 3D imagei needed for 3D digital subtraction itself requires new

approaches to computed tomography First of all, there is a known advantage to taking

;;ådi";, at viewìng angles in tlr¡åe-dimensional space that are not coplanar.'z34 se4 Thi:

t.r'V.i a U" t¡.¿. This, ii the following discussion, we assume that 3D images are obtained

Uy Jtu.ting a set of serial 2D (CT) se;tions Attention must be paid to keeping the total

ãári ."^p?,i¡r. with that of two-view screen-film mammography' especially if ::t-":lt:,:
oi asympiomatic women is the goal, In commercial-X-ray CT machines' 180 or more vtews

*" tut"n. Thus we a¡e faced wih two prospects: (l) use very few photons per view' or (2)

;; ;"ry few views.z2e The former tras yef to be tried, because of a lack of mathematics

capabte of reconstructing an image from very noisv, if lut"':ut',P':i::llXl,ll3.tåttii
approach was tackled in the context of CT via teleradiology of radiographs"'

unà nn¡tv solved in the context of detection of early melanoma vîa in situ 3D computer
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light microscopy of transilluminated nevi.r3e usable images from only three views, showing
detail unobtainable by any standa¡d cr algorithm with the same numbe¡ of views, weõ
calculable.'ao However, the sensitivity of these new "geometric deconvolution" algorithms
to noise has yet to be determined. (See Frieden and Zoltani'zo'? and Heffeman and Robb:?6
for other methods for cr using only three to four views.) one way of reducing the dose
while collecting data for 3D imagery is to use a steerable X-ray microbeam,r, aimed at the
ends of the mammary ducts, where most breast carcinomas are presumed to begin.órB CT
algonthms that can reconstruct just local regions,5s' or emphasize themrro are avaiiable. The
duct system for each breast could possibly be defined in a single "baseline 3D mammogram',.
This would lead to a new, quantitative understanding of the intemal anatomy of the individual
breast and its variations.

It has been suggested that mammograms, as normally viewed, display only about 37o
of the total information detected.ss It may be possible to enhance mammograms to bnng
out the diagnostic information. We can apply the criterion of,,negentropy" r, a'n.arurã
of information.8' rrs 2rT From information theory, we know that the bound information, i.e,,
information connected with certain specific physical problems, appears as a negative term
in the total entropy of the physical system.so rhis implies that the bound information is
equal to the decrease in entropy or inc¡ease in negentropy, where negentropy is defined as
the negative of entropy.so In the case of images, where there a¡e several possible gray levels,
one may measure the entropy or average information per level of an element by the expected
value of the information contained in each possible level.25' Histogram analysis shows that
enhancement techniques can improve the gray level distribution of the original image over
the entire dynamic range.r38 r42 Thus enhancement techniques that lead to higher entropy
may be extracting the more relevant information.

IV. CT, MRI, AND OTHER MODALITIES FOR BREAST
IMAGING

Because of accumulating evidence that detection at an early stage improves prognosis,
because of its demonstrated ability to detect cancer at nonpalpable stages, and because of
its high spatial resolution, mammography has been in the forefront of methods of b¡east
imaging, Its widespread use has been tempered by the issue of possible risk from low doses
of ionizing radiation, as well as by the fact that, although more accurate than any other
modality, including physical examination, it may still find only 80 to 90Zo ofbreast cancers.ao
These factors have served to stimulate some medical investigators and manufacture¡s of
medical equipment to conduct and support studies of alternative breast imaging proce-
dures rór'330s22,s30 computed tomography (CT) scanning utilizes X-rays to produce high-
contrast images (especially with the injection of a contrast medium) in a cross-sectional
display; diagnostic ultrasonography stresses the differentiation of benign cysts from diag-
nostically indeterminate solid masses that require biopsy; evolving experimental procedures,
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), transillumination light scanning (diaphanog-
raphy), and digital subtraction angiography of the breast (DSAB) cunently are undergoing
preliminary evaluation; and an older procedure, thermography, seems to operate at a high
level of effectiveness only for advanced cancer. All these altematives already have or may
eventually have the ability to provide clinically useful information that complements the
information cunently available from X-ray mammography. However, none of these pro-
cedures is, for now, expected to replace mammography as the frirst-line imaging technique
for the detection and diagnosis of benign and malignant breast lesions.!r'37a

A new imaging modality may have an important role in diagnosis even though it is
inadequate for detection. New technologies, such as CT, MRI, rransillumination light scan-
ning, DSAB, and ultrasound offer a wide selection for patient examination. Each newly
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proposed modality has caused a flurry of interest and optimism.aór For several reasons, these

modalities have not always had the rigorous evaluation they deserve 13r'r2r'{22 Evaluation of
new imaging modalities has been relatively inefficient in the past. If a new method is not

proven to detect very small, highly curable breast tumors, its wide use may delay diagnosis

signifìcantly and lead to an otherwise avoidable loss of life. It has been suggested, theretbre,

that minimum guidelines for the clinical evaluation of any new breast imaging modalitv

should be adopted.a2r'a22

A, COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHIC MAMMOGRAPHY
Computed tomography scanning has gained acceptance as a diagnostic imaging procedure

primarily by virtue of its ability to portray density differences much smaller than those

demonstrable by conventional plain film X-ray techniques. Unfortunately, these density

diffe¡ences cannot be used directly in examining the breast because there is considerable

overlap in the CT numbers of many breast cancers, several types of benign breast lesions.

and dense collections of normal fibroglandular breast tissue.ræ 522 Only by imaging the breast

twice, both before and after intravenous iodide administration, can cT scanning produce

levels of diagnostic accuracy comparable with X-ray mammography sso It has been shown

that the great majority of breast cancers demonstrate at least a 57o increase in CT number

following iodide administration, whereas most benign lesions do not roo-ro1 2re220 The ra-

diological contrast enhancement by contrast agent represents, thus, the principal CT criterion

for the differentiation of benign from malignant lesions.

Two identical prototype units of a dedicated breast CT scanner' (CT/M) were made

available in the late 1970s. Clinical trials with one unit demonstrated slightly increased

cancer detection for cT scanning over mammography,re whereas the other showed no

difference.rro This equipment, developed by General Electric, gave a false-positive rate with

benign lesions higher than that of standafd mammography. ræ.220 5ró The reason is probably

simply the low spatial resolution of the GE cTM: an ordinary 0. l-mm microcalcification

is waihed out by a factor of 10,000 in the I mm x I mm x I cm volume element that

was used. In addition to shortcomings for detection of early breast cancer, this test showed

that CT scanning is inappropriate as a primary diagnostic test for breast cancer, because of

the high cost of the examination, the need for intravenous iodide administration, and the

relativily high radiation dose involved.'o5 Paulusoso summarized the present situation as

follows: .,The high cost of dedicated cT mammographic units, lengthy examination time,

use of large volumes of contrast media, requirement of physician involvement, large space

requirements, high overhead, lower diagnostic accuracy, and increased radiation compared

to mam*ography precluded routine or screening use of breast CT. Clinical investigation of

cT mammography was initially enthusiastic. ror'rø However, it has been virtually discon-

tinued both here and abroad. "
Despite the lack of general clinical utility for breast cT scanning, there ale several

specific, nanowly defined situations in which the examination can prove helpful For ex-

ample, by virtue of its cross-sectional image display, it can be used to achieve prebiopsy

Ioclizatiãn of the ra¡e nonpalpable mammogtaphic lesion that it so close to the chest wall

as to be visible on only one mammographic projection.ra s3o 33r Because it readily indicates

chest wall thickness and also may demonstrate the position of the intemal mammary lymph

node chains, its use has been advocated in treatment planning for women who receive

radiotherapy for primary breast cancer.a2T Most importantly, cT scanning has utility among

patients wìih k¡own brèast cancer in searching for subclinical metastasis to regional lymph

nodes and to deeper structures by contiguous tumor spread s5a 3ea Breast CT also appears to

be a useful diagnãstic tool for follow-up studies of postirradiation of breast cancer, follow-

up studies for þostmastectomy patients, and a screening procedure for high-risk patients,

especially those with dense breasts.r05
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As discussed in Section III.C, the current situation of breast CT scanning may soon tum
a¡ound with the development of arrays of electronic detectors with a resolution of up to l5
pm4e2 ae3 for low-dose digital mammography.!' It has been shown that the addition of dual
energy subtraction imagìng can improve the detection of microcalc ifications , though it does
not help much in soft tissue discrimination. sø.r07 €' Ultimately, we may nevertheless find
it optimal to combine dual energy with CT and geomerric unwarping.

There is another promising approach that is yet to be explored: understanding the phys-
iological processes that cause malignant tissues to have an inc¡eased affinity for iodinated
contrast material.5t2 This may prove useful for breast MRI (see below) by facilitating pro-
duction of successful pafamagnetic contrast agents for breast cancer detection.

B. BREAST MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
In vivo MRI of the breast has been possible only for the past few years, and cunent

experience is far too incomplete to indicate whether it will play a significant role in the
diagnosis of benign and malignant b¡east diseases. Initial investigations were done using
whole-body imaging coils,r?r.22E 16ó 367 'r48,48r'5r7 with limited success. More recently, the
development of high-resolution surface coils has resulted in superior breast images, capable
of demonstrating smaller lesions and finer structural details. r27 r72-r74 18ó.5?0 57r'6¡8 6re

Although limited in scope, current clinical experience with b¡east MRI already indicates
many of its strengths and weaknesses. MRI is superior to mammography in differentiating
solid from cystic lesions, and equivalent to mammography in providing information regarding
different parenchymal patterns.r2? Breast MRI also has an appreciable advantage over mam-
mography in patients with a¡eas of asymmetric dysplastic b¡east tissue.rT3 Fatty and fibrog-
Iandular regions of the breast are clearly distinguished, and areas of dense fibroglandular
tissue are imaged with a greater range of contrast than either mammography or CT scanning.
Large (and some small) breast lesions also are readily portrayed, especially if surrounded
by substantial amounts of fatty tissue.rT3 Even with surface coils, the spatial resolution of
MRI is, however, fa¡ inferior to mammography.5so Moreover, the tiny clustered calcifications
of intraductal cafcinoma and the fine spiculations of invasive breast cancer are not im-
aged. ¡27 332 One of the reasons for this is that calcification, like bone, gives little or no MRI
signal. There has also been difficulty in identifying some masses adjacent to dense a¡eas of
fibroglandular tissue. Although experimental intravenous paramagnetic agents, which high-
light differences in signal intensity between regions of differing tissue pedusion, have been
considered as potential adjuvants to extend the usefulness of MRI for breast cancer detection,
intravenous injection and possible toxicity would prevent their use in screening programs..Es
Not only for these reasons, but especially because of the very high cost of examination, it
is exceedingly unlikely that MRI will be used for breast cancer screening. r27.225.330.530.ier The
cost could, however, come down substantially if the new, relatively high-temperature su-
perconductors are developed into practical magnets.

Despite these shortcomings for screening, breast MRI offers conside¡able promise in
breast disease diagnosis, as a complement to mammography and physical examination.
Currently there is no test short of open or needle biopsy that reliably excludes the diagnosis
of malignancy for solid masses. If MRI could provide this ability, even if only for several
specific benign lesions, it would prove to be a valuable adjunct to the standard diagnostic
evaluation. Current clinical investigations of breast MRI are beginning to address this im-
portant issue.12?53o Attempts to distinguish benign from malignant solid masses solely on
the basis of their morphological features have not met with great success, r7a.28r'332 since MRI
has lower spatial resolution than mammography. "Parallel efforts also have failed to dif-
ferentiate benign from malignant disease simply on the basis of variations in lesion intensity
using different MRI radiofrequency pulse sequences.' '5r0 Cunently the breast MRI technique
has no established clinical indications.5s0 However, it must be remembered that compared
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with the relatively mâture modalities of CT scanning and transillumination light scanning.

breast MRI truly is in its infancy. There are many potentially fruitful lines of investigation
rhat have not yet begun to be explored. For example, it is possible to combine X-ray CT
and MRI pixels in a way that extracts more information than available from viewing CT
and MRI images side by side.'?I It will be many years before the diagnostic potential of
breast MRI is fully evaluated.

C. BREAST TRANSILLUMINATION
Transillumination (diaphanography) of the breast is accomplished by passing light, either

visible or infrared, through the breast and observing or recording the exiting light.rT' This
technique was first used years ago by Cutlerrs¡ and later by others, and the results were not

good enough to allow it to become a meaningful technique in the evaluation of the female

breast. Current techniques selectively utilize the far-red and near-inf¡a¡ed region of the

spectrum because these longer-wavelength photons penetrate more readily through breast

tissue and scatter less, thus resulting in higher photon detection efficiency and higher res-

olution. In addition, it is thought that there may be preferential light absorption by breast

cancer in this portion of the spech!m, so that areas of malignancy absorb more (and therefore

transmit less) Iight than do benign tissues.52r As a consequence, emphasis has shifted away

from real-time viewing by the human eye, which is totally insensitive to near-infrared rays

and towa¡d hard-copy recording of images using special infrared-sensitive photographic

film.2ee4re Two major breast transillumination techniques are currently used. One records

images on infra¡ed-sensitive photographic color film.'3e The advantage of this approach is
its relatively low cost, but the film must be developed by a chemical process that is provided

by only a few commercial photographic laboratories, resulting in delays of up to a week

before images are available for interpretation. With the other technique, images are recorded

by a TV camera especially sensitive to fa¡-red and nea¡-infra¡ed wavelengths.50 This results

in real-time viewing using a standard TV monitor, with recording of images on video tape

or by taking Polaroid photographs off the TV screen.@3 Postacquisition signal processing

has been incorporated into some equipment, providing images that indicate the relative

infra¡ed-to-red transmission in addition to total light transmission.5r0

Reports on the efficacy of transillumination light scanning to detect breast cancer have

shown discrepant results. Bartrum and Crowso were the first to critically assess the transil-

lumination technique. They were optimistic in their preliminary assessment. Sickless'?s re-
ported that the sensitivity of mammography is much higher than that of transillumination

Geslien et al.2r8 used the same type of equipment as Bartrum and Crow, but reported results

simila¡ to those of Sickles. Gisvold et al.22r used equipment that was essentially the same

as that used by Bartrum and Crow, and Geslien et al., and showed that mammography is

superior for detecting malignancy. Of 67 pathologically proven breast cancers, 64 (95.57a)

were detected by mammography and 45 (67 'ZVo) were detected by transillumination. One

of the reasons why there is such a discrepancy is that they used both different number of
examination views and different scanning directions. Other reports have noted va¡ied find-
ings, and further studies are being conducted.6er55 r?'t3e The primary theoretical limitation
to transillumination techniques is that only a very small portion of the incident light, if any'
is transmitted in a straight path through the breast. Thus, the great majority of photons are

scattered extensively, thereby producing low-resolution images.r3o The fact that current

equipment uses large-area light sources and short imaging distances further degrades the

transillumination image.332 The major weaknesses of diaphanography appear to be a relative

inability to image deep lesions, and a questionable ability to detect the small cancers (l cm)

now routinely detected by mammography.5'z2 Drexeler et al r55 showed that even under ideal

conditions, a lesion could not be detected at a depth greater than twice its diameter by

transillumination. Monsees et al,a@ also concluded that transillumination light scanning is
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not competitive with mammography as a screening method for breast cancer detection.
Several authors have suggested clinical utility for transillumination in specific circumstances
when mammography results in questionabre or equivocal findings.lrB However, there has
been no conclusive demonstration that transillumination can serve even as an adjunct to
mammography and physical examination in the evaluation of either symptomatic oiasymp-
tomatic patients. At the present time, transillumination has no established clinical indicaiions
and therelore remains an investigational tool.

Because of the light scatter problem it is not likely that currenr rransillumination devices
will gain widespread clinical acceptance.5ro Scatter reduction methods, say the use of low-
energy lasers, or by raster scanning with a fiber optic point source touching the breast and
by carrying out an inverse radiative transfe¡ (3D deconvolution) computation,e8.,6, should
be investigated furthe¡. The basic physical properties of light absorption in the breast should
also be investigated. The possibility exists for defining wavelengths for breast transillumi-
nation that clearly discrimrnate breâst carcinomas from surrounding benign tissues.

D. BREAST SONOGRAPHY
The search lor a breast cancer screening technique that avoids the potential haza¡ds of

ionizing radiation led to the production and evaluation of dedicated mammographic, sono-
graphic scanners. Kobayashi3:e presented a good review on early developmenis in breast
sonography. For more recent developments in breast sonography see Cole-Beuglet,ìB and
Egan.r6a Efforts to establish the ultrasonic characteristics of breast structures;nd breast
ca¡cinomas have also been reported. 3or'aeó

Although no controlled clinical protocols on comparative studies of sonographical and
mammographic examinations of the breast had been proposed, Egan et al.,¿e designed a
protocol to evaluate the efficacy of breast sonography in a clinical setting. The polential
usefulness of automated breast sonography as a screening device has bein suggèsted by
reports of sonographic cancer detection rates approaching those of X_ray mammogra_
phy.r¡1 r32 However, Iater reports have shown that a large number of nonpalpable turn'ors
detected by mammography were missed by sonography.|,5.róe,¡¡4.¡.t¿ ¡rs.'r¿¿ s¡g.s¡s 

-sonography,

while capable of imaging and categorizing most palpable b¡east masses, ofren failed to ¿àtect
small, nonpalpable cancers. Differentiation of benign from malignant solid masses cannot
be reliably accomplished by sonography. It also could not detect cancers smaller than I cm
in size, and almost never images cancers that present only as clustered calcifications on
mammograms.s2T Although large, benign calcifications produced shadowing, microcalcifi-
cations, often the sole indicato¡s of b¡east cancer, remained largely undetectable.5rB

. For palpable masses, any hand-held, rear-time unit having a transducer frequency no
less than 5 MHz is adequate to identify simple cysts, thereby averting unn.""rr^ry biopri.r.
Hand-held, real-time sonography may be a useful adjunct to mammography for paiienti with
palpable and nonpalpable masses considered indeterminate on mammograms.a'i Automated
water-path instruments designed specifically for whole-breast examination make it possible
to systematically examine the breast in its entirety, an essential feature when breast son-
ography is used to sea¡ch for nonpalpable lesions.rso Relative to that of mammography, the
accuracy of automated whole breast ultrasound has probably been overestimated.

Sonography, in spite of its failure as a screening method, has emerged as the single
most helpful adjunct to mammography in the evaluation of the clinically o, murnmogruph_
ically abnormal breast. róe.257.285,rr8 a5o Cysts, fibroadenomas, and cæcinomas a¡e the most
common masses in the female breast,25e 335 and accurate separation of cysts from other b¡east
lesions is of great clinical importance. The most important clinical role for breast sonography
cunently is the differentiation of cysts from solid masses. In this endeavor, accuracy rates
of 96 to 1007o have been reported,rer'53e far exceeding those of mammography and physical
examination.
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Other proposed, but not yet established, applications of sonography include imaging

dense breaits,ltt 52T the application of Doppler techniques to make benign-malignant differ-

entiations of sonographically detectable maSSes,'2 r'0 and, perhaps, the initial evaluation of

asymptomatic women under 35 years of age.lóe,258 Another proposed application is the

"uâluàtion 
of tissue sunounding augmentation prostheses, where the effectiveness of X-ray

mammography and physical examination is limited.'ró ultrasound-guided aspiration biopsy

of nonpalpábte lesions is beginning to be explored.l5 The detection of axillary lymph node

metastàsei in breast cancer by ultrasound has also been reported se Continuing refinements

in transducer design and signal processing techniques can be expected to produce better

images. The develòpment of acoustic transmission computed tomography for in vivo deter-

minãtion of sonic attenuation and velocity2¡3 aee should permit much mo¡e successful imaging

of fatty tissues, currently a major weakness limiting the utility of breast sonography.']r6

E. BREAST THERMOGRAPHY
Thermography was first utilized for breast disease when Lawson!7 made the observation

that breast *n.air *ar" associated with an elevation of the temperature of the overlying

skin. Various types of thermography are cunently in use, such as telethermography (using

an electronic infiared detector),5'?3 Iiquid crystal thermography,222 o'o computer-assisted ther-

mography,5tt.6rr.u2ó and microwave thermography.'e a'ze A totally diffe¡ent method of infrared

theinography was developed using one- and two-dimensional arrays of Schottky bamer

i.ugin! Oeui.es with charge coupled device (CCD) readouts ra5 This system' operating in

tt. i.gion of high-contrast infrared output from the huma¡ body (3.4 to 4.2 þLm), offers the

promiie of prouiding higher resolution than existing thermographic systems However'

ihroughout itì 30-and-moie-year history, the use of thermography for breast cancer detection

has been controve¡sial.
The mechanism of tumor thermogenesis and heat t¡ansfer is still poorly understood. [t

is usually assumed that an abnormal thermal gradient associated with a cancer is a product

of its accelerated metabolism. The work of Lawson and chughtairos has provided support

for this hypothesis. until recently, conduction of heat was considered to play the primary

,.ãi, in tr.t" i..otAing of superficiaily located abnormalities, resulting in a so-called overlying
,,hot spot" on the thermogram. conversely, venous convection was thought to be the primary

mode ;f heat transfer for deeper-seated abnormalities. The deeper cancers were believed to

iicrease the temperature of adiacent blood, which then coursed from deep veins to superficial

ueinsonits*aytoaplexusofrichvenousanastomosesbeneaththeareola.Love,r5showever'
has recently dísputeà thes" theories and has shown thât the metabolic rate of most cancers

is too low to aicount for the measured temperature increase. According to Love, blood

prrrurion, and not the local heat from the tumor, is the main factor controlling the variation

in io.ur ,nn temperature, which becomes a direct indicator of subsurface blood flow.

According to this iheory, the increased blood perfusion is pa* of a generalized response to

the tumoi Indirect suiport for the tissue perfusion hypothesis may be obtained from the

^u*ogruÌn, 
of patients with ca¡cinoma o¡ the b¡east, It has been noted that approximately

i5Lo of-all canceìs will be associated with a local increased caliber of the veins in the

affected breast. r4T

Because most of the reported investigations on breast thermography have been anecdotal

and/or lacked definitive comparisons with other modalities, the value of thermography cannot

be accufately assessed. Thire is little evidence to indicate that thermography lowers the

,tug. ut a.t.átion, and neither does a positive thermogram in screening seem to have a strong

pre"dictiue value.ars yet, because thermography is rapid, noninvasive, and safe, it was once

included as a screening modality in the-Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Projects'

However, the cancer detection raie of thermography was only 4210, a clinically unacceptable

ievel, especially compared with rates of 57% fot physical examination and 9l7o for mam-
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mography, so it was abandoned.ór presentry, thermography has severe limitations in the
detection of breast cancer. It is least reliable in the detection of the small cancers that are
most amenable to successful rherapy. It is felt that thermography may srill be an invesri_
gational tool, to be used in breast cancer screening only when a specifìc protocol is available
that allows subsequent objective evaluation ofresults. Initial overconfidence in thermography
led to the development of computer image processing techniques for the analysis oi ther-
mograms.223 The role of thermography in determining prognosis and treatment of breast
cancer patients should continue to be scientifically investigated. it is especially important
that additional resea¡ch be undertaken to determine the nature of tumor tn..,no!"n.iir.

F. DIGITAL SUBTRACTION ANGIOGRAPHY OF THE BREAST
The most common, difficult problem encountered in screening is rhe differentiation of

benign lesions from malignant cancers. Typically, malignant breast tumors constitute only
I0to30Va of a breast lesions submitted for biopsy. reó,2eo.3e5,4 re As reported by Moskowitz,r a'

a sharply defined l-cm nodular density, a common nonpalpable mammographic finding
usually representing a fibroadenoma, has an approximately 2Eo chance of being malignani
Even with the addition of other noninvasive diagnostic modalities, say ultrasound, tiansil-
lumination light scanning, or MRI, mammography cannot, with cenainty and accuracy,
differentiate malignant from benign breast lesions without some form of invasive surgical
intervention: either needle or open biopsy. Although biopsy plus pathologic examination
represents the most accurate method for differentiating between benign and malignant breast
lesions, surgical biopsy is disfiguring, risks infection, and may enhance metastasis. Further,
the costs associated with surgeon and pathologist involvement, operaring facilities. and
patient hospitalization increase the cost of cancer diagnosis. Needle biopsy represents a less
expensive altemative to this procedure, but it is reliable only if findings are positive, since
a negative result may be due to missing the lesion.

Preliminary clinical results demonstrate the potential of the new, noninvasive diagnostic
procedure, digital subtraction angiography of the breast (DSAB), for differentiation of benign
and malignant lesions, and justify further investigations of its use as an alternative to surgical
biopsy. Flynn et al. , 

re2 Ackerman et al. ,3 and Watt et al.@.øs reported their initial expeúence
with DSAB for the diagnosis of breast lesions detected by mammography. They investigated
whether intravenous DSAB can provide accurate differentiation based on the vascularity
of a lesion and the kinetics of iodinated contrast mâterial. It is believedre2 that the meta-
bolically altered blood flow cha¡acteristics of malignant tumors, as reflected by the
kinetics of iodinated contrast material, may be valuable in distinguishing malignant and
benign breast lesions, and that the subtle uptake of iodine in malignant tumors consequent
to an intravenous contrast injecrion may be observed with DSAB by utilizing specialized
techniques (immobilization for the following of late phases, magnification techniques using
low kvp, and removal of the grid). watt et al.ffi found that DSAB consistenrly demonstrated
retention of contrast material and abnormal vasculature in malignant lesions, but not in
benign lesions. lû the 22 breast lesions for which there was histopathologic conelation,
DSAB conectly cat€gorized 8 of9 malignant and ll of 13 benign lesions. Criteúa for
malignancy include the presence of abnormal vessels feeding the lesion and a ,,blush"
(localized, prolonged retention of contrast material) in the area of the lesion. @s They claimed
that although the number of examinations in this series is too low for statistical significance,
the preliminary results suggested that DSAB may provide a noninvasive, accurate, cost-
effective tool in the diagnosis of breast cancer. The¡e are also reports on technical facto¡s
in DSAB technique published recently. For example, Block et al.76 have invented a device
that facilitates patient positioning and provides good compression of the breast during digital
subtraction angiography. It is believed that with further development of digital subtraction
angiography techniques3s' this modality may be a useful adjunct to mammography in the
diagnosis of breast cancer.
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V. SUMMARY

Breast cancer is the most common malignant neoplasm and the leading cause of cancer

deaths in women. The means to prevent breast cancer has not yet been found Despite the

lack of preventive measures, benef,tts from eafly detection, diagnosis, and treatment include

a high operative cure rate, less morbidity, a need for less extensive tissue removal, and a

better opportunity for rehabilitation than is seen with more advanced lesions'

Mammography is at present the only reliable means of detecting nonpalpable cancers,

and can detect many small breast cancers in early stages, when they may be curable. ft

should be applied more widely, especially in screening âsymptomatic women aged 50 or

over. Clinical breast examination and b¡east self-examination are also recommended for

asymptomatic women for the detection of early breast cancer'

In recent years, there has been great interest in developing altemative techniques for

breast imaging. Such new technologies âs computed tomography, magnetic resonance im-

aging, transillumination diaphanography, ultrasound, thermography, and digital subtraction

angiography may eventually offer a wide selection for options. Potentially fruitful areas for

resea¡ch a¡e digital mammography, applications of digital image processing and pattem

recognilion techniques in digital mammography, and computer-aided diagnosis'
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GENERATION OF NOISE IN BINARY IMAGES

This appendix has been reprinted fuom CVGIP: Graphical Models and Image

Processing, vol. 53, no. 5,7997.
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Generation of Noise in Binary lmages*
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We pres€nt an algorithm for binary nois€ generation, with
which noisy images Mth specific noise levels caI¡ be generated for
any given binary image. It should facilitate the expe¡imental eval.
uation of differ€nt image processing and classiñcåtion algorithms
on binary ímages. s l99¡ Áød.mk pß, rnc.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are a variety of operations [], such as coding,
contour following, and skeletonization, performed on bi-
nary images (also referred to as binary patterns, or bilevel
images/patterns). Medical image processing [2]. engi-
neering drawing/processing [3], and other machine ma-
nipulations of imagery data often incorporate binary im-
age processing at some stage in their application.
Classification of binary patterns [4, 5] is also an importanr
topic in pattern recognition. In evaluating various image
processing and classification algorithms on binary im-
ages, it is often necessary to analyze their tolerance and
sensitivity to noise. It is apparent that a simple and prac-
tical algorithm for generating controlled amounts of bi-
nary noise would find many applications.

II. METHOD

A. Def nitíons and Terninologies

Let bina4'image / be represented by

- [ l. object.
J¡= I (l)

[ 0, background,

where i = 1,2, . . - , N, and N is the toral number of
pixels in the region R of an image I under consideration.
R could be any subset of I, but it would generally be

' This \vork was suppoñed in part by a Universiry of Manitoba grad.
uate fellowship and a grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada.

convex and connected, such as a rectangle or circle
definition we have the mean and uariante of f

By letting N" be the number of pixels for the object u it hin
the region R. we have the variance of the signal

. I tå \'-\ ' I

": = N [l {r -l)r + > 7:]

t-
= 

" 
tlv.t I -.f ,) - t¡' - 

^'")1:l

= * [* (' - *)'- (v - N") (+r'l

N. L N"r=N\'-îl (lr

Similarly, if N" denotes the number of pixels for rhe
noise, i.e.. the number of pixels that are to be alrered.
within the same region R. rve have the variance of the
noise

' N. /. N"\
"; = N (l - Nl 15)

The signal-to-noís¿ r¿l¡b (SNR). a measure of noise level
in decibels [6], may be determined by

,-lr
SNR = l0 loe,n {ì ). (6)
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FfC.2. Test image (a) in â square: N = a125.,\ = 1030. N./N =

0.24. No¡sy images with SNRs of l5 dB {b). l0 dB (c). 5 dB (d). 0 dB {eì.
and - 1.3 dB (f).

Some observations can be made from Eq. (9). Because
of the characteristics of binary images. the curve of q:
versus N./N is parabolic with a maximum at N./N: l/2
in [0, l] (see Eq. (a)). In other words, when N./N < l/2.
the smaller the number of object pixels, the less the vari-
ance of signal. When N"/N > l/2, the larger the number
of object pixels, the less the variance. The former state-
ment is obvious. The unde¡standing of the latter is. how-
ever, based upon the fâct lhat the higùer the number of
object pixels, the less room for lhe variation of the pat-
tern. This is simply because binary images take only two
possible pixel values. These observations are also true in
the case of noise. Keeping these remarks in mind. we
select the number of noise pixels from Eq. (9) as follorvs.
When N"/N < l12, we choose the negative sign for the
second term of Eq. (9), even though the positive sign u ill
give the same SNR value. We choose the negative sign
arbitrarily when No/N = l/1. The positive sign is chosen
for N"/N > l/2. Explicitly, we have

ror ¡ = ;.
fl l)

otherwise.

0.2

-o.l
l5-5-10

SNR

FIG. l. Craph ofN"/N vs SNR.

where ø] and oi are the variance of the signal and noise.
respectively.

B. Nois¿ Generation

The generation of binary noise for a binary image may
be carried out by randomly selecting some Nn of the total
pixels N of the image and reversing their vâlues from 0 to
I or vice versa. The random pixel selection is performed
according to a uniform distribution between I and N.

Now consider the specific problem of calculating N"
from the given N, No. and the desired SNR. In other
words, how many pixels in the image are altered to
achieve the desired noise level? By substituting the ex-
pressions for ø. and qn into Eq. (6). and making simple
rearrangements, we have

lz0-B).
¿

ltil+8).

/^L\'- N" -\N/ -N-'4=o' (7)

where the constant Á is given by

¡ = ¡¡ ,n*,olL (, _ *) (B)

The solution of the above equation (7) is, therefore.

where I is calculated from Eq. (10). A graph of À¡"/.\
versus SNR is shown in Fig. I .

Note that only a limited number of negative SNRs
could possibly be generated for a given binary image. i.e..
a fixed N./N. For instance. for N"/N = l/1. the Ieast
SNR that could be created is 0.

III. EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSIONS

Four experiments were carried out to demonstrate the
proposed method. For all examples noisy images \\,ith

FIC. 3. Tesr image (a) in a square: N = 3l¡3.,\" = 1010. N.,/.\'=
0.11. NoisyimageswithSNRsof l5dB{b). ¡0dB(c).,sdB(d).0dBier.
and -0,6 dB (f).

e &æ@@ffiffiT(l * B).

, = [' - 4' ¡s "^"0&(, -])l'' ( r0)
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FIG,4. lnverse of FiB. 2å as a test image (a): N = 4225. N. = 3195.

N"/N = 0.7ó, Noisy images with SNRS of l5 dB (b). l0 dB (c). -5 dB {d).
0 dB (e). and -1.3 dB (f).

SNRs of 15, 10,5, and 0 dB were generated. Images with
the least possible SNRs (-0.6 dB for a square region and

- 1.3 dB for a circle region) were also created. We delib-
erately select test patterns (Figs. 2a and 3a) with N"/N <
l/2 for the first and second experiments. In the first ex-
periment, the generated noisy images, of which noise pix-
els are created for the test image in a square region. are
shown in Figs. 2b-2f. For the second example, noise
pixels are conslrained to be inside a circle only (Figs. 3b-
3f).

ln the third and fourth experiments (Figs. 4 and 5), test
palterns are simply the inveled counterpart of the pat-
lerns in the first two examples. That is, for these patterns
N.lN > l12. The created noisy images are shown in Figs.
4b-4f and 5b-5f. Note that it is because N"/N > l/2 that
these noisy images appear as the negatives of those with
the same SNRs generated from the first two tesl patlerns.

In summary, a method of binary noise generation has
been developed in lhis note. With this method noisy im-

FlG. 5. Inverse ofFig.4a as a tesl image (a)i N = 3311. 
^!. 

= 2283.
N./N = 0.69. Noisy images \\irh SNRs of l5 dB (b). I0 dB (c¡. 5 dB td ).
0 dB (e). and -0.6 dB (f),

ages with different noise levels can be generated for any
given binary image in any specific region. This method
should facilitate the experimental evaluation of dilferent
image processing and classifrcation algorithms on binar¡'
images.
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APPENDIX 5

SOURCE CODE OF ZERNIKE MOMENTS FUNCTIONS

This appendix contains C source code of functions for computing Zernike moments

(Chapter 5), as well as recognizing orientation and detecting symmetric axes in planar

objects using the phase information in Zernike moments (Chapter 6).
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/************rr************************************************************

zernikemoment. h

This header file containg constants, types, and function prototypes.

(C) Copyright The Laboratory of Dr. Richard cordon. 1991.
All rights reserved.

*************************************************************************/

#include <math. h>

#ifndef NULL

#define NUI,L 0L /* null pointer value */
#endif

#define PI 3.141593 /* i */
#define Two_PI 6.283185 /* 2rr ),/
#define RÀDIAN_TO_DEGREE 5'l .2957A /* radian to degree fator */
#define DEGREE_TO_RÀDIÀN 0.017453 /* degree to radian fal(or t /

#define l-fAx_X 65 /* max pícture size in horiz,. and *,/
#define MÂx_Y r'{.Ax_x /* in vert. di-iection */
#define ¡4AX_N f7 /* max o¡der in computing Zerike moments *./

#define S!1ÀLL_REÀI L.0e-16 /* small float/double value */
#define TOLERÀNCE t.Oe-4 /* fractional precision for optimization *,/

#define ZM_ABS_NORM O /* abEolute norm */
#define ZM_EUCL_NORM L /* EuclÍdean norm */
#define ZM_MÀX_NORM 2 /* maximum norm */

/* some useful macros 'rl
#define nAx(a,b) ((a) > (b) ? (a) ! (b))
#define \¡ECTORMÀG ( a, b) sqrr((a)*(a)+(b)*(b))

/* function prototypes */
double go3-den(double ax, double bx, double cx. double (*f) (double x)l

double tol, dÕuble *xmin) i

double get_rnl_val( int n, int I, double r)i
int ca 1_zernike_moment_va1( int nx, int ny, int **fr int n, int 1,

double *cnl, double *sn1) i
int cal_zernike_moments ( int nx, int ny, int **f, int nmin, int nmax,

Page I
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double **cnl, double **snl, double **anl)i
int test_zm_moment(void) ;

int **imatrix(int nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch);
void free_imatrix ( int **m, int nrI, int nrhr int ncI, int nch);
double **dmatrix(int nrlr int nrh, int ncl, int nch);
voÍd free_dnatrix( doubte **m, int nrl, int nrh, int ncLr int nch);
int getjict(char *fname, int *nx, int *ny, int **f)i
int putjict(char *fname, int nx, int ny, int **f)i
double factorial(int n) ;
int cal_rnl_coeff s ( int nmax, char *zm);
int get_zm_ì-ndex( int n, int m)t
int get3olar_coords ( double xO, double y0, int x, int y, double *theta,

double *rho) i
int get_zernike_moments ( int nmin, int nmaxf char *zm, double **cn1,

double **snl ) ì

double zm_orien_abs_norm( double theta) i
double zm_orien_euc L_norm( double theta)i
double zm_orien_max_norm ( double theta)i
int get_zm_oríen( int nminr int nmax. châr *2m1, char *2m2, int norm,

double *orien, double *err) i
int test_zm_orien ( void ) t

double zm_symmaxi s_abs_norm( double theta)t
double zm_slnunaxi s_eucl_norm ( double theta);
double zm_syrunaxig_max_norm( doubLe theta) t
int get_zm_slmmaxis ( int nmin, int nmax, char *zm, int normr

double *axis, double *err) i
int test_zm_syrunaxÍs (void) ;

int zm_contrib( int n, double **cnl, double **snl, int nx, inÈ nx.
double **f ) i

int zm_recons(int nmin, int nmin, double **cnl, doubLe **snI, int nx,
int ny, char *fname) i

int test_zm_recons (void) ;
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/******************Jr******************************************************

zm qeneralc

This file contains general functions about Zernike moments.

(c) copyright The Laboratory of Dr, Richard cordon. 1991,
.A11 rights reserved.

* * *** * ** * * ** * * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * rr * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** **** * /

#include <stdio.h>
#include <std]ib. h>
#include " zernikemoment. h "

/************************************************x************************

name3 imatrix

description: Allocates an int matrix with range I nrl . . nrh ] [ ncl . . nch ] .
The returned value is the matrix's address, if successfuli
other\,¡ise, a NULL pointer is returned ínstead.

syntax¡ int ,r*imatrix(ínt nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch)

e¡rítten by3 x. zhou
date: september 16, 19 91

* ,r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,r * ). * * * * * * * /
int * *imatrix (

int nrl, /* the lower bound, and */
int nrh, /* the upper bound of the ro\,rs index *,/
int ncl, /* the lower bound, and */
int. nch /* the upper bound of the columns index *,/

){
int i' * *mi

/* allocate pointers to ro\,¡s */
m = (int *'.)maLloc( (unsigned) (nrh-nrl+l ),çsizeof(int*) ) t
if ( lm) return NU!L'
m -= nrl i

/* allocate rorss and set pointers to them */
for 1i = nrli i <= nrht i++) {

m[i]=(int *)maI1oc( (unsigned) (nch*ncl+L)*sizeof (int) ) ;
if ( ¡m[i] ) return NU!L;
mlil -= ncl'
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)
/* return pointer to array of poj-nters to rov¡s */
return m;

)

/***********************rr*************************************************

names free imatrix

descriptionr Frees an int matrix allocated \.rith imatríx( ).

syntax¡ void free_imatrix( int **m. int nrl, int nrh, int. nc1,
ínt nch )

written by! X. Zhou
date3 September 161 1991

***************************************************************** * * **** * * /
void free_imatrix (

int **m, /* the int ¡natrix */
int nrl, /* the lower bound, and */
int nrh. /* the uppeï bound of the rows index */
int ncI. /* the lo!¿er bound. and */
int nch /* the upper bound of the columns index */

)t
int i;

for 1i = nrh¡ i >= nrlt í--) free((char*) (¡ntil+ncl) )t
free( (char* ) (m+nrI) );

]

names dnatri-x

description! Allocates a double natrix L'ith range I nrl . . nrh I I ncl . . nch ] .
The returned vaLue is the matrix's address, j-f successful;
otherwise, a NULL pointer is returned instead.

syntax¡ double **dmatrix(int nrl, int nrh. int ncl, int nch)

written by: X. zhou
date3 September 16, 19 91

* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * i *x * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * /
double * *dmatrix (

int nrl, /* the loh'er bound, and *,/
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i-nt nrh, /* the upper bound of the rovrs index *,/
int ncl, /* the lor¿er bound, and */
int nch /* the upper bound of the columns j-ndex */

){
int í;
double tr*m;

/* allocate pointerg to ro\,¿s */
¡ = ldouble *;. 

¡ ¡alloc ( ( unsigned ) (nrh-nrl+1 )*sizeof(double*) );
íf ( ¡m) return NULL'
m -= nrl;

/* alLocate rows and set pointers to them */
for (i = nrl; i <= nrh; i++) {

In[i] = (double rr)matloc( (unsigned) (nch-ncl+l)*sizeof(double) ) i
if ( tm[i] ) return NUtLi
n[i] -= ¡s1'

)
/* return pointer to array of Þointers to rows */
return mi

)

name3 free_dmatrix

description: Frees a doubLe matrix allocated with dmatrix0.

syntax3 void free_ù[atrix ( double **m, int nrl, Ínt nrhr int ncll
int nch )

\,rritten by ! X. Zhou
dates September 16, 19 91

******************************************************************rr******/
void free_dmatrix(

double **m, /* the double matrix */
int nrJ-, /* the lower bound, and *,/
int nrh, ,/* the upper bound of the ror,rs index */
int ncl, /* the l-o\,¡er boundr and ,t/
int nch ,/* the upper bound of the columne index */

){
int i;

for 1i = nrh; i >= nrlt Í--) free((char*) (m[i]+ncI));
free( (char*) (m+nrl) ) t

)
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name ! getjict

description: cet the picture F from the file FNÀ.¡!E. The size is
returned Ín NX and Ny.

eyntax! int. getjict(char *fname, int *nx, int *ny. int **f)

errors: 0 - no error
-1 - cannot open the file FNÄME

-2 - picture size (NX, Ny) too large

\tritten by! X. Zhou
date¡ Septenber 16, 19 91

******************************************************************* ****** /
int getjict (

char *fname, /* tiLe name contains the desired picture *,/
int *nx, /* returned picture size in horiz., and */
int *ny, /* the vert, directions */
int **f. /* the returned picture data *,/

){
int i, j¡
FILE *ín, * fopen ( );

if ((in = fopen(fname, "r")) == NULL) return -1i
clearerr(in)i
fscanf ( in, "*d\tgd\n" r nx, ny)i
íf 11*¡*¡ > M¡,X_X ll (*"y) > MÀX_Y ) /r. picture size too laîge */

return -2i
for (j = 0, j < (*ny)t j++)

for (i = 0; i < 1*¡¡¡¡ t ia1¡
fscanf ( in, "8d\r'¡ &f I j]ti1)t

return 0i
)

/******************ir**********************rr*******************************

name : put Ìict

description: Save the picture F of sj-ze NX and Ny to the fiLe FN.AttE.

syntax¡ int putjict(char *fname, int nx, int. ny¡ int **f)

errors: 0 - no error
-1 - cannot open the file FNÀME
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-2 - picture size (NX, Ny) too targe

written by! X. Zhou
date: septenber 16, L991

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ****** ***t *** /
int. putjict (

cha tfname, /* the desired file name */
int lÌxr ,/* the picture size in horiz., and */
int ny. /* the vert. directions *,/
int *t f /* the picture data to be saved */

){
ínt i, j, value;
rILE *out, *fopen( ) i

if ( (out = fopen(fname, "tr") ) == NULL) return -1;
clearerr(out);
fprintf(out, " 8d\ttd\n" , nx, ny)i
for (j = 0r j < nyr j++)
{

for (i = 0; i < nxt i++)
fprint.f(out, "8d\t', f t jltil)t

fprintf(out, "\n" ) t
)
fclose ( out ) i
return 0i

)

/*************************************************************************

name! factorial

description: compute the factorial Nt as the returned, in double
precÍsion,

syntax! double factorial(int n)

\,rritten by ¡ X, Zhou
date¡ septenber 16, L99l

* * * * * * r. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ************ ***t *** /
double factorial (

int n

)t
int n0 = ni
double P = nt

if 1n0 <= 0) return L.ot
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nhile (n0 >= 2) P *= --ngi
return p;

)

/****************************************************************rr********

names cal_rnI_coeffs

description: Compute the Zernike polynomial coefficients up to order
NMAX, and save them in the given file zM.

syntax¡ int cal_rnl_coef fs ( int nmax, char *zm)

errors! 0 - no error
-l - cannot save the Zernike polynomial coefficients

written by¡ X. Zhou
dates Septerìber 16, 19 91

* * * * r. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tr * * * * * * * * t rt * rt /
int cal_rnl_coeffs (

int nmax, /* max order for computi-ng zerníke polynomial- coeffs */
cbar *zm /* */

)i
int I, s, n, nml¡ npt2, nml2t
double pt
FILE *out, * fopen ( ).

íf ( (out = fopen(zm, r'w")) == NULL) return -1;
clearerr(out)i

fprintf(outr "Radial Poltnomial coefficients for Zernike Moment calculation\ n\ n " ,
for ¡n = 0; n <= nmax; n++)
{

fprintf(out, r'***** orcler n = td\n", n);
for 11 = 0i I <= n; I++)
t

nml = n-l;
if ((nml e 1) == 0) ,/* n-I is an even nunber */
t

fprintf(out, " ** angular dependence I = Cd\n", l)i
nml2=nml/2;
np]-2=(n+Ll/2i
for (s = 0; s <= nm12; s++)
t

p = factorj-al( n-s ) / factorial ( s ) ,/factorial ( np12 -s ) /factorial ( nnI2 -s
if(s&1)P=-P;
fprintf(out, "s = 8d;\tp = 820.lf\n", s, Þ)t
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)
fprintf(out' " '+*\n" );

)
i
fprintf(out, n*****\n\n" 

) i
)
fclose(out);
return 0i

)

/*********J.***********************************rr************************x**

name¡ get_zm_index

description: cet, as the returned value, the Zernike moment index of
the order N and angular dependence M,

syntax: int get_zm_j-ndex ( int n, int m)

Ì¡rit.ten by¡ X. Zhou
dates September 16, 19 91

*********tr******************************************************* t¡******* /
int get_zm_index(

ínt n, /* t.he order * ,/
int m /* the angular dependence */

){
int i, n21r s0. s = Oi

íf ¡n == 0) return Li /* zero order */

if ((n e L) == 0) ,/* n is an even number */
{

n21 = floor( (n-r)/2) + L,
s0 = 0i

)
el se
{

n2]. = fLoor (n/2) ì
s0=n21 +1i

)
for 1i = 1; i <= n2Lt i++) s += ii
s += s + s0 + (floor(m/2) + I)¡
return si

)

/**********rr************************************x*************************
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name ! getjolar_coords

description; Convert the Cartesian coords (xry) to polar coords
(thet.a, rho). Theta is fro¡n the x-AxIS and positive
counterc lockr^rj-se ,

syntax¡ int getjolar_coords ( double xO, double yo,
int x, int y, double *theta, double *rho)

errorsr 0 - no error
-1 - picture size too sna1l

lrritten by3 X, Zhou
date! September 16, 19 91

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t< t * tt * /
int get jolar_coords (

double x0, /* the picture'e centre */
double y0,
int xt /* the Cartesian coords */
int y,
double *theta, /* E}i,e returned polar coords 'kl
double *rho

){
double r, dx, dy;

r = (x0 > y0) ? x0 I y0; /* take the long side as diameter */
if (fabs(r) < s¡{ÀrIJ_REAr ) return -1;
dx=(x+0.5)-xoi
dy=(y+o.s)-yot
*theta = atan2 ( -dy, dx);
if ç 1*¡¡u¡", < SMÀLL_REA¡ ) ,/* always return positive angle value */

*theta += TWO_PI;
*rho = sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy) / ri
return 0i

)

names get_zernike_moments

descrì-ption: cet the Zernike moments CNL and SNL of orders NMIN to
NI'Í.AX from the f iles zM.

syntax: int get_zernike_momentE ( int nmin, int. nmax,
char *zm, double **cnl, double **snl)
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errors: 0 - no error
-1 - cannot open the file zm

-2 - the number of items per line not matched
-3 - the order or angular dependence does not match

that in the moment fil-e

written by! X. Zhou
date¡ September 16, 19 91

****************************************r.************************x*******/
int get_zernike_moments (

int nmin, /* the min and */
int nmax, /* min orders of Zernike moment */
char *zm, /* the object file name *,/
double ¡**cnlr ,/* the real part, and */
double **snl /* the imaginary part of the Zernike moments */

){
j-nt j, k¡ /* tmp vars */
int n, Ii /* order and angular dependence */
double c, st aì ,/* intermedÍate moment vars r,/
FILE *in, *fopen( ) i

íf ((in = fopen(zm, "r")) == NULL) return -Lt

clearerr ( in ) t
for 1n = 0i n < nmini n++) /* skip the un\^tanted ones in ZM */

for (1 = 0; 1 <= n; I++) {
if ((n-I & 1) == 0) { /* n-I is an even number */

if (fscanf (in,,,Bd,td:\t.ttf\ttlf\t.tIf\n"r
ej, ek, &c, &s, &a) ¡= 5) return -2;

)
)

for (n = nmini n <= nmax; n++)
for 1l = 0; 1 <= nt 1++) {

if ((n-1 & 1) == 0) { /* n-I is an even number */
j.f ( fscanf ( in, "td,td:\rtIf\rglf\rglf\n,,,

&j, ek, &c, Ês, &a) t= 5) return -2i
if (jt=n ll t<r=f ¡ return -3i
cnlIn] [l] = ct
snllnl [1] = st

)
)

fclose ( in) i
return 0i
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/****************************************************rr********************

zm_moment . c

This file contains functions for computing Zernike moments.

(C) Copyright The Laboratory of Dr. Richard cordon. 1991.
All rights reserved.

********************************************************r.**********r.*****/

#include <stdio. h>
#j-nclude <Etring. h>
#include " zernikemoment. h "

name¡ get_rn1_val

description: CÕmpute. as the returned value, the radial zernike
polynomial value of order N, angular dependence L at
dist.ance R.

syntax¡ double get_rnl_val ( int nr int L, double r)

wrítten byr x, zhou
date: September 16, 19 91

****************************************************************** * * * * * * * /
double get_rn1_val (

int n, /* zernike moment o;der */
int l, /* angular dependence */
double r ,/* radial distance */

){
double 12, R0 = 0,0t

if (n<0llf >n) return Ro;
v) = r ). r,

s!¿itch (n)
t
case 0i

if (1 == n) R0 = 1.0t
break;

case I ¡

if(t==n)R0=r;
breaki

case 2 ¡
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if (1 == 0) R0 = 2,o*r2-!.oi
else if (1 == n) R0 = r2t
break;

if (I == 1) R0 = r*(3.0*12-2.0)i
else if (1 == n) R0 = r*r2;

. break;
case 4 ¡

if (I == 0) R0 = 6.0,k(r2-1.0)*r2+7,0ì
else íf (1 == 2) R0 = 12*(4.0,tr2-3,O)ì
else if (1 == n) R0 = r2*r2;
break;

case 5 ¡

if (I == 1) R0 = r*((10.0*12-12.0)*r2+3.0).
else if ( I == 3 ) R0 = r*r2* ( 5. O),r2-4.0, ì
else if (1 == n) R0 = rrrr2*r2i
break ¡

case 6!
if (1 == 0) R0 = ((20.0*12-30.0)*r2+12.0)*r2-1.0i
else if (L == 2') R0 = 12*((15.0*T2-20.0)*12+6.0),
else if (t == 4) R0 = r2'rr2*(6.0*12-5.0);
else íf (1 == n) R0 = r2*r2*r2i
break;

case 7:
if (I == 1) R0 = r*(( (35.0*12-60.0¡*¡2a39.0 r*r2-A.Ori
else if (I == 3) RO = r*r2*( (21.0*12-30.0)*12+10.0);
else if (f == 5) R0 = r*r2*r2*(7.0*12-6.0);
else if (I == n) R0 = rtr2tî2*r2i
break;

case 8 !

íf (I == 0) R0 = (((70.0*12-140.0)*12+90.0)*12-20.0¡,t¡2a1 .6.
else if (1 == 2) R0 = 12*(((56.0*r2-105.0),kr2+60,0)*12-10.0);
else if (I == 4) R0 = 12,rr2*( (28.O*r2-42.0)*r2+15.0),
else if (1 == 6) &0 = !2*t2*¡.2*(8.0*12-7.0);
eLse if (I == n) RO = r2tÍ2).r2*r2ì
breaki

case 9¡
if (1 == 1) R0 = r*((((126.0*r2-28O.Ol*y)a210.0¡*¡2-6g,0)*r2+5,0),
else if (1 == 3) R0 = r*r2*(((84.0*r2-168,0)*r2+105.0)*r2-2O.Orì
else if (I == 5) RO = r*r2*r2*((36.0*12-56.0)tr2+2LO)í
else if (1 == 7) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2*(9.0*12-8,0);
else if (f == n) RO = r*t2*r2*r2*r2ì
break;

case 10:
if (f == 0) R0 = ((((252.0*12-630.0)'rr2+560.0)*12-210.0)*r2+30.0)*r2-L.Oi
else if (1 == 2) RO = 12*((((210.0*r2-504.0¡*¡2a429.0)*12-140.0)*r2+15.0),
else if (I == 4) R0 = 12*r2*( ((I2O.O*r2-252.0)*r2+168.0)*12-35.0);
else if (I == 6) R0 = r2*r2*r2t ((45.0*12-72.0)*r2+28.0);
else if (t == 8) R0 = r2*r2*r2*r2*(10.0*12-9,0),
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else if (1 == n) R0 = r2*r2*r2*t2*t:2i
break;

case 111
if (I == 1) R0 = r*(((((462.0*12-126o,O)xy)+1260.0)*¡l-560.0¡*¡21165.0)*12-6.0
eLse if (I == 3) R0 = r*12*((((330.0*12-840.0¡*¡2a75a.0)*r2-280.0)*12+35.0)t
else if (I == 5) R0 = r*12*12*(((165.0*r2-360.0¡*¡2*2Ur.O)*r2-56.0);
else if (I == 7) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2:r( (55.0*12-90,0)*12+36.0)'
elge íf (I == 9) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2*r2ìt(11.0*12-10.0);
eLse j-f (I == n) R0 = r*r2*r2:tr2t r2*r2ì
break;

case 12:
if ( 1 == 0) R0 = ( ( ( ( ( 924. 0*12-27'l 2.0)'ty2+3L50. O) *r2-1680. O ) *12+420. o) * 12-42.0
else if (1 == 2) R0 = 12*( ((((792.O,tt2-23!O,O¡*¡2a2520.0¡*¡2-12UO.O)*r2+280,0)
else if (1 == 4) R0 = 12*12*((((495.0*r2-1320.0¡t¡2a1269.0)*12-504.0)*r2+70,0)
else if (1 == 6) R0 = 12*12*r2*(((220.0*12-495.0¡*¡2a359.0)*12-84.0);
else if (1 == 8) RO = r2*r2*t2*r2*( (66.0*12-110.0)r{r2+45.0).
else if (1 == 10) RO = \2*r2*r2*r2*r2rr(12,0*12-11.0);
else if (1 == n) R0 = r2*r2*x2*î2*r2*r2i
break;

case 13 !
if (I == 1) R0 = r*((((((1716.0*12-5544.0¡*¡2a59ao.o)*12-42OO.O)*r2+L26O.Or*t2
else if (I == 3) R0 = r*12*(( ( ( (1287.0*r2-3960.0¡t'¡2a462O,0¡*¡2-2529.0)*12+630
else if (I == 5) R0 = r*12*12*((((?15.0*12-1980.0¡*¡2a1990.0¡*¡2-6nO.O)*12+726
else if (1 == 7) R0 = r*r2*r2*12*(((286,0*r2-660.O\*\2+495.0¡'rr2-129,0r.
else if (I == 9) R0 = r*r2*r2*12*12*((78.0*r2-132.0)*r2+55,0);
else íf (1 == 11) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2t r2Lr2t (I3,0*r2-L2.Ol,ì
else if (f == n) R0 = r*r2frr2*r2*r2*x2Lx2ì
break;

case 14 ¡

if (I == 0) R0 = ((((((3432.0*r2-L2OL2,O¡*y2+16632.0)'*¡!-11550.0):r¡2a4200.0),kr
else if (I == 2) R0 = 12*((((((3003,0*r2-L0296.O1t<12+13860.0)*12-9240,0\*y2¡gy
else if (I == 4) R0 = 12*r2:!( ((((2002.01,12-6435.0)*¡)a7920.Or*12-4620.01*r2+I2
else if (t == 6) R0 = 12*12*r2'k((((1OO1.O*12-2860.O)*r2+2g7O.Or*12-]32}.O)*12+
else if (f == 8) R0 = 12*r2*12*r2*(((364.0*r2-858.0)'112+660.0¡*¡2-155.6¡.
else if (f == 1O) RO = r2),r2ttr2tr2t12*((91.0*ï2-156,0)*y2+66.O)ì
else íf (1 == 12) RO = y2*r2*r2tr2).r2*r2*(!4.0*12-13.0)t
else if (1 == n) RO = r2*r2* r2), 12* x2* 12* 12 ì
break;

case 15 3

if (I == 1) RO = r*(((((((6435.O*12-24024.0¡*¡2a36¡36.o¡*¡2-271r0.0)*r2+11550,
eLse íf ( I == 3) R0 = r*r2* ( ( ( ( ( ( 5005. 0*r2-18018. 0¡'t¡21257 40. 01 t,I-2-L8480,0 ),tr2
else if (1 == 5) R0 = r*12*r2*( ( (( (3003.0*12-1OO1O.O)*r2+12970.0\*12-7920.0)*r
else if (f == 7) R0 = r*12*12*r2*((((1365.0*r2-4OO4.O)*r2+429O.01*y)-1980.0)*¡
else if (I == 9) R0 = r*r2 *r2 * r2*r2t ( ( (455.0*T2-1092.0¡*¡2..6Ut.0)*12-220,0)ì
else if (1 == 11) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2r.12*12*( (105.0*r2-182.0)*12+78.0) t
else if (f == 13) R0 = r*T2*r2*r2).r2*r2'<12*(75.0*12-!4.0\i
else if (1 == n) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2*r2'tî2).r2)tr2i
breaki

case 16 !
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if (1 == 0) R0 = (((((((12870.0*12-51480.0)*12+84084.0)*¡2-'72072,o)*12+34650.0
else if (f == 2) R0 = 12*(((((((11440.0*r2-45045.0)*¡2+72o72.0)*12-60060.0)*r2
else if (I == 4) R0 = 12,kr2*( ( (( ((8008.0*12-30030.0)*¡1a45045.0)'rr2-34320.0),rr
else if (t == 6) &O = r2t r2r.12*( ( (( (4368.0*r2-15015,0)'tr2+2OO20.O)*t2-72810.0)
else if (f == 8) RO = 12*t2tx2*r2*((((1820.0*12-5460.0)*12+6OO6.O):rr2-2860.0)*
else if (f == 10) R0 = r2*y2*r2*r2*r2* ( ( (560,0*12-1365.0¡*¡2a1992.0)*r2-286.0)
else if (1 == 12) RO = î2*\2*r2*r2*r2*Í2*((f20.0112-270.0)*r2+91.0)i
else if (1 == 14) RO = r2tÍ2r.r2¡<r2+<r2tT2t12* (16.0*12-15.0)t
else if (I == n) RO = r2*r2*r2*r2*r2*r2*r2*t2ì
breaki

case 17:
if (r == 1 ) R0 = r*( ( ( ( ( ( ( (24310.0*12-102960.0)*¡!a180!.80,0)'t¡2-168168.0) *r2+9
else if (I == 3) R0 = r*r2*(((((((19448.0*r2-80080.0)*r2+135135.0)*r2-I2O72O.O
else if (l == 5) R0 = r'rr2'rr2*((((((12376.0*12-48048.0)*r2+75075.0r*12-60060,0
else if (f == ?) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2*(((((6188.0*r2-21840.0¡r,¡2a39930.0¡*r2-29OtO.
else if (f == 9) R0 = r*r2*r2*12*12*((((2380.0*12-7280.0)*r2+8190.0¡*¡2-4OOn,O
else if (I == 11) R0 = r*12*12*12,tr2*î2* ( ( (680.0*12-1680.0¡*¡2a1365,0)*r2-364.
else if (I == 13) R0 = r*12*r2*12*12*12*rz't((136,0*r2-240.0)*12+LO5.O);
else if (1 == 15) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2rtr2*r2*r2ttr2*(I7.0*l.2-:.6.Oli
else Íf (I == n) R0 = r*r2*r2*r2t î2*r2*r2*r2t !2i
break;

case L8 ¡

if (1 == 0) R0 = ((((((( (48620.0tx2-2r8790.0)*r2+41L840,0)I'12-420420.0)*12+252
else if (I == 2) R0 = 12*((((((((43758.0*12-194480.0)*r2+360360.0)*12-360360.0
else if (I == 4) R0 = r2*r2*(((((((31824.0'tr2-136136.0)*r2+24O24O.Orr,r2-225225
else if (1 == 6) R0 = 12*12*r2*((((((18564.0*r2-74256.01*r2+I2OI2O.O)*r2-10010
else if (t == 8) R0 = r2*r2*r2*12*(((((8568.0*12-30940.0)*r2+43580.0¡*¡2-39939
else if (1 == 10) RO = t2tÍ2*12*12*12*((((3O6O.O*r2-9520.0¡*¡2a1gg2O.O),,12-546
else if (1 == f2) RO = x2t t2*r2*r2*r2*T2* ( ( (816,0*r2-2040.0)*12+1680.0)*12-455
else if (1 == 14) RO = x2*r2tr2]?x2*r2*r2*r2*((153,O*12-272.0)*r2+120.0).
else if (1 == 16) R0 = 12*r2*r2t ]c2t r2*r2*r2*r2r<(18.0,kr2-17.0);
else if (I == n) R0 = 12 *r2 *r2 *Í2t x2*r2*\2*T2*r2.
break;

default I ;
)
return R0i

name ! cal zerníke moment val

description: Compute Zernike moment (CNIJ, SNL) of order N and
anguLar dependence L for picture F of size NX x Ny
by direct. numerical integration.

int cal_zernike_moment_va1( int nx, int ny, int **f,
int n, Ínt 1,

syntax ¡
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double *cnl, double *snl)

elrors! 0 - no error
-L - picture size <= 0

v¡ritten by! X. Zhou
date: Septenber 16f 1991

* * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** * t * * * *** * /
cal_zernike_moment_vaI (

j-nt DXr ,/* the horiz. size, and *,/
int ny, /* the vert. size of the pícture */
Ínt **f, /* the picture *,/
int n. /* the order, and */
int L, /* the angular dependence of zernike moment */
double *cnl, /* the real part, and *,/
double *snl /,+ the ímaginary part of Zernike moments computed */

){
int col, row; /* coords */
double Rnli /* * /
double x0, y0; /* the pict's (Jer,i-re t /
double dx, dy, x, y, theta, rho, lthetai
double scale, tempval, sumc. su¡nsi

if (x0 <= O ll yo <= O) return -li
x0 = 0.5 * nx; /'r get the pict,s centre */
y0=0.5*nyi
dx = 1.0 / xot /r. get the samplíng interval in each dimension x/
dy=1.0/yo;
sumc=sums=0.0i
f or ( rol,l' = 0 i ro\,, < nyi ro\,¡++ )

for (col = 0i col < nx; col++)
{

tempval = flrok'l Ico]-l t
if (fabs(tempval) > S¡4ÀLL_REÀI ) /* take non-zero point only */
i

if ( getjolar_coords ( xO, y0, col, ro\¿, &theta, erho¡ == ¿¡
íf (rho - 1.0 <= sMAr,L_REAt )

bempval" *= get_rnl_val(nr 1r rho)t
if (f == 0 ll fabs(theta) < sMÀLrr_REÃ,r )

sumc += tempval i

;t""
Itheta=I*theta;
sumc += tempval * cos(Itheta);
sums += tempval * sin(ltheta)i

)
Ì
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)
scale = dx*dy * (n+1.0) / pI,
*Cn1 = Scale ,t sumc;
*snl=-scale*SUmS.
return 0i

)

/*************************************************************************

name: cal_zernike_moments

description: Compute a set of Zernike momente CNL, SNL (ÀNL) from
order NMIN to NMAX for picture F of size NX x NY.

syntax: int ca]_zernike_moments ( int nx, int ny, int **f,
int nmin, int nmax, double **cnl, double **snI,
double **anI)

errors¡ 0 - no error
-1 - min order nmin > max order nmax

-2 - nrnax > max ÞossibLe order MÀX_N

-3 - error from function cal zernike moment va1

written by! x. zhou
date! September f6, 199I

*************************************************************************/
int caL_zerníke_moments (

int hx, /* the horiz. size, and */
int ny, /* the vert. size of the picture */
int ¡*fr /* the picture *,/
int runin' /* the mín order, and */
int nmax, /* the max order of zernike moments to be comÞuted */
double :r*cn1, /* the real part. */
double **snl, /* the imaginary part, and */
double **anl /* the magnitude of zernike moments computed */

){
ínt n, li
double cr si

if (nmin > nmax) return -1; /* parameter check */
if (nmax > IiAX_N ) return -2;
for 1n = nmini n <= nmaxi n++)

fÕr (l = 0; 1 <= ni 1++)
if ((n-1 A 1) == g¡ /* n-I is an even number */
{

if ( ca1_zernike_moment_val ( nx, ny, ft nt !, &c, &s) != 0)
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return -3i
cnlIn][]-l = c;
snllnl [1] = s;
anllnl II] = sqrt(c*c+s*s);

l
return 0i

name: test zm moment

description: Test the Zernike moment computation function
cal_zernike_moments, where the picture data is stored
in the file "char_a", and the desired Zernike moments
orders are from 0 to 16.

syntax! int test_zm_moment ( void )

errors: 0 - no error
-1 - cannot al-locate dynamic storage
-2 - cannot open the picture data fíte
-3 - error occurred in computing zernike moments
-4 - cannot save the comput.ed moments

written by: X. Zhou
date! septenber 16, 19 91

* * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * *** * ** * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * * **Lt * * * * /
int test_zm_moment (

void
){

#define nmin 0 /* min & max moment orders */
#define nmax 1.6

#define pict_name "char_a" /* picture file name */

int n, l, nx, nyi
char fname[256];
FfLE *out. *fopen( ) i
int ¡*fi
double **CnI, **snl, **anI,

,/* allocate dynamic storage for the picture 'r,/if ((f = imatrix(o' MÀx_X, 0, I'lAx_y) ) == NU!L) return -li
if (getjict( ( char* ) pict_name, &nx, eny, f) l= O)

free_imatrix(f, 0, tufÄx_x, 0, ì4AX_y) t
return -2;
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)

,/* allocate dynamic storâge for the moments */
cnL = dmatrix(o, ¡lÂX_N, 0, I,ÍÀX_N);
snl = dmatrix(o, MÄX_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
if ((anl = dmatrix(o, MÀx_N, O, MÃx_N) ) == NULI,)
I /r, íf anl is oK, cnl & snl must be a1I right. *,/

free_dmatrix ( snl, O, MAX_N, O, ¡,ÍAX_N) t
free_dmatrix ( cnI, 0, MAX_N, 0, MAX_N);
free_imatrix(f, 0f MAX_X, 0, MÀX_y) t
return -1i

)
if ( caL_zernike_moment.E ( nx , ny, l, nmin, nmax, cnl, snl-. anl) ¡= o)

return -3i

strcpy( fname, píct_name ) i
strcat(fname, ".zm")i
if ( (out = fopen(fname, "w")) == NUIL) return -4i
c learerr ( out ) ;
for 1n = nmin¡ n <= nmax; n++)

for (L = 0; I <= n; I++)
{

if ((n-1 & 1) == 0) /* n-l is an even nu¡nber */
fprj.ntf (our, " 8d, 8d : \r812. 6f \rt12. 6f \r*12. 6f \n,',
n, 1, cnlIn] [t], snlIn] ttl, anltnl II] );

)
fclose(out);

free_dmatrix ( an1, 0, I'LAX_N, 0, MÀX_N); /* clean up *,/
free_dmatrix ( snl, 0, MÀX_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
free_dmatrix ( cnl, 0, l.{å,X_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
free_imatrix(f,0, MÀX_X, O, MÀX_y) t
return 0i

)
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/*************************************************************************

zm_optim. c

This file contains functions for optimization.

(c) copyright. The Laboratory of Dr. Ríchard cordon. 1991.
All rights reserved.

#include <stdio. h>
#incLude <math. h>

#defíne R 0.61803399 /* coLden rat.ios */
#define c ( 1 .0-R)
#defíne sHFr(a,b,c,d) (a)=(b) r (b)=(c) r (c)=(d);
#define rTERMÀx 100 /* Max allowed #iterations to revent infinite loop *7

double golden(double ax, double bx, double cx, double (*f) (double x),
double tol, double *x¡nin ) i

double funcl (double x);
int test_golden(void) ;

/* The function golden is from the book 'lNumericat Recipes in c: The ¡,rt. of ,+,/

/* Scientific Computing" by W.H. presg, B.p. Flannery, s.A, Teukolsky, and */
/* W.T. Vetterling, Carnbridge University press, Cambridge, 1988. *,/

/* Given a function f, and given a bracketing triÞIet of abscissas ax, */
/* bx, cx (such that. bx is between ax and cx, and f(bx) is less than both */
/* f(ax) and f(cx)), this routine performs a golden section search for the */
/* minj-mum, isotating it to a fractional precision of about tol. The */
/* abscissa of the minimum is returned as xmin, and the mj-nj-mum function */
/* vaLue is returned as golden, the returned function value, */
double golden (

double ax, /* abscissas ax, bx, cx such that ax < bx < cx, and */
double bx, /t f(bx) < f(ax) and f(bx) < f(cx) */
double cx,
double (*f) (double x), /* the function !¡here the minimum is to be found */
double tol, ,/* fractionaL precision *,/
double * r{¡nin /* the abscissa of the mi-nimum */

){
int. iter=o t
double f0, fft f.2, f3, x0, x1, x2, x3i

xo=axi /* At any given time we $riII keep track of four points, */
x3=cxi lt x0,xL,x2,x3. */
if (fabs(cx-bx) > fabs(bx-ax)) { /* Make xO to xt the smaller segment, */
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xL=bx;
x2=bx+C*(cx-krx)i /* and fill in the ne\,, point to be tried. *,/

)
else {

x2=bxi
x1=bx_c,k ( bx_ax) ;

)
f1=(*f)(x1 ); /* The initial function evaluations. Note that v¡e never */
f2=(*t)(x2)ì /* need to evaluate the functÍon at the original endpoints. */
whiLe (fabs(x3-x0) > tol* ( fabs ( xL ) +fabs ( x2 ) ) && iter<rTERxÀX) {

if (f2 < f1) { /* one possíbLe outcome, */
SHFT(x0,xl,x2,R*xl+C,kx3) /* its housekeeping, */
SHFT(fo,f1,f2, (*f) (x2) \ /* and a new function evaluation. */

)
else { /* The other outcome, */

SHFT ( x3 
' 
x2, xl, R:kx2+C*x0 )

SHFT(f3,f2,fl, (*f) (x1) \ /', and its new functíon evaluation. */
)
.i +êr¿¡,

I /* Back to see if \^¡e are done. */
if (f1 < f2) { /* We are done. Output the best of the two */

,t:<min=xli /* current values. */
return f1;

)
else {

*:flin=x2 i
return f2i

)
)

/* generate a function wÍth r'qnin = 0.351841; fmin = 0.827184 in [0,1] 'rl
double funcl (

double x /* the abscissa *,/

){
return exp ( -x) +x*xi

)

/* test for the golden function */
int. test_golden ( void ) {

int i, j, k¡
double a = 0.0r b = 1.0, c, fa, fb, fc, r<rnin, fmin, funclO, golden( );

fmin = golden(a, b, c, funcL, O.OOO1, &xmin);
printf (":min = 812.6tf;\tfmin = 812.61f\n", lanin, fmin);
return 0;

)
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/**********************x**************************************************

zm_orien , c

This fiLe contaíng functions for recognition of orientation by using the
phase information in zernike moments.

(C) Copyright The Laboràtory of Dr. Ríchard cordon. 1991.
ÀLI rights reserved,

*************************************************************************/

#include <stdio. h>
#incLude " zernikemoment. h "

extern ínt Nmin, Nmaxi
extern double *'rc1nL. *'ks1n1, **c2nI, *,rs2nIi

name: zm_oríen_abg_norm

description: compute the specj-ally defined angular error function
for orientation recognition using the absolute norm.

Eyntaxr double zm_orien_ab6_norm( double theta)

written byr X. Zhou
date: Septerìber 16, 19 91

*************************************************************************/
double zm_orÍen_abs_norm(

double theta /* the abscissa *,/
){

int n, Ii
double err=o.0. mt., cosine, sine, dcr ds, anl=o.0;

for 1n = Nmíni n <= Nmaxi n++)
for (1 = 0i 1 <= ni l++)

if ((n-l a 1) == s¡ I
mt = I*theta;
cosine = cos(mt);
síne = sin(mt) i
dc = c2nlIn] [I] - (c1nlIn][I]*cosine+s1nlIn] [l]*sine) t
ds = s2nllnl [1] - (slnItnl [1]*cosine-c1ntIn] [1]*sine).
eff += \¡ECTORMÀG ( dc I ds)t
anl += vEcToRMAc(ClnlIn] t1l, slnltnl tLl );
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)
return errlanI;

)

/*********rrtr**************************************************************

names zm_orien_eucl_norm

descriptionr Compute the specially defined angular error function
for orientation recognition using the Euclidean norm.

syntax3 doubLe zm_orien_euc l_norm( double theta)

written by3 X. zhou
date¡ septenber 16, 19 9I

*************************************************************************/
double zm_orien_eucl_norm(

double theta /* the abscÍssa */
){

int nr Ii
double err=0.0r mt, cosíne, sine, dc, de, an12=0.0t

for 1n = Nmin; n <= Nmaxi n++)
for (I = 0; I <= ni l++)

if ((n-1 & L) == 0) {
mt = I*theta;
cosine = cos(mÈ) i
sine = sin(nt);
dc = c2nllnl []-l - (clntlnl[1]*cosine+s1nIIn] [I]*sine) ;
ds = s2nllnlII] - (SlnIlnl[1]*cosíne-c1nIIn][1]*sine)t
err += dc*dc + ds*dsi
anl2 += C1nlIn][I]*ClnllnlIl] + slnllnllll*sLnllnllll;

)
return errlan12 i

)

name! zm_orien_max_norm

description: compute the specially defined angular error function
for orientation recognition using the maximum norm.

syntaxi double zm_orien_max_norm( doubLe theta)

written by: X, Zhou
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date! Septerùf,er 16, 19 91

*****************************r.*******************************************/
double zm_orien_max_norm(

double theta ,/* the abscissa '+,/
){

int n, 1;
double err=o.0r mt. cosine, sine, dc, ds, tmp, anl=O.Oi

for (n = Nmini n <= Nmaxi n++)
for (I = 0t I <= ni l++)

if ((n-1 & r) == o) {
mt = 1* theta i
cosine = cos(nt),
sine = sÍn(mt) t
dc = C2nlfnl II] - (Clnftnl II]*cosine+s1ntIn] [l]r.sine) t
ds = S2n1[n][t] - (s1nIIn][I]*cosine-cLnIIn][I]*sine)i
tmp = Y¡"to"tOc( dc, ds)t
err = M,AX ( err, tnp)t
tmp = 1;çsr.RüÃc(cLnl-[n] [ I], slnllnl tll);
anl = ¡,tAx ( anl, tlnp ) t

)
return errlan1;

)

/********************rr****************************************************

name¡ get_zm_orien

descriptionr Compute the orientation oRIEN and minimum error ERR of
an object ZM2 vrith respect to the reference object ZM1
r,rith the optimization norm NORM. zernike moments from

. order NM]N to NMÀX are used in the computatÍon.

syntax! int get_zm_orien ( int nmin, int nmax. char *zmL,
char *2m2, int norm, double *orienr double *err)

errors¡ O - no error
-L - irnproper orders NMIN and NMÀX

-2 - cannot allocate dynamic storage
-3 - cannot get the Zernike moments
-4 - unknown optinization norm

written by: X, Zhou
date: SepteÍìber 1.6, 799L

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rt * tr tr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Jr * * * * * * * * * * * * * t< * tr t * tt tt /
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int get_zm_orien (

int nmin, /* the min and */
int nmax, /* min orders of Zernike moment */
char *2m1, /* Zernlke moments of the reference object ,r,/

char t'zm2 | /* Zernike moments of the object */
int norm, /* the ninimization norm used */
double *orien, ,/* the orientation, and */
double *err /* the min err *,/

){
int k; /,t loop index */
doubLe dt=o.5*PIi /* lO. 2rtl ís divided into 4 sub-intervals */
double ta, tb, tc, tmin, ea, eb, ec, emin;
double (*func)(double x)t

/* check for improper parameters ,*/
if (nmin < 0 ll nrnin > nmax | | nmax >= MAX_N ) return -l.i

/* allocate dynamic storage */
ClnI = dmatrix(0, I'ÍAX_N, 0, 1.1ÀX_N)t
SlnI = dmatrix(o, MÃX_N, 0, ¡4.4X_N);
C2n1 = dmatrix(o, MAX_N, 0, MÀX_N)t
if ((S2nI = dmatrix(o, MÂx_N, 0, MÀx_N) ) == NULL)

{
free_dmatríx ( c2n1, 0, MÀX_N, 0, ì4.4X_N),
free_dmatríx(SlnI, 0, ¡,iAX_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
free_dmatrix(C1n1, 0, MAX_N, 0, MÀX_N);
return -2i

)

/* get the Zernike moments in zmL and zm2 */
if ( get_zernike_moments ( runin, nmax, zm1, ClnI, SlnI) l= O)

t
free_dmatrix ( S2nL, 0t MÀX_N, 0, MAX_N) t
free_dmatríx( C2nI, Ot MÀX_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
free_dmatrj-x ( S 1nl, 0¡ MAX_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
free_dmatrix(C1nI, 0, r'rAX_N, 0, MAX_N) t
Teturn -3i

)
if ( get_zernike_moments ( nmin, nmax, zm2 | C2nI I S2n1) t= O)

{
free_dmatrix( S2nI, 0, MÀX_N, 0, MÀx_N);
free_dmatrix ( c2n1r 0, MÀX_N, 0, ¡,fÀX_N) t
free_dmatrix(s1nl, 0, }!AX_N | 0, !'fÀX_N ) t
free_dmatrix(C1nl, 0r MÀX_N, 0, MAX_N) i
return -3;

)

Nmin = nmin; /* for computing the error functj-on */
Nmax = nmax i
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*orien = *err = 1.0e+20; /* initiatization */

switch (norm) {
case ZM_ABS_NORM ¡ /* absolute norm */

func = zm_orien_abs_norm;
l.'rÃâ1,.

case ZM_EUCL_NORM! /* Euclidean norm */
func = zm_orien_eucl_normi
break;

case ZM_MÀX_NORM ! /* maximum norm */
func = zm_orien_max_normi
break;

default:
free_dmatrix ( s2 nl, 0, MÂx_N, 0, ¡{Ax_N) t
free_dmatrix ( C2 nI, 0, MÀX_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
free_dmatrix(S1nl. 0, MÀX_N, 0¡ MÀX_N) t
free_dmatrix(C1nl, 0, [fAx_N, 0, MAX_N) t
return -4i /* unknown norm */

i
/* we kno\,¡ that there's a minimum ln lO, 2,nl , */
ta = 0.0i
tc = dtt
for(k=0rk<4tk++){

tb = ta + 0.38196601*(tc_ta),
emín = golden(ta, tb. tc, func, TOIJER ANCE ¡ &tmin);
ta = tci
tc += dti
if 1*"rr > emin) { /* find a minimum in the interval lO, 2ñl t,/

*err = emj-n ¡
*orien = tmin;

)
)
*orien *= RÀDIÀ,N_TO_DEGREE t /* convert to angle in degrees */

free_drnatrix ( 52 nI, 0, I'lAX_N, 0, MAX_N) t ,/* clean up */
free_dmatrix( C2nL, O, !fÀX_N, 0, MAX_N);
free_dmatrix(S1nlf 0, MÀX_N, 0, ¡{AX_N)t
free_dmatrj-x ( C 1nl, 0, MÀX_N, 0, ¡,ÍAX_N);
return 0i

)

name! test_zm_orien

description¡ Test the orientation recognitÍon function get_zm_orien.
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syntax¡ ínt test_zm_orien ( void )

errors¡ 0 - no error
-1 - error occurred in function get_zm_orien

r.¡ritten by3 X. Zhou
date¡ september 16, 19 91

* * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** * Jr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * ** ******** /
int test_zm_oríen (

void
){

#define nmin 0 /* min & max momenÈ orders */
#define nmax 16
#define zm1 "char_a,zm" /r, fíLe name for moments set #! */
#define zm2 "char_a60.2m" /t, f.iLe name for moments seL #2 */
#define norm ZM_EUCL_NoRM /* the Euclidean norn */

double orien; ,/* the desíred orientation (j-n degrees) x/
double erri ,/,r the mj,nimum error */

/* reconstrucing the picture ,r,/

if ( get_zm_oríen ( nmj-n, nmax, zm1, zm2, norm, &orien, &err) != O)
return -1i

/* orien = 59.8601t err = O.OO93i *,/

return 0i
)
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zm_recons , c

this file containg functions for Ímage reconstruction from Zernike moments.

(C) Copyright The l,aboratory of Dr. Richard Gordon. 199t.
.1,11 rights reserved.

*************************************************************************/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string. h>
#include " zerníkemoment. h "

name¡ zm_contrib

description: Accumulate the Nth order contribution from the zernike
moments CNL and SNL to the image F of size NX and Ny,

syntaxs int zm_contríb ( int n, double **cnl, double **snl,
int nx. int nx, double **f)

errors3 0 - no error
-1 - cannot get the polar coords

written byr X, Zhou
date¡ Septenber 16, 19 91

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *******, ¡
int zm_contrib (

int n, ,/* add contribution from the nth order zernike moment */
double **ctlr /* the real part, and */
double **snf, /* the imaginary part of the moment.s */
int DXr ,/* the picture size in horiz., and '+/int ny, /* the vert. directions *,/
double **f /* the reconstTucted image '+/

){
int ], k, col, rowi
double x0. y0, theta, rho, Ltr sumi

x0=0.5*nx;
y0=0.5*nyi
f or ( row = 0; row < ny; ro\,r++ )
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for (col = 0; col < nxi col-++)
{

if ( get3olar_coords ( x0, y0, coL, rov¡, Âtheta¿ &rho) ¡= O)
return -1i /* cannot get the polar coords */

sum = flrow] [col];
if (rho-1.0 <= SMÀLL_REÀ¡ ) /* inside the unit circle */
{

if (n&1 == 0) /* n ig an even number */
sum += cnlIn][0] * get_rnl_val(n, 0, rho);

for (I = 1t I <= nt I++)
if ((n-l & 1) == 0) /* n-I is an even number */
{

It.=l*theta;
sum += 2.0 * get_rnl_val(n, I, rho)

* ( cnl I n ] [ I ] *cos ( 1t ) - snlIn] tll*sin(It) ) t
)

)
else /* outside the unit circle */

sum = HUGE_VAL;
flrowl [coI] = sumi

)
return 0;

)

/*************************************************************************

name¡ zm_recong

description: Reconstruct an image of size NX and Ny from its Zernike
moments of order NMIN to NMÀX {CNL and SNL}. The
reconstructed images are separately saved as FNAME.nn.
where nn indicates that the image is reconstructed from
zero order up to nnth order of zernike moments.

syntaxs int zm-recons(int nmin, int nmin. double **cnl,
double **snI, int nx, int ny, char *fname)

errors: 0 - no error
-L - cannot save the zernike potynomial coefficients
-2 - cannot allocate dynamic memory

written by: X. Zhou
date¡ Septe¡nber 16, 19 91

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
int zm_recons (

int nmin, ,/* the min order, and */
int nmax, /* the max order of Zernike moments */
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double *:tcnlr /* t.he real part, and ,*/
double **snl, /* the imaginary part of the moments */
j-nt DX¿ ,/* the picture size in horiz., and */
int nY, /* the vert. directions */
char *fname /* the desired picture file name */

){
int n, L. i, j, value;
char theName [256 ] | thestr [ 256 ] t
int **fi /* the reconstructed picture */
double *tfd; /r, the picture in double precision */

/* check for improper parameters */
íf ( nrnin < 0 ll nmin > nmax | | nmax >= MAX_N ) return -1;

/* allocate dynamic memory */
if ((f = imatrix(0, nx, 0, ny)) == NULL) return -2;
if ((fd = dmatrix(0r nx, 0, ny) ) == NULL)

{
free_imatrix(f, 0, nx, 0, ny)t
return -2;

)

n = nmin; /r, initialízations *,/
for (j = 0r j < ny; j++)

for (i = 0t i < nxt i++)
fdtjltil = 0.0'

do{
if (zm_contríb(n, cnl, snl, nx, nyr fd) == O)

{
strcpy(theName, fname) ;
sprintf(thestr¡ "t02d", n)t /* typicaLty, OO <= n <= 99 */
strcat. ( theName, thestr);
for (j = 0t j < ny; j++) ,/* truncated to integer *,/

for (i = 0t i < nx; i++)
ftjltil = (fdljlIi]==HUGE vA¡) ? 0 s fdtjltil;

putjict ( theName, nx, ny, f)i /i save the picture from up to */
I /* nth order of moments */

) while (++n <= nmax);

free_dmatrix( fd, 0, nx, 0, ny)t /* clean up ,r/
free_imatrix(f I Ot nx, 0, ny)t
return 0i

)

/****************************************************************!k*rr* *****

name: tesÈ zm recong
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description: Test. the image reconstruction function zm recons.

syntax¡ int test_zm_recons ( void )

errors¡ 0 - no error
-1 - cannot allocate dynamic memory
-2 - cannot. get the Zernike moments
-3 - error occurred in function zm recons

wrítten byr x. Zhou
date¡ September 16, 19 91

*************************************************************************/
int. test_zm_recons (

void
){

#define nmin O /* min & max moment orders */
#define nmax 16
#define zm "char_a.zm" /t f!!e name for zernike moments */
#defj-ne nx 33 /* picture er-ze t /
#define ny 33

double * *cnI, **snli

/* allocate dynamic memory for the moments */
cnl = dmatrj-x(o, MÀX_N, 0, M.AX_N) t
if ((snl = dnatrix(o, MAX_N, O, MÂx_N) ) == NU!L)
{

free_dnatrix( cnI, 0, MÀX_N, 0, ¡,fAX_N ) ;
Teturn -1i

)

/* get the Zernike momentg j-rL Zy! */
if ( get_zernike_moments ( nmin, nmax, zm. cnl, snt) ¡= O) return -2i

/* reconstrucing the pÍcture *,/
if ( zm_recons ( nmin, nmax, cnl, snl, nx, ny, zm) l= O) return -3;

free_dmatrix ( snl, 0, MÀX_N, O, ¡4AX_N); /* clean up r.7

free_dmatrix ( cnI, 0, MAX_N, 0, ¡4AX_N) t
return 0;

)
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zm_symmaxj- s . c

Thie file contains functions for detection of sl¡mmetric axis by using the
phase j-nformation in Zernike moments.

(C) Copyright The Laboratory of Dr. Richard Gordon, 1991.
À1I rights reserved,

**********r.******************************r.**j.******************** ******** /

#i.nclude <stdio. h>
#include " zernikemoment. h"

extern int Nmj-n, Nmaxi
ext.ern double 'r 

*c 1nI. *'rslnIi

/*************************************************************************

names zm_sl¡mmaxis_abs_norm

description: compute the specially defined angular error function
for sl¡mmetric axis detection using the absolute norm.

syntax; doublezm_slEnmaxis_abs_norm(doubletheta)

\,Eitten byi X. Zhou
dates September 16, 19 91

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t ******* /
double zm_s¡rmmaxis_abs_norm(

double theta ,/* the abscissa */
)i

int n, li
double err=o .0 ¡ mt, an1=0.0;

for (n = Nmin; n <= Nmax; n++)
for 11 = 0i I <= n; 1++)

if ((n-l t 1) == 6¡ 1

mt = I*theta i
err += f abs ( s1n1 [ n] [ I ]'rcos (mt ) +c1nI I n] [ I ] *sin(rnt.) ) ;
anl += vEcToR¡.tAG(ClnIlnl t1l, s1nlIn] tIl ) t

)
return errlanli

)
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/*************************************************************************

name! zm_sFünaxi3_eucl_norm

description: compute the specially defined angular error function
for sy¡nmetríc axis detection using the Euclidean norm.

syntax¡ doublezm_slmmaxis_eucl_norm(doubletheta)

\,¡ritten by r X. Zhou
date! september 16. 19 91

* * * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * * ** * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * *** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** * *).** * ). ]t /

double zm_symmaxis_euc l_norm (

double theta /* the abscissa *,/
)t

int n, li
double err=o,0, mt, tmp, an12=0.0t

for (n = Nmini n <= Nmaxi n++)
for (l = 0; I <= n; t++)

if ((n-r & 1) == 0) {
mt = l*theta i
tmP = s1nI I n] | I I *cos (Int) +cInI I n] [ I ] *sin(nt.) t
err += tmp*tmpi
anl2 += clnIIn] [ 1]'rc1nl-[ n] [ 1]+st ntlnl [ 1] *s1nlt nl [ 1],

)
return errlan12;

)

/*************************************************************************

name¡ zm_sFnmaxis_max_norm

description: Compute the specially defined angular error funct.ion
for s]¡mmetric axis detection using the maximum norm,

syntax¡ doublezm_symmaxis_nax_norm(doubletheta)

r,rritten by ¡ X. Zhou
dates Septenber 16, 19 91

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******** /
double zm_symmaxis_max_norm (

double theta /* the abscissa */
){
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int n, l;
double err=o.0r mt, tmp, anL=o.0i

for 1n = Nmin; n <= Nmaxi n++)
for (I = 0i I <= ni l-++)

if ((n-1 I 1) == s¡ I
mt = I*theta;
tmp = ¡.5","tnIlnl II]*cos(mt)+clnIlnl II]*sin(rnt) );
err = IÍ,AX ( err, tmp ) t
rmp = y¡"ro*o.(clnllnllIl, slnlIn][I]) ;
anl = MÃX(anI, tmp) t

)
return err/anl;

)

nane ¡ get_zm_sl¡¡nmaxi s

descriptionr Compute the sl¡¡nnetríc axis AXIS and minj-mum error ERR

of an object zM \,¡ith the optinizatiön norm NORM.

zernike moments from order NMIN to NM.AX are used in
the computation.

syntax: ínt get-zm-s]r¡nmaxis ( int nmin, int runax. char *zm¿

int norm, double *axís, double *err)

errorss 0 - no error
-1 - orders n¡nin and nmax improper
-2 - cannot allocate áynamic storage
-3 - cannot get the ZernÍke moments
-4 - unknown optimization norm

written by8 X. Zhou
dater september 16, 19 91

* * ** * * ** * * * * * ** * * ** * * *** * ** * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
int g et_z m_sl¡rnma x i s (

int nmin, /* the mj-n and */
int nmax, /* min orders of Zernike moment */
char *zm, /* zerníke moments of the object */
int norm, /* the minimization norn used */
double *axis. /* the s]ñmetrj-c axis, and */
double *err /* the mÍn err */

){
int ), k¡ ,/* loop index */
double dt=0.25*PIi /* 10, jll is divided into 4 segments */
double ta, tb, tc. tmin, ea, eb, ec, emin;
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double ( *func) (double x) t

/* check for improper parameters */
.if (nmin < 0 ll nmin > nmax ll r*.* >= ¡.{Àx_N ) return -!i

/* allocate dynamic storage *,/
Clnl = dmatrix(o, MÀX_N, 0, !4ÀX_N) t
if ((s1nl = dmatrj.x(or MAX_N, 0. MÀx_N) ) == NUIL)
{

free_dmatrix(clnl, 0. MÀX_N, 0, M.AX_N) t
return -2i

)

/* get the zernike moments ín ZM */
if ( get_zernike_moments ( nmin, nmax, zm, clnl, slnl) ¡= 0)
t

free_dmatrix ( S ln1 r 0r MAX_N, 0, MÀX_N) t
free_dmatrix ( Clnl, 0, ¡fÀX_N, 0f UAX_N) t
return -3i

)

Nmin = runini /* for computing the error functj-on */
Nmax = nmax i
*axis = *err = L,0e+20i ,/ 'r initialization *,/

s\,ritch ( norm) {
case ZM_ABS_NORM s /* absolute norm */

func = zm_slãunaxj- s_abs_normi
break;

case ZM_EUCL_NORM | /* Euclidean norm */
func = zm_sl¡mmaxis_euc1_nolmi
breaki

case ZM_MAX_NORM ! /* maximum norm */
func = zm_symmaxis_max_norm;
break;

default !

free_dnatrix(S1nl, 0, MÀX_N, 0, ¡aAX_N) t
free_dmatrix ( C 1nl, 0. MAX_N, 0. M.AX_N) t
return -4i /* unknown norm */

)

,/* we know that there's a minimum in [0, Í]. 'kl
ta = 0.0;
tc = dt;
for(k=0;k<4;k++){

tb = ta + 0.38196601*(tc_ta),
emin = golden(ta, tb, tc, func, TOLERANCE. &tmin);
+5 = +^.
tc += dt;
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if 1*stt > emin) { /* find a minimum in the interval 10, 2Í,1 */
*err = emi-n i
,r axis = tmini

)
)
*axis *= RÀDIAN_TO_DEGR¡E; /* convert to angle in degrees *,/

free_dmatrix(s1nl, 0, MAX_N, 0, ¡rAx_N) t /'r clean up */
free_dmatrix(c1nl, 0, MÃX_N, 0, MAX_N)t
return 0i

name ¡ te st_zm_sl¡¡nmaxÍ s

description¡ Test the slmlnetric axis detection function
get-zm-sl¡mmaxis .

syntax¡ int test_zm_slrnnaxis ( void )

errorss 0 - no error
-1 - error occurred in function get_zm_symmaxis

written by3 X. zhou
date¡ September 16. 19 91

*************************************rr***********************************/
int test_zm_sFrìmaxis (

void
)t

#define nmin 0 /* min & max moment orders */
#define nmax 16

#define zm "char_a.zm" /* file name for zernike moments */
#define norm ZM_EUCL_NORM /r, the Euclidean norm */

double axis; /* the desired sl¡nmetric axis (in .degrees) */
double err; /* the minimum error */

/* recognizing the slzmmetric axis */
if ( get_zm_sl¡m¡naxis ( nmj-n, nmax, zm, norm, &axis, &err) l= O) return -1;
/* axis = 90.0048; err = 1.0098e-7; */

return 0;
)
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